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Abstract of thesis 
Baeck described the cornerstones of a true Jewish-Christian dialogue in I-Lis 
lecture on Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, I: the knowledge and the 
acceptance of the differences and similarities of religions; in order to 
understand those, one has to be aware of one's own religious identity. 
This study will concentrate on the Jewish aspect of the phenomenon 
"Liberal theology" in the Germany of the early decades of this century as a 
way to find "identity". Therefore Christianity will serve mainly as a 
backdrop to Jewish theological development at the turn of the 19th and 
20th centuries and is not a main subject in its own right. 
Details of Leo Baeck's biography will provide the basis for further 
investigation (chapters I and 2). Afterwards, I shall sketch the historical 
background of the rapid changes which German Judaism had to experience 
in the 19th century (chapter 3). 1 will then discuss into depth the essence 
debate (chapters 4 to 6) in its Christian and Jewish aspects. After an 
examination of modern Jewish theology (chapter 7), 1 shall try to outline a 
theological system of Baeck's thinking (chapter 8). Then I shall have a close 
look at Baeck's perception of central themes in Luther's thought. 
I will evaluate this understanding, assess it with regard to the intellectual 
environment we had discussed in the chapters before and try to come to a 
conclusion on the validity of Baeck's interpretation of Luther, the aim and 
function of Baeck's peculiar way to present his opponent and an assertion 
on the actual problem that Baeck has in mind when challenging Luther 
(chapter 9). 
In conclusion I will discuss the trend towards a genuinely Jewish systematic 
theology (chapter 10). 
This study does not intend to correct Baeck's - often polemic and 
problematical - view of Christianity and above all of Luther's theology. 
Rather, we shall attempt to show in which particular way both Christian 
and Jewish scholars at the turn of the 19th to the 20th century tried to 
formulate what they understood to be the very 'essence' of their religions. 
It is hoped that a picture emerges which illuminates the situation of Jewish 
thought between the emancipation of post-enlightenment age and the 
dawn of a pluralistic society, a problem for Judaism and Christianity alike. 
1 Baeck, Leo, judentum, Christentum und Islain: Rede gehalten von Ehren- 
Großpräsident Dr. Leo Baeck anlässlich der Studientagung der Districts-Loge 
Kontinental-Eziropa XIX in Bruxelles, 22. April 1956; here p. 4. 
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The present study aims at analysing one specific Jewish approach 
to define its essence and identity as it has been presented by Leo 
Baeck (1873-1956) - generally considered to have been the last great 
exponent of German Liberal Judaism. We focus on the attempt to 
evaluate the connection of Liberal Jewish Theology and Liberal 
Christian Theology at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. This 
will serve as background in order to explain Baeck's contribution 
to the Jewish-Christian Dialogue. 
The socio-economic background of pos t-en lighten men t Judaism 
In order to understand the specific situation of German Jewish life 
and thinking before the 2nd world war we have to keep in mind 
that German Jewry underwent a twofold revolution: the 
encounter with both culture and society of its Christian 
environment during the emancipation period (1780-1871). 
Speaking in political terms, the emancipation of Jews in Germany 
resulted in the abolishment of civil autonomy for Jewish 
communities on the one hand and the end of the feudal status of 
German jewry on the other. With the creation of the modern 
German state Jews became integrated into the legal, economic and 
social system of a Christian society. Although one must assert that 
the fruits of Jewish emancipation remained quite incomplete and 
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the social integration of Jews was somewhat partial the 19th 
century can nevertheless be seen as a period of intense cultural 
productivity of German jewry. 
Many of the religious movements of modern times, Reform, 
Conservative, and Neo-Orthodox, were brought into being by 
German Jewish thought. One of the outstanding results of Jewish 
intellectual endeavour in the 19th century was the establishment 
of the Science of Judaism (Wissenschaft des judentums), a school 
of thought which developed the idea of an evolutionary process 
of religious thought within Judaism against the static idea of a 
Jewish faith that is totally based on an unquestionable act of 
revelation. 
Thus, the religious crisis in 19th century German Judaism was a 
result of both the political as well as social changes and the lack of 
access; bility of an ancient Jewish faith. It was the great 
achievement of the Science of Judaism to offer an approach for re- 
defining Jewish identity in a way that contributes to the growth of 
a new identity. 
It was no longer the walls of the ghettos that made the Jew a Jew. 
Individual reason searched for an illuminated approach to the 
values of Judaism, the Jewish cultural and religious heritage, and 
a specific Jewish history. 
These scholarly developments did not find a home within the 
normal university system of that time. 1 Jews had to establish 
1 seeTrutzRendtorff, 'DasVerhältnisvonliberalerTheologieundjudentumum 
die jahrhundertwende', in Das deutsche fudention und der Liberalis? nii,;., 
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their own institutions of higher education dealing ivith religious 
thought. So in 1854, the first Jewish Theological Seminary ivas 
established in Breslau, and in 1872, the Lehranstalt fUr the 
Wissenschaft des judentums was founded in Berlin. Both of them 
became central for the Science of Judaism. 
So one might conclude that Liberal Jewish Theology which ývas 
highly dependent on the rational findings of the Science of 
Judaism in the areas of philosophy, religion and biblical exegesis 
was one of Judaism's most influential responses to the uncertain 
intellectual and religious situation of Jews in 19th century 
Germany. 
What is Liberal Theology? 
Trutz Rendtorff has offered quite a fine definition which serves 
both Jews and Christians well when he said that 'liberal theology' 
in a general sense is every theology that tries to identify and by 
that also tries to shape and influence the changes of modernity in 
a constructive way. 2 
Let us focus for a while on the phenomenon 'Liberal Theology' at 
the end of the 19th century. 
German lewry and Liberalism, Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftung (ed. ), (Sankt 
Augustin, 1986), pp. 96-112, here pp. 104-106. 
2 see Trutz Rendtorff, 'Das VerhAltnis von liberaler Theologie und ludenturn um 
die jahrhundertwende', in Das deidsche Iiidetiffim wid der Ltberah, ýmjj,;., 
Germa? i fewry and Liberalism, Friedrich-Natimann-Stiftung (ed. ), (S. inkt 
Augustin, 1986), pp. 96-112, here p. 96. 
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The following picture emerges: During the first decades of the 
Second Empire (1870-1914) we realize a specific relationship 
between political Liberalism that was highly influenced by liberal 
Protestantism on the one side3 and a liberal Jewish society on the 
other. Liberal Jews and liberal Protestants seemed to share a 
common ground in their set of values as well as their political 
goals. 
Liberal Jewish Theology - with its spokesmen Joseph 
Eschelbacher, Moritz Lazarus, Moritz Gildemann, Ludwig Geiger 
and Leo Baeck to name but a few - and Liberal Protestant Theology 
- to name among them Ernst Troeltsch, Albert Ritschl, Martin 
Rade and Adolf von Harnack - were both concerned with finding 
solutions to questions each of them raised in the same way. And 
by searching for solutions they found themselves on common 
ground. 
Both groups stressed the neo-Kantian ideal of a human being 
enabled by ethics to devote all life to an a priori system of 
principles. It can be said that liberal Protestantism and liberal 
Judaism tried in the same way to reinterpret religious traditions 
on the basis of modern rationality. And both attempted to purify 
their faiths from irrational components. 4 
For the development of Liberalism and the influences of Liberal Protcý, tant 
theology see: Uriel Tal, 'Liberal Protestantism and the Jews in the Sccond 
Reich 1870-1914', in Jewish Social Studies 26 (1964), pp. 23-41. 
4 cf. ibid., pp. 35-36. 
There was one decisive incongruence, though, that separated 
Liberal Jewish Theology and Liberal Protestant Theology: the 
assertion of Christian theology that Christianity is superior to 
Judaism and the hypothesis that Judaism must have been quite a 
decadent faith even prior to Jesus. 
The lectures of Adolf von Harnack on the 'Essence of 
Christianity' (Wesen des Christentums) which were published in 
1900, may be seen in this light; Judaism seems to be characterized 
as an initial and antiquated stage of religion preceding 
Christianity. It is hardly surprising that Harnack's lectures 
resulted in heavy criticism among Jewish scholars orthodox and 
liberal alike immediately after they had been so successfully 
published. One of the first Jewish reactions, however, came from 
Leo Baeck. 
Baeck published a review of Harnack's book in the Monatsschrift 
für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des judentUMS5 in 1901. 
This may well be seen as the starting point of Baeck's interest in 
Christianity. This study attempts to verify that the topic remained 
his continuing concern. Using overt polemics Baeck tries to draw 
a sketch of the 'essence of Judaism' by criticizing Christianity as it 
is presented by Harnack. 
What are the main points of Baeck's criticism concerning 
Harnack's Essence of Christianity? Firstly the lack of appreciation 
for Jewish scholarship and literature. This, he criticises, leads to a 
5 Monatschrift ffir Geschichte und ilt; Judentum-,; 45 (1901), pp. 
97.120 
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misinterpretion of Judaism as it was in the time of Jesus. 
Secondly, Baeck demonstrates the apologetic intention of 
Harnack's book. 
It took Baeck four years until he published his book on the 
'Essence of Judaism' (Wesen des judentUMS)6 which offers a 
much more elaborate answer to Harnack's theories. In 1922 a 
second and enlarged edition followed. 
Against Harnack's description of Judaism Baeck presents the 
image of a Jewish faith defined by ethics, 'intellectually 
orientated' (geistig), and genuinely universal; the corresponding 
piety emphasizes good deeds and trust. The 'essence' of Judaism, 
according to Baeck, lies in the ethical monotheism of the 
prophets. 
Although Harnack or Christianity are not mentioned explicitly 
throughout the whole book Baeck's intention is obvious: Essence 
of Judaism is the apologetical answer to Harnack's Essence of 
ChristianitY. 
From then on Baeck's interest in Christianity as the counterpart 
to Jewish theology is present all through his work. The 
bibliography of Baeck's writings contains more than thirty titles 
on Judaism and Christianity, approximately half of them written 
during the Weimar Republic, five of them even during the Third 
Reich. 
Baeck's methodology in criticizing Christianity is characterized b), 
polarity -a model where 'classical' and 'romantic' religion oppose 
Baeck, Leo, Das Wesen di, s judentums, Ist ed., (Berlin, 1905). 
1 
each other and correspond to the elements of 'mv-stery' 
(Geheimnis) and 'commandment' (Gebot), that is 'mystics' and 
'ethics'. When Judaism and Christianity are analysed in depth 
each of the two religions may be judged by the criteria offered by 
this polarity. 
Speaking of Christianity, Baeck identifies and distinguishes two 
main streams of tradition: Paul, Augustine and Martin Luther 
represent the element of 'mystery'; Jesus, Pelagius and Calvin are 
identified with the element of 'commandment'. 'Classical 
religion' (i. e. Judaism) is readily described as a perfect balance 
between 'mystery' and 'commandment', Christianity is 
predominantly shaped by St. Paul and Luther and therefore 
described as 'Romantic Religion' per se. 
Are there any sources of contemporary thought which may shed 
light on the origin of Baeck's model? The terms 'mystery' and 
'commandment' should really be seen in the context of the 
renaissance of mysticism in the 1920s and the ongoing scholarly 
interest in mystics. Furthermore, we can assert an influence by the 
debate on natural law (Naturrechtsdebatte) and its impact on the 
development of social ethics in post-enlightenment times. This 
debate was of special interest for Protestant scholars and vvill 
undoubtedly have had some resonance in a Judaism heavlh, 
influenced by Hegelian and Neo-Kantian thought. 
Baeck develops his typology by concentrating on the theology of 
Martin Luther and its Pauline sources. It can be easily detected 
that Baeck is mainly interested in two topics of Lutherfý theology- 
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the question of liberum or servum arbitrium and the doctrine of 
two kingdoms. 
Baeck shows the reader an image of Lutheranism that is deeply 
influenced by the Prussian Protestant state church (Staatskirche), 
and the Jewish perception of this alliance of Protestant Church 
and State. So the description of Luther's theology often seems to 
be rather critical, one-sided and based on a contemporary Jewish 
prejudice. 
This study does not intend to correct Baeck's - often polemic and 
problematical - view of Christianity and above all of Luther's 
theology. Rather,, we shall attempt to show in which particular 
way both Christian and Jewish scholars at the turn of the 19th to 
the 20th century tried to formulate what they understood to be the 
very 'essence' - of their religions. 
There have been various attempts to define an 'essence', it should 
be mentioned that Alfred Loisy tried the same for Catholicism 
with L'Evangile et VEglise in 1902. However, one may conclude 
that these approaches to determine the superiority of a certain 
faith over the others failed miserably. We may conclude that the 
search for 'essence' did not foster the coexistence of Judaism and 
Christianity but had the aim of bringing them into a position of 
apologetic polarity: two camps from where the potential opponent 
on the other side can be carefully detected from a safe distance. 
A solution emerged when the historical outlook changes 
perspective. Liberal theology, Christian and Jewish theologians 
alike, had to take into account at a later stage that it is impossible 
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to cling on to the idea of exclusive definition of an 'essence' 
which should then dominate culture, politics and state. Rather, 
theology has to concentrate on finding and describing the 
phenomeon of 'identity'. 
This new perspective seems crucial for the development of a 
pluralistic society. 'Identity' requires an inclusive approach to an 
individual's or a group's faith rather than trying to exclude all 
influences that seem to distract from the 'essence' of a particular 
religion. Having achieved some form of identity enables a human 
being to accept what differs and what we have in common with 
people of another faith. It will be interesting to note that Baeck 
himself exchanges the rather static concept of 'essence' later 
ý@ r the flexible concept of 'existence', thereby acknowledging 
the changes in the underlying basis of the identity problem. 
Baeck described the cornerstones of a true Jewish-Christian 
dialogue in his lecture on Judaism, Christianity, and IsIaM7: the 
knowledge and the acceptance of the differences and similarities 
of religions; in order to understand those, one has to be aware of 
one's own religious identity. 
7 Baeck, Leo, judentiort, ChristcOwn und 1,; Ia? n: Rede gcilaitc? l von Ehrt'? I- 
Grol., '17riiý; ident Dr. Leo Bacck anidsslich der Studientagung drr Di.,; trict., -b)gc 
Kontine? ital-Eurc7w XIX bi Bruxelles, 22. April 1956; here p. 4 
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What is attempted? 
This study will concentrate on the Jewish aspect of Liberal 
theology. Therefore, Christianity will serve mainly as a backdrop 
to Jewish theological development at the turn of the 19th and 
20th centuries and is not a main subject in its own right. 
Some more details of Leo Baeck's biography will provide the basis 
for further investigation (chapters I and 2). 
Afterwards, I shall sketch the historical background of the rapid 
changes which German Judaism had to experience in the 19th 
century (chapter 3). 
We will then discuss into depth the essence debate (chapters 4 to 
6) in its Christian and Jewish aspects. After an examination of 
modern Jewish theology (chapter 7), 1 shall try to outline the 
theological system of Baeck's thinking (chapter 8). 
Then I shall have a close look at Baeck's perception of central 
themes in Luther's thought. I will evaluate this understanding, 
assess it with regard to the intellectual environment we had 
discussed in the chapters before and try to come to a conclusion 
on the validity of Baeck's interpretation of Luther, the aim and 
function of Baeck's peculiar way to present his opponent and an 
assertion on the actual problem that Baeck has in mind when 
challenging Luther (chapter 9). 
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In conclusion I will discuss the trend towards a genuinely Jewish 
systematic theology (chapter 10). 
It is hoped that a picture emerges which illuminates the situation 
of Jewish thought between the emancipation of the post- 
enlightenment age and the dawn of a pluralistic society, a 
problem for Judaism and Christianity alike. 
I 
1 Leo Baeck's Lif e 
1.1 A True Leader of German Judaism 
Leo Baeck lived from 1873 to 1956. He is considered one of the 
most significant representatives of German Judaism and, at the 
same time, as the spiritus rector, the spiritual leader of 
progressive Judaism. Albert H. Friedlander, in his comprehensive 
biography Leo Baeck: Leben und Lehre, refers to Baeck in terms of 
his outstanding importance, his versatile talents and his scholarly 
knowledge, as follows: 
He was the leader of German Judaism, the 
last legitimately nominated and elected 
leader of a community which ceased to 
exist after more than 1000 years. 
He was one of the great scholars of his 
generation and when he spoke on 
Christianity, mysticism or ancient 
philosophy, his words received just as 
much consideration as his great works on 
the essence of Judaism. 
As the Grand Master of the German District 
of the Bnai Brith Order, as the last/e*4/`-.,, 
Rabbi of the Jewish Community of Ber in, 
as Professor of the last Jewish Seminary in 
Germany, secretly continuing to issue di- 
plomas to young Rabbis for a dying Jewish 
Community, Leo Baeck refused to leave 
Germany, despite pressure from the Ger- 
man government-" 
8 Her e and in the following, where quotes have been translated into English, 
the original German version appears in the footnotes. 
Cf. Albert H. 
On the other hand, Leo Baeck was and still is considered 
controversial, even among Jews. 
There are some people who are qualified to be a "representative" 
of their community because they reflect all of the characteristics of 
that community such that this overall picture is not disturbed by 
idiosyncracies or individual touches showing through. Others 
represent their community by embodying a single distinctive 
characteristic which is expressed so strongly and one-sidedly that 
it leaves a lasting impression. Then again there are some people 
who have the strength to stick to their own, individual 
convictions, yet retain the ability to depict a sum of their very 
community. In spite of their one-sidedness - even in 
the face of numerous obstacles - they still embody the entirety of 
their community. Leo Baeck was such a man. As a result, he was 
both unconditionally German -a pioneer of the organization of 
Jewish German citizens, the "Ceti tralverebi deutscher Staatsbiirger 
Friedlander, Leo Baeck: Leben wid Lehre, Stuttgart, 1973, p. 12: Tr war der 
Führer des deutschen judentums, der letzte rechtmäßig gewählte und 
nominierte Führer einer Gemeinde, die nach mehr als tausendjähriger Dauci- 
aufgehört hatte, zu existieren. Er war einer der großen Gelehrten seiner 
Generation, und was er über das Christentum, über Mystik oder alte 
Philosophie zu sagen hatte, wurde mit der gleichen Aufmerksamkeit 
aufgenommen wie seine großen Schriften zum Wesen des judentums. Alb 
Großmeister des deutschen Distrikts des Bne Brith-Ordens, als der letzte 
führende Rabbiner der jüdischen Gemeinde zu Berlin, als Profesor de, ý, letzten 
jüdischen Serniiiars in Deutschland, der für eine sterbende Gemeinde noch 
immer heimlich Diplome an junge Rabbiner erteilte, hatte Leo Baeck ý'Ich 
geweigert, Deutschland zu ve-lassen - trotz des Drängens der deutchen 
Regierung. " 
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jzidischen Glaubens", as well as one of the few Rabbis who 
refused, in 1897, to participate in a protest against the Ist Zionist 
Congress. 
Baeck was 24 years old at the time and had just received his first 
rabbinical appointment. He boldly risked his future career and, 
just as boldly, he later offered his services to the Zionist Fund and 
the "Jewish Agency for Palestine", despite the common suspicion 
that such groups were attempting to undermine the civic roots of 
assimilation so important to Jewish middle-class society. And, 
finally, he happily welcomed the state of Israel, without letting 
that support stop him from loudly and openly opposing the 
terrorism based on nationalism which preceded the founding of 
the state. 
1.2 Youth in Lissa 
Leo Baeck, the seventh of eleven children, was born in Lissa in 
the Province of Poznan, on May 23,1873. His ancestors came from 
Moravia and Hungary. There were rabbis on both sides of his 
family, including his father, Dr. Samuel Baeck, who enjoyed a 
high reputation as a scholar and author as a result of his book on 
the history of the Jewish people and their literature from 
Babylonian times to the present. 
Leo Baeck was raised in a religious family which did not 
withdraw from the future-orientated spirit of an emerging epoch. 
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The environment in which he grew up was filled with a sense of 
joyful humanity, and at the same time contributed to the fact that 
the contemplative young boy rejected the feelings of optimism 
toward the future which were, albeit much later, revealed to be 
rather superficial. At the time, many Jews embraced this 
optimism because they wanted to overcome the narrowness of 
their living space, similar to conditions in the Middle Ages, 
which they had only shed 50-100 years earlier. 
As a Jew in Lissa, he could observe the members of three 
Christian denominations: Lutheran, Calvinist and Catholic. 
Baeck's respect for the Calvinist minister in Lissa played a role in 
his later theologically anchored affinity to the Calvinists. The 
house in which the Baeck family lived belonged to the minister 
who charged them very low rent and who refused to accept the 
increase which the Baecks had offered. 
The relationship between the Germans and the Poles in Lissa was 
strained. The Jews were hardly affected by anti-Polish sentiment, 
but they considered themselves German, based on their language, 
culture and political affinity. At the time, Germans in the area 
did not object to the Jewish identification of themselves as 
Germans. During World War II, Baeck found the following words 
to express the position of the Jews among various peoples and 
nationalities: 
The struggle in which the soul of this 
people - its union with God - once opposed 
the peoples of Canaan and the surrounding 
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peoples, was, above all, a struggle for 
purity... 
This was especially the case in such times 
when eras or cultures submerged and new 
forms of life revealed themselves. 
The danger of unhealthy assimilation was 
ever-present - an assimilation by which 
more evil and cruelty was adopted from the 
surroundings than that which is noble and 
life-giving. The inner core of this People 
was thereby attacked. A real, healing 
assimilation does exist... 
The essence of this People has hardly been 
limited by this; in fact, its spirit was 
generally enriched. But when they allowed 
themselves to be embraced by the arms of 
Canaan, then the core of life, the union 
with God, lost its strength-9 
9 Adler, Hans G., 'Rechenschaft in dunkler Zeit: Leo Baeck und sein Werk' in 
Leo Baeck: Lehrer und Helfer iii schwerer Zeit, Arnoldshainer Texte 20, 
Werner Licharz (ed. ), (Frankfurt am Main, 1983), p. 64: "Der Kampf, in dem 
die Seele dieses Volkes, sein Bund nüt Gott, gegen die Völker Kanaans und die 
Völker ringsumher einst stand, war vor allem ein Kampf um die Reinheit. " 
"Besonders dann war es so, wenn Zeiten oder Kulturen sanken und veränderte 
Formen des Lebens sich darboten. " "Immer drohte die Gefahr dann jener 
ungesunden Assimilation, die von der Umgebung mehr das Gemeine und Üble 
als das Edle und Lebensvolle annimmt. Das Innerste dieses Volkes war dann 
angegriffen ... Es gibt eine echte, eine heilsame Assimilation. " "Kaum je i>t 
das Wesen dieses Volkes dadurch beeinträchtigt worden, meist wurde sein 
Geist bereichert. Doch wenn man ý, on den Armen Kanaans sich umfangen ließ, 
dann verlor der Kein des Lebens, der Bund mit Cott sseine Kraft. " 
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1.3 Studies in Breslau and Berlin 
Baeck was first taught by his father and he then graduated from 
Gymnasium, the German grammar school. In 1891, he left the city 
of his birth to attend the conservative "Jewish Theological 
Seminary" in Breslau. He continued his studies in 1894 at the 
liberal "Institute for the Science of Judaism" and at the university 
in Berlin, where Dilthey was one of his teachers. Both at the 
university of Breslau and the university of Berlin, Baeck studied 
oriental and ancient languages in addition to philosophy, 
theology and history. He was barely 22 years old when he 
completed his doctorate in Berlin and published his dissertation 
on Spinoza's early influence in Germany. 
At the time when Baeck first started writing, his way of thinking 
was considered to support keform or liberal Judaism. Although 
his deep insight into the imperfection of religion led him to 
approach these tendencies, in later years he repeatedly empha- 
sized that he did not consider himself to belong to any reform 
movement and that piousness, as he understood it and which 
could only rightly refer to old Jewish piousness, had nothing in 
common with the vague term "liberal". 
Instead of reform, he hoped for substantial progress which was 
not superficial, but what he referred to as "progressus", a history 
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which Baeck depicted theologically as "a history of encounters 
with Godl,. 10 
He compared religious liberalism, however - not to be confused 
with mere tolerance - with liberal conservatism, preservation and 
remembrance which is open to the new, and reflects on the 
prophetic words of God: "For my thoughts are not your thoughts 
and your ways are not mine. "11 
It was an expression of this type of progress and conservatism 
when Baeck declared, in the conclusion to his work Diescs Volk 
(This People): 
It is an illusion of people and peoples, 
when they think they can determine 
history, the course of generations, in a way 
they would like. This will not make things 
easy for them; responsibility in which 
freedom reveals itself as freedom is much 
more difficult... Tradition cannot be created, 
let alone coerced; only freedom which is 
capable of developing can really take its 
place. 12 
10 Ibid., p. 67: "... eine Geschichte von Begegnungen mit Gott. " 
11 Isa 55: 8 
12 Ibid., p. 67: "Es ist ein Wahn von Menschen und Völkern, wenn sie 
vermeinen, sie könnten Geschichte, diesen Gang der Generationen, in eine 
Bestimmtheit, die sie sich wünschen, hineinfügen. Sie wollen es damit nicht 
leicht machen; Verantwortung, in der sich Freiheit als Freiheit wendet, iý't t, () 
viel schwerer. " Trbe läßt sich nicht herstellen, geschweige denn erzwirigen, 
nur eine Freiheit, die aufzubauen vermag, kann es wahrhaft üt>emehmen. " 
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1.4 The Rabbinate in the Weimar Republic 
In 1897, as a young Rabbi, Baeck was sent to Oppe& in Upper 
Silesia. There, he married a graceful and dignified woman, 
Natalie Hamburger, and his only child, Ruth, was born. In 1907, 
Baeck went to Diisseldorf where he served as Rabbi, and in 1912 
he moved to Berlin where he was both Rabbi and a lecturer at the 
Institute for the Science of Judaism. 
Thirty years later, in the summer of 1942, when this institute was 
closed, he was the last remaining teacher, having only three 
students. Baeck held seminars and lectures on ancient exegetical 
writings (Midrash), homiletics, Jewish mysticism, the historical 
background of the Revelation of John, the history of religion and 
comparative science of religion. His lectures were analytic, 
systematic and appeared to be unbiased. Whoever heard him 
speak never forgot the impression he made - his melodious voice, 
in spite of a slightly scratchy intonation, which was always deeply 
affected by the topic he was speaking on. One of Baeck's students 
described him as follows: 
When Leo Baeck preached, he wasn't 
condescending to his listeners. He carefully 
chose each word, considered weighting and 
sound, forming each sentence accordingly. 
He spoke in a monotone with an unusual 
vibrating, high-pitched voice, emphasizing 
sentences here and there with a movement 
of his sensitive hands; more often, though, 
he showed the importance of a thought 
through the increased severity of his 
glance. He seemed to expect the response to 
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his speech from somewhere far beyond the 
congregation. 
Baeck's sermons ... always had some kind of 
personal character. A pious scholar asked 
questions of the Bible, a highly educated 
man conversed with history and literature. 
He spoke with them, not about them. And 
although his sermons were complete, they 
usually lacked a final conclusion; they 
showed a person in search of the truth. 
He told his students: 'Do not forget that the 
preacher has a special position: the listeners 
cannot ask questions, cannot contradict; the 
preacher always has the last word., 13 
Many of Baeck's students speak of the joy and the seriousness that 
he brought to his work as a Rabbi. Bruno Italiener specifically 
remarked that of his many tasks, Baeck was particularly devoted 
to the sermon. Regarding Baeck's opening lecture at the Institute, 
Italiener said: 
13 Fritz Bamberger, 'Leo Baeck: Der Mensch und die Idee', in Worte des 
Gedenkens für Leo Baeck, Eva G. Reichmann (ed. ), (Heidelberg, 1959), p. 76: 
"Wenn Leo Baeck predigte, wandte er sich nicht von oben herab an den 
Zuhörer. Er wählte sorgsam jedes Wort, er formte jeden Satz nach Gewicht und 
Klang, sprach etwas monoton mit einer sonderbar vibrierenden, hochliegenden 
Stimme, hie und da einen Satz mit eine Bewegung seiner sensitiven Hände 
hervorhebend, öfter aber die Wichtigkeit eines Gedankens durch die größere 
Schärfe seines Blickes enthüllend; er schien die Antwort auf seine Worte 
nicht aus der Gemeinde, sondern von irgendwoher weit darüber hinaus zu 
erwarten. Baecks Predigten ... hatten immer eine Art privaten Charakters. 
Ein frommer Gelehter stellte Fragen an die Bibel, ein höchst gebildeter Mann 
besprach sich mit Geschichte und Literatur. Er sprach init ihnen, nicht Über 
sie. Doch trotz ihrer vollendeten Form waren sein Predigten meistens ohne 
endgültige Schlußfolgerung; sie zeigten einen Menschen auf der Suche nach der 
Wahrheit. Zu seinen Studenten sagte er: 'Vergessen Sie nicht, daß der 
Prediger in einer besonderen Lage ist: seine Zuhörer können ihn nicht fragen, 
können ihm nicht widersprechen, er hat immer das letzte Wort. - 
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The lecture, which gave essential new 
insights into the historical development of 
the sermon, closed with Baeck's own 
thoughts on the task of the modern 
sermon. 
In the demands which he placed on the 
sermon, Baeck reflected his deep moral 
earnestness. The preacher must always re- 
member that 'the dignity of the religion is 
his responsibility'. Accordingly, it is his 
duty 'to teach and to elevate'. He should 
not, however, be misguided by the wish to 
be liked. He also shouldn't 'step down' to 44 
141r. er, just because it is easier. Much more, 
he should 'remain true to his own, the best 
of Judaism'. Only in this way will he feel 
the joy of being able to respect himself. 
In this sense, Baeck did not only educate a 
generation of rabbis who could sit at his feet 
as students, but he himself lived according 
to these beliefs. 14 
During the first World War, Baeck was a Jewish chaplain on both 
the Western and the Eastern fronts. After the war he was 
14 Bruno Italiener, 'Der Rabbiner', in Reichmann (ed. ), Worte des 
Gedenkens, p. 165: "Die Vorlesung, die wesentlich neue Einblicke in die 
geschichtliche Entwicklung der Predigt gewährt, schließt mit einigen 
Gedanken Baecks über die Aufgabe der modernen Predigt. In den Forderungen, 
die er an den Prediger stellt, spiegelt sich sein tiefer sittlicher Ernst wider. 
Der Prediger soll stets dessen eingedenk bleiben, daß 'die Würde der Religion 
ihm anvertraut ist'. Demgemäß ist es seine vornehmste Pflicht, 'zu belehren 
und emporzuheben'. Er soll sich aber nicht von dem Wunsch leiten lassen, 'den 
Menschen' zu gefallen; er soll auch nicht, weil es so viel bequemer ist, zu ihnen 
'hinuntersteigen'. Er soll vielmehr 'dem Eigenen und Besten des Judentums treu 
bleiben'; nur so wird er das Glück empfinden, vor sich selbst Achtung haben züi 
dürfen. In diesem Sinne hat Baeck nicht nur die Generation von Rabbinern 
erzogen, die als Schüler zu seinen Füßen sitzen durften, sondern er hat vor 
allem selbst nach diesen Grundsätzen gehandelt. " 
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President of the rabbinical associa tion(Allgemet tier Rab- 
binerverband ) and was considered a spokesperson for Judaism. 
Soon he became the (officially) recognized spokesperson for Jewry 
in Germany, respected by the majority of followers of different 
religious and political sympathies. Baeck was an active member of 
the executive board of the "Centralverebi deutscher Staatsbtirger 
ffidischen Glaubens" , which represented the old program of 
national incorporation into German society while uncon- 
ditionally holding on to the religion of ancestry. Unlike many 
other rabbis, he never condescended to participating in a protest 
against national Zionism. He considered it an obligation to be 
involved in general Jewish organizations in which non-Zionists 
and Zionists worked together toward the construction of a home 
in Palestine for any Jews who wished to settle there, whether out 
of conviction or out of need. 
His advice was considered definitive by the state authorities. 
Baeck was the expert consultant for the Prussian Ministry of 
Education and the Arts for Jewish Affairs15 and, starting in 1924, 
he was both the Grand Master of the German district of B'nai 
Brith lodges and the President of the main welfare bureau for 
German Jews (Zen tralwohlfahrtsstelle der deutschen juden). In 
addition, he was not only a religious and secular leader, but a 
leading representative of the Science of Judaism as well. 
15 This position he shared with Ernst Troeltch who also acted as 
government advisor. 
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1.5 Leo Baeck and the Third Reich 
1933 did not catch Leo Baeck unaware. Of course he could not 
have foreseen the immensity of the developing horror; almost no 
one possessed the ability to imagine the crimes which were to 
come. 
Baeck sought to save the hopes that Germany's Jews held in the 
expectation of even a trace of civilized behaviour. When the goal 
of the Nazi persecution, the annihilation of the Jews, could no 
longer be denied, Baeck tried to save as many potential victims as 
possible. 
The creation of a central office for the protection of basic rights 
and needs had been neglected for far too long and it was not until 
1933 that the "Reichsvertretung der deutschen juden" was 
founded, headed by Leo Baeck. The office dealt daily with the 
authorities, mostly the Gestapo, in order to support emigration, 
to intercede for those in danger, trying to avoid or at least 
alleviate the extreme hardship, as well as to lend emotional and 
other support by constructing welfare facilities and schools. 
In those years, Baeck was arrested five times. Though he was 
quickly released each time, he never was intimidated or defeated. 
After the notorious "Nuremberg Laws" of 1935 were made 
*$Ared -h J-e- 
known, Baeck wrote the following praýfer, which he hadrread in 
all synagogues on Yom Kippur: 
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In this hour, all of Israel stands before God 
who judges and forgives. With the same 
strength with which we admit our sins, 
both our individual and our common sins, 
we declare with disgust and outrage that we 
see the lie which is being used against us, 
the slander which attacks our religion and 
those who bear witness. 
We profess our faith and our trust in our 
future. 
We counter all this abuse with the 
sovereignty of our religion, and all the 
offenses committed against us with our 
efforts to follow the path of Judaism, 
fulfilling His commandments. 
Do not despair and do not become 
embittered. Trust in Him to Whom all 
times belong. 16 
It is remarkable that even in those stormy times, Baeck continued 
his studies, wrote books and even had them published. With his 
work from 1905 on the essence of Judaism, Baeck had responded 
to the lectures on the essence of Christianity written by Harnack, 
the respected Protestant theologian. 
16 Fritz Bamberger, ' Leo Baeck: Der Mensch und die Idee', in Reichmann 
(ed. ), Worte des Gedenkens, p. 80: "In dieser Stunde steht ganz Israel vor 
seinem Gotte, dem richtenden und vergebenden. Mit derselben Kraft, mit der 
wir unsere Sünden bekennen, die Sünden des einzelnen und die der Gesamtheit, 
sprechen wir mit dem Gefühl des Abscheus aus, daß wir die Lüge, die sich 
gegen uns wendet, die Verleumdung, die sich gegen unsere Religion und ihre 
Zeugnisse kehrt, tief unter unseren Füßen sehen. Wir bekennen uns zu unserem 
Glauben und zu unserer Zukunft. Allen Schmähungen stellen wir die Hoheit 
unserer Religion entgegen, allen Kränkungen unser stetes Bemühen, in den 
Wegen unseres judentums zu gehen, seinen Geboten nachzukommen. Laßt euch 
nicht niederdrücken und latZt euch nicht verbittem. Vertraut auf den, dem die 
Zeiten gehören. " 
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It is significant that during the period of Nazi rule, Baeck felt 
compelled to delve more deeply into Christianity than ever 
before, and to contribute, as a Jew, to its understanding. Baeck's 
contribution is referred to as a contribution to "Jewish-Christian 
Dialogue", a phrase unfortunately so overused as to resemble a 
faded slogan. 
From 1933 to 1939, in an effort to distil the oldest parts of the New 
Testament from later Greek elements, Baeck translated the part he 
considered the earliest layers of tradition three times from the 
original Greek into Hebrew. In 1938, Baeck's work on the Gospel 
as a document of the history of Jewish faith Was Evangelium als 
Urkunde der jzidischen Glaubensgeschichte) was published, in 
which Baeck examined the records, the events and the proverbs 
and parables of the four gospels. In the preface he explained his 
intention: 
Even the very controversial question of 
how the original message of Jesus, the 
Messiah, developed into the Gospels, can 
only be answered - as is also the case with 
the initial meaning of this proclamation - 
on the basis of the realm in which all these 
events evolved. 
Only when the method of the oral tradition 
is understood in the way it was lived at that 
time in the Judaism of Palestine, in its 
spirituality and its poetic telling and 
listening, only then can we grasp the 
harmony and the conflict in our Gospels. It 
does not have to do with the sources from 
which they were compiled, but rather with 
the tradition in which they emerged... 
A life of Jesus can be written, so far as this is 
at all possible, only when it has been 
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determined what those after Jesus have 
said and handed down... 
It is not an invention, but that which has 
appeared, when the Gospel then stands out 
to be a testimonial of Jewish faith, a piece of 
Jewish history, and not a small one at 
that-17 
After the pogroms in November 1938, the Reichsvertretung was 
transformed with a new name into a compulsory organization 
under the supervision of the Gestapo. Under the watchful eyes of 
Heydrich and Eichmann, independent, autonomous activities 
became increasingly more difficult and dangerous, but Baeck 
remained in his position as director and refused all appointments 
he received outside Germany. He never considered his own 
personal safety. 
In the summer of 1939 Baeck travelled to London, the residence of 
his daughter and her family, to negotiate possibilities for 
17 Leo Baeck, Das Evangelium als Urkunde der jüdischen 
Glaubensgeschichte, (Berlin, 1938), p. 5: "Auch die viel umstrittene Frage, 
wie aus der alten Botschaft von Jesus, dem Messias, die Evangelien ... 
geworden sind, kann - ganz wie die Frage nach dem anfänglichen Sinn dieser 
Verkündung - nur von einem aus beantwortet sein: von dem Bereiche her, in 
dem alles dieses Geschehen hervorgewachsen ist. ... Erst wenn die Weise der 
mündlichen Überlieferung, wie sie im Judentum Palästinas damals lebte, in 
ihrem Seelischen, in ihrem dichtenden Erzählen und Vernehmen, verstanden 
ist, kann auch Zusammenklang wie Zwiespalt in unseren Evangelien begriffen 
sein. Nicht um Quellenschriften, aus denen sie zusammengefügt seien, handelt 
es sich, sondern um Tradition, in der sie entstanden sind. " "Ein Leben Jesu kann 
geschrieben werden, insoweit das vermocht wird, nur wenn das erschlossen ist, 
was einst das Geschlecht nach jesus erzählt und weitergetragen hat. " "Es ist 
kein Herbeigerufenes, sondern ein Erschienenes, wenn damit das Evangelium 
als ein Stück jüdischer Geschichte, und kein geringes, als ein Zeugnis jüdischen 
Glaubens liervortritt. " 
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emigration for German Jews, but he did not let himself be 
persuaded from returning to Germany after hearing information 
about the impending war. "As long as one single Jew still remains 
in Germany, that is where I belong and I will not leave the 
country". 18 
The most difficult time began; for Baeck it was a time of personal 
challenge during which his countless tasks continued to multiply. 
Later in life Baeck disclosed surprising information regarding his 
activities during the war: 
I was in constant contact with the men in 
the Resistance. My intermediary was a 
director of the Bosch factory in Stuttgart ... 
This man had contact with Goerdeler as 
well as with the military. 
... An appeal to the 
German people was to 
be written and I was one of those asked to 
help draft such an appeal. My intermediary 
told me that my version was chosen for the 
'Day Af ter'. 
We all knew that the independent 
newspapers which would appear following 
the defeat of the regime would need 
material for three months, and newspaper 
articles and political literature were, 
therefore, being prepared. 
18 Adler, Hans G., 'Rechenschaft in dunkler Zeit-. Leo Baeck und sein Werk', in 
Leo Baeck: Lehrer wid Helfer iii schwerer Zeit, Arnoldshainer Texte 20, 
Werner Licharz (ed. ), (Frankfurt am Main, 1983), p. 70: "Solange in 
Deutschland auch nur noch ein einziger Jude lebt, gehöre ich hinüber und 
werde das Land nicht verlassen. " 
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There was also to be a book on the develop- 
ment of the status of Jews in Europe and I 
worked on this book from 1938 to 1941.19 
When he was deported to Theresienstadt on 28 January 1943, Leo 
Baeck took this book with him, as well as the opening chapter of 
the first volume of Dieses Volk, which he completed while in the 
concentration camp. He was almost 70 years old at the time. He 
quickly became the head of the council of elders, but more 
significant was that he was a sincere person, a true friend and 
helper to the other prisoners. 
H. G. Adler gave an impressive description of what Baeck was able 
to do and what he did in Theresienstadt: 
Shortly after Leo Baeck arrived on January 
28thf 1943, word had already gone round, 
not only among the German Jews, most of 
whom had already heard of him, but also 
among the other prisoners, that a very 
special man had come, someone who was 
19 Hans G. Adler, 'Rechenschaft in dunkler Zeit: Leo Baeck und sein Werk', in 
Leo Baeck: Lehrer und Helfer in schwerer Zeit, Arnoldshainer Texte 20, 
Werner Licharz (ed. ), (Frankfurt/Main, 1983), p. 70f.: Ich war mit den 
Männern des Widerstandes in ständigem Kontakt. Mein Mittelsmann war ein 
Direktor der Bosch-Werke in Stuttgart... Dieser Herr stand sowohl mit 
Goerdeler wie auch mit dem Militär in Verbindung ... Es sollte ein 
Aufruf an 
das deutsche Volk verfaßt werden, und ich war u. a. ebenfalls um den Entwurf 
eines solchen Aufrufes ersucht worden. Mein Mittelsmann teilte mir mit, daß 
meine Fassung für den 'Tag danach' gewählt worden sei. Man war sich aber 
darüber klar, daß die freien Zeitungen, die nach der Niederringung des 
Regimes erscheinen würden, Stoff für drei Monate haben müßten, und so 
wurden Zeitungsatikel und politische Literatur vorbereitet. Es sollte auch ein 
Buch über die Entwicklung der Stellung der Juden in Europa vorbereitet 
werden, und ich habe von 1938 bis 1941 an diesem Buch gearbeitet. " 
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not satisfied with the dubious honour of 
receiving a leadership position in the 
fettered "self-government", but rather a 
man who took on his job in a way very 
different from most of his coworkers, but 
without ever actively supporting a 
resistance, as we know from the venerable 
example of the Warsaw ghetto and other 
camps in eastern Europe. 
Certainly he would not have refused to 
devote himself to such a political resistance 
movement, but that was not a possibility 
considering the social mix of prisoners in 
Theresienstadt anyway. 
Leo Baeck, as he put it himself, was the 
centre of a moral resistance. He practised 
and taught this resistance, that is, he 
behaved as he felt a person should behave - 
always, everywhere, no matter how 
adverse the conditions - kind, honest and 
benevolent. 20 
N Hans C. Adler, ' Leo Baeck in Theresienstadt', in Reichmann (ed. ), Worte des 
Gedenkens, p. 63: "Schon bald nach Leo Baecks Ankunft am 28. Januar 1943 
sprach es sich nicht nur unter den Juden aus Deutschland, die ja meist schon von 
ihm wußten, sondern auch weitgehend unter den übrigen Gefangenen herum, 
daß hier ein besonderer Mann gekommen sei, jemand, der sich nicht damit 
begnügte, daß man ihm die zweifelhaften Ehren einer leitenden Stellung in 
der gefesselten 'Selbstverwaltung' übertragen hatte, sondern ein Mann, der 
seine Aufgabe ganz anders übernahm als die meisten seiner Mitarbeiter, ohne 
jedoch je Träger eines Widerstands zu werden, wie wir ihn nach dem 
ehrwürdigen Beispiel Warschaus und anderer Lager im Osten verstehen. 
Gewiß hätte er sich auch einer politischen Widerstandsbewegung nicht 
versagt, aber die kam bei der gesellschaftlichen Zusammensetzung der 
Gefangenen von Theresienstadt gar nicht in Frage. Hingegen begriff sich Leo 
Baeck, er hat es selbst ausgesprochen, als Mittelpunkt eines sittlichen 
Widerstandes. Er praktizierte und lehrte ihn, d. h. er verhielt sich wie 
sich seinen Begriffen nach ein Mensch immer und überall und unter allen noch 
so widrigen Umständen zu verhalten hat, gütig, wahrhaftig und 
wohlwollend. " 
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1.6 A New Start 
After the end of the war and the liberation of the concentration 
camp, Leo Baeck went to London. Soon after he was elected to 
several high important offices. 
He was President of the "Council of Jews from Germany" and 
Chairperson of the "World Union for Progressive Judaism". His 
later activities included extensive teaching and traveling, and 
finally he became a professor for history of the Jewish religion at 
Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Baeck died on 2 November 1956. The inscription on his 
tombstone reads: "Aus rabbinischem Stamm", of rabbinical roots. 
-Ae, In Winter Semester of 1940, Dr. Baeck taught classes in Berlin on 
the fundamental thought of Judaism. 
He spoke of power which only exists in order to perish. Every 
thought, on the other hand, remains forever, it is everlasting. No 
idea has ever been destroyed by any catastrophe. Biblical heritage 
is seeing the small in the great and the great in the small. "God 
laughs in Heaven. " 
When the tower of power is completed, the prophet already sees 
the walls beginning to crumble; all that remains is the spirit: my 
spirit which is upon you and my words, which I have placed on 
your lips, they shall not fade from your lips, nor from the lips of 
your children or your children's children, speaks the Eternal One, 
from now until Eternity. 
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Baeck's Interest in Christianity 
Baeck had a special relationship to the Jewish-Christian dialogue 
throughout his life. In a certain sense, he was its spiritual 
precursor. 
To Baeck, Jewish-Christian cooperation meant mutual respect of 
the differences and not an empty, meaningless balancing out of 
the centuries of sacred traditions. However, the mild-mannered 
man, so often willing to compromise had no patience with 
attempts at defamation or misrepresention of his faith. 
On the other hand, his portrayal of Christianity was not always 
free of theoretical construction and displayed no lack of polemics. 
Perhaps the century-long persecution of the Jews by Christians 
brought out this way of thinking, making it almost excusable, but 
today we must admit that Baeck was not always fair in his 
description of Christianity. 
He did, however, view the Church as the successor of ancient 
Graeco-Roman civilization, which was characterized by the ideal 
of beauty and harmony. Everything there was designed to be 
perfect, complete and in tune with each other. Whether in Greek 
art or in philosophy, the perfection and the balance of things right 
up to the harmony of the kingdoms is its most impelling 
characteristic. 
This civilization lacked a dynamic element, however, the 
restlessness and dissatisfaction with the world as it is. The 
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f orward-pres sing messianic moment, the prophetic protest against 
the imperfection and unjust order of the world was absent. 
For this reason, a hideous contempt for humanity, brutality, 
terror and slavery could exist in Greece and Rome, side by side 
with the admirable achievements of beauty, the mind, technology 
and culture. This was not viewed as contradictory and posed no 
serious problem. Prophetic criticism was absent, as well as a sense 
of ethical absoluteness, of the sanctity of each human life, and 
beyond that, of nature in general. An Amos, an Isaiah or a 
Jeremiah could not have existed there. 
As the successor to Rome, the Church adopted the structure of 
Graeco-Roman civilization. In his essay on "Romantic Religion", 
Baeck analyzed Christian and Jewish religion. The Church 
emphasizes harmony and perfection, as did ancient Greek culture. 
Salvation is part of this reality; it is not achieved on the basis of 
any human effort or the help of God. In his sense, the Church also 
lacked the dynamic nature and forward-looking impatience 
which is embodied in Judaism. The Church was characterized by 
passivity and an immobile self-centred sense of salvation. 
Baeck is most critical of Lutheranism. The "Doctrine of the two 
Kingdoms", which divided the sphere of human beings into that 
which belonged to the State and that which belonged to God, is 
here taken to an extreme. 
In Baeck's view, the Lutheran Church relinquished all 
responsibility for the worldly state of the people and left it to State 
authorities. Morality became so removed from religion that 
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individuals seemed to be guaranteed a clear conscience 
concerning worldly affairs. What did matters of the world have to 
do with the individual anyway? 
These tendencies led in Baeck's view to an authoritarian state and 
the silent acceptance of National Socialism by many. A police state 
allowing no room for individual decisions was, according to 
Baeck, a direct development of Lutheranism. The Nazi State was 
the logical consequence of such a misguided theological 
evolution. 
On the other hand, Baeck was one of the Jewish intellectuals who 
enthusiastically supported the "reclaiming of Jesus" into Judaism. 
In 1938, at the height of National Socialism, he published his book 
on the Gospel as a document of the history of the Jewish faith, Das 
Evangelium als Urkunde der jüdischen Glaubensgeschichte. He 
showed that Jesus led his entire life as an exemplary Jew who 
would never have considered founding a new religion, not to 
speak of being worshipped as God. 
Baeck described Jesus as follows: 
We see a man ... before us whose entire being demonstrates Jewish character, every 
aspect so clearly and characteristically 
revealing the purity and goodness of 
Judaism; he was a man who, such as he 
was, could only have developed out of the 
firm roots of Judaism, and he could only 
win over his students and followers, such 
as they were, out of these roots; he was a 
man who could move through his life and 
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to his death only here, in this Jewish realm 
-a Jew among jews. 21 
The bibliography of Baeck's writings contains more than thirty 
titels on the relationship between Judaism and Christianity. 
Seventeen of them were published in the Weimar Republic, five 
of the most important works even during the Third Reich. 22 One 
may say that the work of Leo Baeck is characterized by a 
permanent discussion with Christianity, even in most difficult 
times like the Third Reich. 
It is remarkable that it is through the argument with the liberal 
Protestant Adolf von Harnack that Leo Baeck became known to a 
large public. Harnack's book on the Wesen des Christentums 
(Essence of Christianity) inspired Baeck to write his apologetical 
Wesen des judentums (Essence of Judaism) which was published 
in 1905, four years after the book of Harnack. We may see this as 
the starting point of Baeck's interest in Christianity. 
21 Friedlander., Leo Baeck, p. 123: "Einen Mann sehen wir ... vor uns, der in allen 
den Linien und Zeichen seines Wesens das jüdische Gepräge aufzeigt, in ihnen 
so eigen und so klar das Reine und Gute des Judentums offenbart, einen Mann, 
der als der, welcher er war, nur aus dem Boden des Judentums hervorwachsen 
konnte und nur aus diesem Boden hervor seine Schüler und Anhänger, so wie sie 
waren, erwerben konnte, einen Mann, der hier allein, in diesem jüdischen 
Bereiche ... durch sein 
Leben und in seinen Tod gehen konnte - ein Jude unter 
Juden. " 
22 Theodore Wiener, The Writbigs of Leo Baeck, Studies in Bibliography and 
Booklore 1,3, (Cincinnati, 1954); see also Robert R. Geis, Versiiche dc,; 
Verstehens, (München, 1966), p. 50 
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The following chapters are dedicated to the historical background 
and the social climate of the emergence of a icience of Judaism 
and its confrontation with Liberal Protestantism in the 
Wesensdebatte (Debate of Essence). It will be the aim to present 
and discuss the main arguments both of the Christian and Jewish 
thinkers taking part in this debate. Special emphasis will be given 
to Adolf von Harnack and the Jewish response to his ideas by Leo 






Emancipation and Antisemitism during the Second 
German Empire 
The twofold nature of the "Jewish question" in the 19th century is 
marked by emancipation and antisemitiSM. 23 The emancipatory 
period started at the end of the 18th century and continued up to a 
judicial act of emancipation, the law of the North German Con- 
federation of 1869. 
The background leading up to this is supplied by the 
Enlightenment-period: in its secularization process and, most 
importantly, in the transformation of society from feudalism to 
modern bourgeois capitalism. 
In the liberal consciousness of the Enlightenment, emancipation 
was seen as a kind of collective educational process of Judaism, 
based on the dissolution of the Jewish group identity and, with 
23 Cf. Reinhard Rürup, 'Emanzipation und Krise: Zur Geschichte der 
'judenfrage' in Deutschland vor 1890", in luden iin Wilhelininischen 
Deutschland 1890-1914: Ein Saminelband, Werner E. Mosse and Arnold 
Paucker (eds. ), Schriftenreihe wissenschaftlicher Abhandlungen des Leo 
Baeck Institut 33, (Tübingen, 1976), pp. 1-56; and Reinhard Rürup, 'Die 
'judenfrage' der bürgerlichen Gesellschaft und die Entstehung des modernen 
Antisemitismus', in Reinhard Rürup, Einan:: ipation und Aiiti'; emitis? niis: 
Studien zür 'Judenfrage' der bürgerlichen Gesellschaft, Kritische Studien 
zur Geschichtswissenschaft 15, (Göttingen, 1975), pp. 74-94; For a general 
overview, cf. further: lacob Katz, Zür Assunilation und E? nanzipation der 
Juden, (Darmstadt, 1982). 
that, of the confessional status of the Jewish religion (De- 
judaization). 
The Jewish acceptance of this emancipation took place in a 
dynamic process of adaptation to the structures of the developing 
modern society. This was characterized by the increasing number 
of mixed marriages and conversion to Christianity, as well as by a 
growing indifference of Jews to their own religion. 24 In the hope 
of accelerating the emancipation process, Jews demonstrated pri- 
marily liberal ly-orienta ted politiCS. 25 
The connection between the emancipatory "Jewish question" and 
the emergence of a bourgeois capitalist society was, at the same 
time, the necessary condition for the antisernitic turn of events 
which took place during the stabilization crisis of the German 
Empire. 
The Catholic stereotyping of the cultural struggle as a "war of 
Judaism against Christianity", the defeat of the Liberals in the 
24 Cf. G. Mai, 'Sozialgeschichtliche Bedingungen von Judentum und Anti- 
semitismus im Kaiserreich', p. 121, in T. Klein, V. Losemann, G. Mai (Eds. ), 
judention und Antisetnitisinzis von der Apitike bis zzir Gegenwart, prepared 
for the Department of History of the Philipps-Universität Marburg, 
(Düsseldorf, 1984), pp. 113-136; and Jüdisches Leben in Deidschlatid, 
Monika Richarz (ed. ), Publication of the Leo Baeck Institute 3 vols, 
Stuttgart, 1976/78/82; Here: Vol. 2: Selbstzezignisse zzir Sozialgeschichte Un 
Kaisserreich, (Stuttgart, 1978), p. 16. 
25 Cf. jacob TourNr, Die politi,; chen Orientierungen der Iiideýi liz Dezitschlatid. - 
Von Jena bis Wennar, Schriftenreihe wissenschaftlicher Abhandlungen dus 
Lcx-) Baeck Instituts 15, Jübingen, 1966). 
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election of 1878/79 and Bismarck's antiliberal turnaround 
intensified this proceSS. 26 
In this sense, modern, racist antisemitism was a post- 
emancipatory phenomenon which represented the ideological 
bond of the "antagonistic nationalism"27 of the Empire, therefore 
acquiring the quality of a world view. 28 
The situation at the turn of the century was greatly influenced by 
the "Berlin Antisemitism Debate" which was triggered by 
Heinrich von Treitschke in 1879, based on the speeches leading up 
26 However, Bismarck was not seen from a Jewish perspective as being 
antisemitic out of conviction; Antisernitism was merely a political tool of 
incitement for him; cf. 'Bismarck posthumus', Allgetneine Zeitung des 
Judentions: Ein unparteiisches Organ ffir alles jfidische Interesse. (Founded 
by Rabbi Dr. L. Phillipson; Ed.: Dr. G. Karpeles; after 1909, L. Geiger; 
Leipzig, Berlin, 1870ff. ) 63 (1899), Nr. 15 of 14 Apr, pp. 169-171. 
27 Hans-Ulrich Wehler, Das Deutsche Kaiserreich 1871-1918, Deutsche 
Geschichte 9,4th Edition (reviewed and with expanded bibliography), 
(Gbttingen, 1980 (1973)), p. 108. 
28 Cf. Rürup, Die 'lzideizfrage' der bürgerlichen Gesellschaft, p. 91; 
On the history of the term "antisemitism" cf. P. Nipperday /Reinhard 
Riirup, 'Antisemitismus', in Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe: Historisches 
Lexikon ziir politisch-sozialen Sprache, Otto Brunner, Werner Conze and 
Reinhart Koselleck (eds. ), Vol. 1, (Stuttgart, 1972), pp. 129-153. Quoted in 
the reprint, Rbrup, Die 'Jiidenfrage' der biirgerlichen Gesellschaft, pp. 95- 
114; 
Rfirup, Die jiideiifrage' der bfirgerliche? i Gesellschaft, p. 74, clearly 
differentiates between modern antisernitism and pre-bourgeois, religiously 
motivated enmity toward Jews; For another view, cf. Uriel Tal, Chri, -; tia? i-ý 
a7id je7VS i7i Ger? na? iy: Religio? i, Politics a? id Ideology M the Seco? ld Reich, 
1870-1914, (translated from Hebrew by N. J. Jacobs), (Ithaca, London, 1975) 
(Jerusalem, 1969), p. 305. 
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to the debate by Adolf Stoecker, one of the court chaplains at the 
time. 29 
Theodor Mommsen, supporter of the liberal resistance to 
Treitschke recognized very early that this debate made 
antisernitism socially acceptable. The reins of shame C'Kappzallm 
der Scham"), 130 were loosened, no longer holding the movement 
in check; the debate became an issue of academia. 31 As early as 
1890, prominent liberals such as Mommsen, H. Rickert and 
others, founded the "Verein zur Abwehr des Antisemitismus", 
an organization to fight antisemitism. The most prominent 
member representing a theological perspective was Otto 
Baumgarten. 
Soon after, in 1893, German Jews formed their own association, 
the "Centralverein deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens". 32 
29 Cf. the important bibliography: Der Berliner Antisemitismusstreit 
(Quellensammlung), Walter Boehlich (ed. ), (Frankfurt a. M., 1965). Ort 
Treitschke, cf. Hans Liebeschütz, Das Judentum im deutschen 
Geschichtsbild: Voll Hegel bis Max Weber, Schriftenreihe 
wissenschaftlicher Abhandlungen des Leo Baeck Instituts 17, (Tübingen, 
1967), pp. 157-191. 
30 Theodor Mommsen, Auch ein Wort über unsere Juden, (Berlin, 1880), p. 11. 
31 Cf. Norbert Kampe, 'Akademisierung der Juden und Beginn eines 
studentisclien Antisemitismus', in Wolfgang Dreßen (ed. ), jüdisches Leben, 
Berliner Topografien 4, Museumspädagogischer Dienst Berlin - Ästhetik 
und Kommunikation, (Berlin, 1985), pp. 10-23. 
32 Cf. Arnold Paucker, 'Zur Problematik einer jüdischen Abwehrstrategiu in 
der deutschen Gesellschaft', in Werner E. Mosse (ed. ) , fiide? i lpn 
Wilhel? niiii, ý; cheiz Dezitschlaiid, Schriftenreihe wissenschaftlicher 
Abhandlungen des Leo-Baeck-Instituts 33, jübingen, 1976), pp. 479-548. 
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Around the turn of the century, antisemitism was by no means 
an explicit social movement, but an albeit hidden, antisemitic 
tendency definitely existed in society. 33 The Jewish attitude at this 
time was ambivalent. On the one hand, the old dream of total 
assimilation was retained34 while others, most notably the 
Zionists, had already abandoned the concept of assimilation. 35 It 
became more and more obvious that, for the sheer sake of 
preserving Judaism, "assimilation" was only desirable if a 
distinctive Jewish group identity could be maintained. That is, 
Jewish tradition needed to be reformulated in such a way as to be 
compatible with the conditions of modern society and culture. 
The historical significance of "liberal" and also of "conservative" 
Judaism, from the very beginning and especially at the turn of the 
century,, is determined by their involvement in this task. 
Harnack's "Wesen des Christentum" (The Essence of Christianity) 
came in the midst of this atmosphere of intensified Jewish sensi- 
bility regarding the conditions for forming a Jewish identity. The 
Jewish response to Harnack and its intensity must, therefore, be 
understood within this framework. 
33 For the Jewish perception of antisernitism around the turn of the century, cf. 
M. Phillipson, 'jahresüberblicke', in IIGL (Jahrbuch für jüdische Geschichte 
und Literatur), Verband der Vereine für jüdische Geschichte und Literatur in 
Deutschland (ed. ), Berlin 1989ff. and Gustav Karpeles, in AZdl 1898ff. 
34 See Richarz, Jüdisches Lebei, 2, for an eloquent example. 
35 On the relationship of the "Centralverein" to the Zionist Movement, cf. 
jehuda Reinharz, Fatherland or Proinised La? id: The Dile? n? na of the 
Ger? nan Jew 1893-1914, (Ann Arbor, 1975), esp. the summary (pp. 225-234) 
and the extensive bibliography (pp. 290-312). 
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3.2 Liberal Judaism and the "Science of Judaism" 
The historical period of upheaval in Judaism around the turn of 
the century,, as described above, is also reflected in the correspon- 
ding intellectual and scholarly development within the Jewish 
community, one of the necessary prerequisites for the debate on 
the question of the essence of Judaism. 
Leopold Zunz's book, "Die gottesdie? istlichen Vortrdge der juden 
historisch entwickelt"36, was published in 1832, marking what is 
considered the birth of the "Science of Judaism" and scholarly 
reform of Judaism. By giving evidence for an evolutionary 
process in the history of Judaism, Zunz gave scientific grounds for 
Reform ideology. 37 
Zunz inspired the first generation of Liberal Rabbis, of whom 
Abraham Geiger (1810-1874) was the leading representative. In 
their conceptions of this evolution, Jewish tradition, which had 
36 Cf. Caesar Seligmann, Geschichte der jiidischen Reforinbewegung vo? z 
Metidelssohii bis --iir Gegeiiwart, (Frankfurt a. M., 1922), p. 88; on the entire 
development, cf: Friedrich W. Niew6liner, 'Judentum. Wesen des 
judentums', in: J. Ritter and K. Gr6nder (Eds. ), Historisches Wdrterbiich der 
Philosophie, 4, (Darmstadt, 1976), pp. 653-658; and Heinz M. Graupe, Die 
Entstehinig des ? noderneyi Iiideidwns: Geistesgeschichte tier deutschen Iiiiien 
1650-1942 , Hamburger 
BeitrAge zur Geschichte der juden 1, (Hamburg, 
1969). 
37 Cf. Gbsta Lindeskog, Die Jesiisfrage un neuzeitlichen Iiidention. Ein Beitrag 
ziir Geschichte der Leben-jesii-Forschwig. With an epilogue to the reprint, 
(Darmstadt, 1973 (Uppsala, 1938)), p. 41. 
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been considered as a unified whole up to that point, was divided 
into a persevering "core" and its changing temporal manifesta- 
tions; i. e. the fundamental elements of the "essence" were 
defined. 38 
This process of historicization was accelerated through 
emancipation and assimilation. The validity claims regarding 
apparently obsolete aspects of Jewish tradition were dispensed of 
by Jews through consistent historicization. A science of Judaism 
which was emancipated and disassociated from theology was to 
aid the integration into the developing modern society. 39 
As early as 1836, Geiger called for the founding of a Jewish 
theological faculty representing this new approach; in 1854, the 
first Jewish Theological Seminary was established in Breslau, and 
in 1872, the "Lehranstalt ffir die Wisse? ischaft des judentums", an 
educational institution for the science of Judaism, was founded in 
Berlin. 
38 Cf. Bernhard Isaak, 'Der Religiotisliberalismiis i? n deutschen ji4dentiim', 
(unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Leipzig, 1933), pp. 48f. 
39 Cf. Kurt Wilhelm, Wisse7ischaft des jiidentwns IM deidsche? i 
Sprachbereich: Ein Qiierschiiitt, Schriftenreihe wissenschaftlicher 
Abhandlungen des Leo Baeck Instituts 16,2 Vols., (Tfibingen, 1967), here: 
Vol. 1, pp. 3f; and Lindeskog, Die Jesitsfrage, pp. 40f.; 
Cf. also the negative comments of Leo Baeck to the resulting development: 
"Das judenturn wurde ein historisches cf. Leo Baeck, Theologie und 
Geschichte', in Leo Baeck, Aiis drci lahrtaiiseiidew Wissenschaftliche 
Untersixhungen wid Abhandlivigen ziir Geschichte des ftidischen Glaiibens, 
with an introduction by H. Liebeschbtz, (Tfibingen, 1958), p. 33; Cf. also his 
positive appraisal of Troeltsch in this context: Ibid., pp. 30-32. 
On the emergence of the "Science of Judaism" from Historism, cf. 
Liebeschiitz , Iiidention bri 





The growing controversy, in which assimilation was regarded as 
an insertion into a Christ ia n -dominated culture, resulted in a 
return to specific aspects of Jewish tradition. 
This had a twofold effect on modern Jewish theology: first, the 
revival of the old apologetics under new conditions, and second, 
the first historical critical research into the emergence of 
Christianity with the intention of qualifying it as a historical 
phenomenon. 
Since the figure of Jesus was also placed within the context of the 
history of the Israeli te-Jewish religion, the demand for a 
specifically Jewish authority for the recording of its history grew. It 
was only with the consolidation of Liberal Judaism that a positive 
picture of Jesus was attained, which at the same time brought a 
novel intensity to the Jewish-Christian discussion. 40 
Even though following emancipation (1869), the majority of 
German Jews showed relatively little interest in a scientific 
reappraisal of their tradition, this gradually changed with rising 
antisernitism. Harnack's "Wesen des Christentums" confronted 
the science of Judaism right in this period of transition and served 
40 Cf. Lindeskog, Die leszisfrage, pp. 63-77; see also the "Bibliographie der 
jüdischen Lebeii-Jesu-Forschung", p. 33, of which most entries are from 1890 
(! ); Cf. also Gösta Lindeskog, 'Jesus als religionsgeschichtliches und 
religiöses Problem in der modernen jüdischen Theologie', in iiidaica 6 (1950), 
pp. 190-229,241-268; and Schalom Ben-Chorin, 'Das Jesusbild im modernen 
Judentum', in Zei'tschHft fiir Religi'oizs- wid Geistesgeschichte 5 (1953), pp. 
231-257. 
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a catalytic function, so to speak, on the further development of 
the science and its Jewish acceptance and support. 
We have seen how emancipation had helped the German Jews to 
come to terms with their own tradition. The scholarly approach of 
the science of Judaism did not only help to foster this reappraisal 
but also became the necessary tool for an intellectual defense 
against antisernitism in church and society. 
In the following chapter we shall look at one exponent of 
Christian misunderstanding of Judaism: Adolf von Harnack. 
His "Essence of Christianity" is reconstructed and his ambivalent 
evaluation of the Jewish religion is traced back to early historical 
criticism, specifically to Julius Wellhausen. 
7)1 
Adolf von Harnack - 
"Das Wesen 




Harnack's lectures were not originally intended for print; this was 
made possible through student notes. 41 Because of their general- 
ized form, Harnack abstained from using any scholarly apparatus 
whatsoever; the text itself remained unchanged throughout all 
editions, although several notes were added in 1908.42 
The following reconstruction of the text emphasizes - more 
explicitly than in Harnack's own words - the connections between 
"historical" methods and the determination of the essence, in 
order, supported by elaborate quotations, to depict the targets of 
Jewish criticism more clearly . 
41 The page numbers in the following refer to the 2nd printing (1985) of the 
Gfitersloh edition of Harnack's Das Weseii des Christoiffims (1977). This 
represents the most accessible version, though editorially totally 
insufficient, as it includes neither Harnack's introductions to the first 
printings, his comments, nor the preface to the new edition of 1950 by R. 
Bultmann. 
42 Cf. Harnack himself, Introduction to 56th - 60th Thousand: Das Weseiz d(",, - 
Christe? itwrts, reprinted for the 50th anniversary of the first edition, v', ith 
a preface by R. Bultmann, Stuttgart 1950 (Leipzig 19W), p. XX. 
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4.2 The Essence of Christianity -A Reconstruction 
"What is Chris tianity? "43 - Harnack attempts to answer this 
question in a purely historical manner in his lectures. "Histori- 
cal", according to Harnack, means a specific linking of the 
means ( ... ) of the historical science ... with life experience which is acquired through 
experienced history. 44 
The historical method is, therefore, also the mode of the modern 
consciousness in understanding itself, since 
what we are and have - in a higher sense - 
we have from history and on history, ad- 
mittedly only that which has had an effect 
in history and still has this influence up to 
the present. 45 
43 Adolf von Harnack, What is Christiatzity?, (Philadelphia, 1986). 
44 Harnack 1985, p. 16: "Mittel ( ... 
) der geschichtlichen Wissenschaft ... mit 
der Lebenserfahrung, die aus erlebter Geschichte erworben ist. " On 
Hamack's concept of history and his opinions on the writing of history, cf. 
esp. Peter Meinhold, 'Adolf von Harnack', in Peter Meinhold, Gcschichte 
der kirchlichetz Historiographie, Orbis Academicus, 111/5,2 Vols., 
(Freiburg/Munich 1967). Here: Vol. 2, pp. 263-287; and Klauspeter Bla-, ur, 
Geschichte - Kircheizgeschichte - Dog? nengeschichte iii Adolf votz Harliacks 
Detikeiz: Eiii Beitrag :: iir Probleinatik der historisch-theologis(-he? i 
Disziplitzeiz, (Mainz, 1964), pp. 22ff, 37ff. 
45 Harnack 1985, p. 14: "Was wir sind und haben - im höheren Sinn - haben 
wir aus der Geschichte und an der Geschichte, freilich nur an dem, was eine 
Folge in ihr gehabt hat und bis heute nachwirkt. " 
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With this determination of the character of historical under- 
standing on the basis of historical influence, the tension - in- 
herent in the essence - between the persevering core ("Kern") of 
something and its respective contemporary manifestation is 
given by means of its influence. 
For historians, this results in the 'greatest task' being the 
'determination of the valuable and lasting, ... the essential. 146 This 
includes the idea that 'absolute judgments' cannot be abstracted 
from a 'purely historical perspective'; they are a 'subjective fact'. 47 
The historical method determined in this way is based on 
Christianity itself, for its "substance" is "Jesus Christ and his 
Gospel", whereby the essence of a historical personality can only 
be determined in conjunction with its historical influence. 48 
The Gospel consists both of 'that which is always valid, changing 
in form with the course of history' and also, at the same time, the 
46 "höchste Aufgabe,... das Wertvolle und Bleibende festzustellen, ... 
das 
Wesentliche zu ermitteln. " Ibid-, p. 19; cf. also Harnack's introduction: 
Hamack 1950, pp. XVII, XIX 
47 "absolute Werturteile" nicht aus einer "rein geschichtlichen Betrachtung" 
abstrahiert werden können; sie sind eine "subjektive TaC: Hamack 1985, p. 
22. 
48 Ibid., p. 17. With this basis of the unity of person and historical influence, 
Harnack meant to avoid Lessing's alternative of "zufAlligen Geschichts- 
wahrheiten" and "notwendigen Vernunftswahrheiten". 
Cf. also A. v. Harnack, 'Das Christenturn und die Geschichte' (1896), p. 19, 
in : Harnack, Reden und Aufsdtze, 2nd edition, Vol. 2, (Giegen, 19062), pp. 
1-21; 
and Carl-jiirgen Kaltenborn, Adolf vo? i Hamack als Lehrer Dietrich 
Bonhoeffers , Theologische 
Arbeiten, 31, (Berlin (GDR), 1973), p 35 
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criterion for making this distinction: i. e. "the Gospel within the 
Gospel". 49 
Harnack's reference back to the creative personality of Jesus in 
order to determine historically the essence of Christianity is also 
an expression of the connection between personality and histor- 
ical development which is constitutive of his sense of history. 50 
It also represents the systematic unfolding of his thesis - based on 
the development of dogmas - of the emergence of dogma as a 
product of the Hellenization of the Gospel. 51 
If, for Harnack, the undogmatic Christianity of Jesus' 
proclamation of the Gospel represents original essential 
Christianity, then he has to emphasize the creative element in the 
appearance of Jesus, as distinct from its contemporary 
conditions. 52 
49 "immer Gültiges in geschichtlich wechselnden Formen", "das Evangelium 
im Evangelium": Harnack 1985, p. 20. 
50 This is most clearly expressed in: Adolf von Harnack, 'Über die Sicherheit 
und die Grenzen geschichtlicher Erkenntnis (1917), pp. 21f, in Harnack, 
Erforschtes wid Erlebtes.: Redeii wid Atifsäfte, new volume, Vol. 4, Gießen 
1923, pp. 3-23; Cf. also Harnack 1985, pp. 89,98. 
51 Cf. Adolf von Harnack, Lehrbiich der Doginetigeschichte, 3 Vols., Tübingen 
19()9/104 (last edition of the work of 1886-1890 which was reedited and 
expanded by Harnack himself), Here: Vol 1, p. 20. 
52 Although in the beginning, Harnack stresses the ties of every human 
appearance to "die Koeffizienten seiner eigenthmlichen Anlagen und Zeit" 
(Harnack 1985, p. 19), the basic principle shifts within the course of his 
presentation to the judgment of "wahrhaft epochemachende Personlich- 
keiten" primarily on the basis of that which has survived through historv 
(Cf. Harnack 1985, pp. 42 und 21). 
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Judaism at the time of Jesus, therefore, is not presented in terms 
of its own conditions, but rather primarily as a surpassed, obsolete 
preliminary stage of Christianity, which is threatened to become a 
merely rhetorical antithesis: Monotheism was indeed long since 
established ("Idngst aufgerichtet") in the piety of the "Old 
Testament"; the Psalmists demonstrated what Harnack calls 
it powerful and profound religious individualism" ("kraftvolletni 
und tiefe[n] religidse[n] Individualismus"); the content of Jesus' 
preaching is also found in the Prophets, the Jewish tradition 
passed down to his time, and even in the Pharisees. But, 
according to Wellhausen, as quoted by Harnack: 
the Pharisees unfortunately had much 
more besides ... For them, everything was 
on one level ... The pure source of the 
sanctified had long since been tapped, but 
sand and debris had buried it and its water 
was soiled. Even if rabbis and theologians 
distill the water afterwards, it doesn't 
really change anything, even if they are 
successful. 53 
Even though the Pharisees had already preached the centrality of 
"loving God and thy neighbour", it had no impact because it was 
53 Harnack 1985, p. 37f: "sie (die Pharisäer - W. H. ) hatten leider noch sehr 
viel anderes daneben ... Alles stand 
bei ihnen auf einer Fläche ... Die reine 
Quelle des Heiligen war zwar längst erschlossen, aber Sand und Schutt war 
über sie gehäuft worden und ihr Wasser war verunreinigt. Daß nachträglich 
Rabbinen und Theologen dieses Wasser destillieren, ändert, selbst wenn eý, 
ihnen gelänge, nichts an der Sache. "; Cf. also p. 115: der "Schutt der 
jüdischen Religion"; Cf. also Harnack's positive evaluation of the rellgion 
and religious history of the Old Testament: Ibid., p. 8()f. 
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weak and, therefore, harmful ("zveil schzvdchlicli, darum scli4d- 
I ich "). 
It was not until the strength of the personality of Jesus ("Kraft der 
Persdnlichkeit Jesu") appeared that this proclamation acquired 
historical influence. 54 This is also based on the sovereignty of the 
Gospel ("SouverdOttit des Evangeliums") itself, for it is directed 
toward the inner individual ("bitiere Meiischeii") which remains 
unchanged throughout all historical changes. -)ý 
Through its emphasis on the individual as a Divine creation, 
Jesus' Gospel Sermon expresses for the first time and in an 
unsurpassable manner, the idea of the infinite worth of the 
human soul C'unendlicheii Wert der Menscheiiseele"). 
The essence of Christianity, according to Harnack, consists in the 
enabling of the consciousness of individuality by means of the 
directness of the religious relationshiP of the individual to God as 
the Father. 
In this sense, the Gospel is religion itself ("die Religion selbst"). 56 
The enabling of a consciousness of individuality, the directness of 
the religious relationship as the itnitatio Christi in thought and 
deed - i. e. religion which one truly experiences ("erlebti, 
Religion") - becomes the inherent criterium of Harnack's por- 
trayal of Christianity in the three main sections of his lectures. 57 
4 Ibid., p. 38f. 
Ibid., pp. 22 and 75, Cf. also pp. 21 and 80. 
Ibid., P. 47. 
57 [bid., p. 93 
3/ 
The preaching of Jesus as presented in the first section, with its 
constant reference to the image of the Kingdom of God, differs 
from Jewish assumptions in the "Old Testament" in that it cut off 
the "political eudaemonistic" hopes which had been connected 
with the notion of the Kingdom of God, thereby emphasizing its 
inward nature ("In wend igkeit This stresses its ethical content 
in a new way. 
The ethicization of monotheism, representing a tremendous 
progress in the history of religion ("ungeheurer Fortscliritt M der 
Geschichte der Religioti"), had already been achieved by the 
prophets of the "Old Testament"5`1 and although there was a 
fundamental rich and deep ethic ("relche und ficfe Ethik") in the 
Judaism of the time of Jesus, it had been so intertwined with 
cultic ritual that it was almost transformed into its opposite 
Crgeradezu bi ihr Gegented verzvandelt"). 
Jesus countered this by proclaiming a better righteousness 
("bessere Gerechtigkeit"), characterized by a close connection of 
religion and morality, with faith as its inner criteriopz , and 
58 Ibid., pp. 41,42f. 
Cf. Wilhelm Bousset, 'Das Wesen des Christentums (Revjew)', in 
Theolo, osche Rundschau 4 (1901), pp. 89-103. In his revievv, Bousset had 
already criticized Harnack's interpretation of the concept of tile Kingdom 
of God as inappropriate modernization (p. 96) and his not taking rccent 
research into consideration (p. 95). 
Cf. also Albert Schweitzer, Geschichte der Leben-jesu-Forschung, 
(Tfibingen, 19849), (Reprint of the 7th printing, Tiibingen 1906), pp. 264-266; 
and R. Bultmann, in: Harriack 1950, p. X. 
Harnack 1985, p. 53. 
characterized as well by love and mercy, rather than the "eye for 
an eye, tooth for a tooth" type of justice of the "Old Testament". 60 
In the second part of the lectures, the examination of the "Haiipt- 
beziehungen des Evangeliums" (main relationships of the Gos- 
pel), the antithesis to the Pharisees played an important role, most 
importantly in the sections on Gospel-Poverty/ Gospel- 
Commandment. Jesus opposed 
the common human being in them. They 
thought of God as the despot.... They made 
religion into an earthly trade - there vvas 
nothing more abominable ... 61 
They 
held the People in bondage and murdered 
their soul. ... For centuries, the oppressed 
and the poor among the People of Israel 
cried out for their rights. ... (The Pharisees- W. H. ) had very little heart for the needs of 
this poor people. 62 
Regarding the question of Jesus' Messianic self-consciousness, 
Harnack emphasizes Jesus' description of himself as the Messiah, 
for this was 
60 Ibid., pp. 51 and 52-54. 
61 Ibid-, p. 40: trat In ihnen... dem gemeinen Menschenwesen überhaupt 
entgegen. Sie dachten sich Gott als den Despoten... Sie hatten aw- der 
Religion ein irdisches Gewerbe gemacht - es gab nichts Abscheulichuruý, .. " 
62 Ibid., pp. 69,71 and 62: "... hielten das Volk in Banden und mordeten ihm die 
Seele.... Jahrhunderte hindurch hatten Bedrückte und Arme im Volke U'rael 
nach ihrem Recht geschrien... (Die Pharis. Ivi- - W. H. ) besaßen wenig Herz 
für die Not des armen Volkes". 
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the absolutely necessary condition for the 
one who was called from within ... to be 
able to achieve absolute recognition within 
Jewish religious history, 63 
even if Jesus then transcended the "Old Testament" idea of the 
Messiah. 
In the third main part of the lectures, "Das Eva? igehimi bi der 
Geschichte", on the Gospel in history, Harnack describes the most 
decisive development as Christianity's clear break with Judaism 
and Jewish Christianity. 
Herein lies the great world-historical significance of the Apostle 
Paul. Through his interpretation of the Gospel, in particular the 
Christology, St. Paul made this break possible, thereby, according 
to Harnack, transforming Christianity into a universal religion. 64 
History showed here with absolute unmis- 
takable clarity, what is core and what is 
shell. The shell was the whole Jewish 
conditionedness of the -, tt,,, (ýItyq of Jesus. 65 I 
This form of Christianity was itself in subsequent history subject 
to certain limitations and alienation processes, as Harnack shows 
in his description of the history of the break between Greek and 
63 Ibid-, p. 89: "die schlechthin notwendige Voraussetzung, darnit der 
innerlich Berufene innerhalb der jüdischen Religionsgeschichte.. die 
absolute Anerkennung zu gewinnen vermochte". 
(14 Ibid-, pp. 107ff. 
65 Ibid-, pp. 109f.: "Hier hat einmal die Geschichte selbst mit uii%, crkennbarL, r 
Deutlichkeit gezeigt, was Kern und ý%-as Schale %%-ar. Schale war die ganze 
jüdische Bedingtheit der Predigt Jesu. " 
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Roman Catholicism. A motivating element of the negative de",, el- 
opment, according to Harnack, was the retention of the "Old 
Testament" as an inferior already surpassed element of the past 
("inferiores, aberwundenes Element") in Christianity, which 
threatened Christian freedom ("christliche Freiheit 1'). 66 
A critical reduction ("kritische Reduktion ") by the Reformation 
brought about a return to itself ("wieder atif sich selbst 
zurzickgeffihrt"), according to Harnack, to the Gospel and its 
corresponding religious experience ("auf das Evatigelium wid das 
ihm entsprechende religidse Erlebnis ")67, to faith in a merciful 
God. 
We may, therefore, conclude: 
Harnack feels that modern Protestantism must reconnect particu- 
larly with the intentions and the principles of the Reformation. 
This would be the only way to achieve a conception of 
Christianity which is compatible with the conditions of modern 
culture, which could prove itself in the new task of attending to 
social issues. Harnack's lectures lead to a personal declaration of 
belief in religion as a formative force in life. 68 
66 Ibid., p. 113; Cf. also pp. 135 and 141 
t, 7 Ibid., p. 158. 
08 Cf. [bid., pp. 1/75f 
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4.3 Hamack's Reference to Julius Wellhausen 
Harnack's ambivalent evaluation of the Jewish religion in the 
"Old Testament" is based on a particular perspective of Jewish- 
Israelite religious history which can be traced back, specifically, to 
Julius Wellhausen. 
Following the approaches of W. M. L. de Wette, W. Vatke and K. H. 
Graff Wellhausen provided a literary critical foundation to 
support the distinction between "Hebraism" and "Judaism", 
referring to the pre- and post-exilic periods respectively. 69 
This distinction was first introduced in the early 19th century by 
de Wette, with reference to Herder's romantic transfiguration of 
the early days of religion. 
69 Cf. here and in the following: Liebeschütz, Judentum un deiit,; cheiz 
Geschichtsbild, pp. 245-268; Hans-Joachim Kraus, Geschichte der 
historisch-kritischen Erforschzitig des Alten Testaments, 3rd expanded 
edition, (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1982 (1956», pp. 255-274; Rolf Rendtorff, 'Die 
hebräische Bibel als Grundlage christlich-theologischer Aussagen über das 
Judentum', p. 37, in jüdische Existenz zind die Erneuening der christlichen 
Theologie, Martin Stöhr (ed. ), (Munich, 1981), pp. 32-47. 
On the philosophical and scientific historical factor-, influencing 
Wellhausen, cf. esp. Lothar Perlitt, Vatke uIld Wellhausew 
Geschichtsphilosophische Vora u ssetz unge? i wid historiographische AI()tim, 
j. fir die Darsteilung der Religion und Geschichte 1,; racI,, durch ýVdhebn 
Vatke und 10111,; Wellhau-sen, Beiliefte zur Zeitschrift fOr 
aIttestamentliche Wissenschaft 94, (Berlin, 1965). 
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In his 1878 published work, "Geschichte Israels"70, Wellhausen 
showed a convergence between the religious development of 
Israel and a historical gradation of the literary cr1t1cal levels of the 
"Old Testament". 
The post-exilic dating of the priestly code corresponded to 
legalistic ("gesetzliche") Judaism as the final stage of the religious 
development, as it unfolds in the "Old Testament". 
Wellhausen's decisive thesis was based on the early dating of the 
prophets and its corresponding religious pre-eminence. 
In Wellhausen's work on Israelite and Jewish history, Israeli- 
tische und ffidische Gescliichte,, published in 1894, he clearly 
speaks of a post-exilic religious and national process of decline of 
Israel to "Judaism", within which a faith free of prophecy was 
degraded to "nomocracy", ending in PharisaiSM. 71 
According to Wellhausen, Jesus was the first to reestablish the 
connection to the ethical ideals and the religious individualism of 
the prophets, thereby completing the religious history of the "Old 
Testament". 72 
70 Geschichte Israels appeared under the txtter known title Prolegoiriena zzur 
Geschichte Israels starting with the 2nd printing. 
71 Cf. Julius Wellhausen, Israelitische imd Jüdische Geschichte, (Berlin, 18973 
(1894», p. 17: 'Das Gesetz ist das Product der geistigen Entwicklung lý'raeiý 
nicht der Ausgangspunkt derselben. " 
72 Cf. Klaus Koch, Ratios z, (Yr der Apokalyptik, (Gutersloh, 1970), p. 35: Koch 
coined the appropriate expression for this: "Ilro. feteit-Arist-hltip-Theorte". 
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This was the common view held by historical critical research at 
the turn of the century73; it also corresponded to one of the main 
contentions of liberal theology: 
Original undogmatic Christianity took up 
the pure prophetic-Messianic roots of the 
religion of the Old Testament as they 
existed before any of the post-exilic 
reinforcement processes. 74 
How close is Adolf von Harnack's reception of Wellhausen's 
ideas? 
Harnack, who considers Wellhausen the most significant 
historian of religion of our time ("bedeutetidsten Religions- 
historiker (... ) utiseres Zeitalters")75 and agrees with him down to 
the terminology he uses. The best example of this is the use of the 
debris C'Schutt-Quelleti") metaphor for the relationship of Jesus 
to the Judaism of his time. 76 
73 Cf. Hermann Gunkel, 'Das Alte Testament im Licht der modernen 
Forschung', pp. 40-76 and also the other articles in: A. Deissmann (Ed. ), 
Beitrdge zur Weiterentwicklivig der christhchen Religion, (Munich, 1905). 
Cf. also Uriel Tal, 'Theologische Debatte um das 'Wesen des Judenturns', pp. 
612ff, in Mosse (ed. ) , ffiden Un 
Wilhebnitzischen Deiitschla? zd, pp. 599-632. 
74 Cf. Tal, Ibid., pp. 615f; Bousset, Wesen, p. 89 considers Harnack 1985 and 
Wellhausen 1897 as the representative works of "der so, ýcuannten modernen 
Th eologie "- 
75 Harnack 1985, p. 108. 
7t, Cf. Ibid., p. 38 and Wellhausen 1897, p. 384; Cf also Ibid., pp. 108f (on Paul) 
and Wellhausen 1897, p. 386. 
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Harnack saw Wellhausen's argument for disregarding the post- 
exilic Jewish history as a constitutive element in the attempt at 
determining the essense of Christianity by historical means. This 
was the main point of Jewish criticism of Harnack. And we may 
now also say that it was to some degree explicitly aimed at 
Wellhausen77 and the bias of early historical criticism in the 
exegetical methods. 
In our next step it shall become clear how Jewish academia reacted 
on such a one-sided perception of the basis of Christian religion. 
77 In this context it is interesting that H. Cohen, who was a cl()se friend ()f 
Wellhausen's during their time together in Marburg (1885-1892) was 
always explicitly obliged to Wellhausen's predating of the Prophets for 
his own theory of ethical monotheism, without seeing the resulting 
consequences for the concept of an historical continuity of Judaism; Cf. Hallý' 
Liebeschijtz, Vo? i Georg St?? i? riel zit Fraii: Rosenzzveig: Shidieti ziori llidische? l 
Deptke? i i? n deiitsche? z KWhirbereich, with an epilogue by R. Weltsch, 
Schriftenreihe wissenschaftlicher Abhandliingen des Leo Baeck Institutt, 
23, (Tijbingen, 1970), pp. 36-18 
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The Jewish Response to Harnack's 
"Wesen des Christenturns" 
5.1 The History of the Concept Essence of Judaism 
('Wesen des Judentums") 
The concept, "the essence of Judaism" is not a 
Jewish expression. It was externally motivat 
44e 
historical and intellectual upheaval in Judaism 
tury. 78 
Apart from a few scattered occurrences from the 
19th century79, it was not until the gradual 
genuinely intra- 
ed, through the 
of the 19th cen- 
beginning of the 
development of 
Jewish emancipation, often conceived as its insertion into a 
Chris tian-wes tern culture that the question of the essence of 
Judaism took on a sence of urgency. 
At this time, the question became the necessary search for the 
determining characteristics of Judaism which would enable the 
preservation of a specifically Jewish identity under the conditions 
of emancipation and assimilation. This was the task of the so- 
78 Cf. for the following: Friedrich W. Niew6hner, 'Judentum, Wesen dc, ý, 
Judentums', in Historischcs Wdrterbuch, Joachim Ritter and Karlfried 
Grfinder (eds. ), (Darmstadt, 1976), pp. 649-653. 
71) The earliest evidence can be found in the German-jewitýh magazine 
, ýWa? nith from ls()7; 
Cf. Tal, Theologj'sche Debatte, p. 607, note 11; for 
further examples, see Niew6hner, ibid., p. 650. 
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called "Science of Judaism" ("Wissenschaft des judentums (Cf. 
chapter 3.2). 
Following this early discussion on the essence of Judaism, the 
most important context of the use of the term which attracted 
considerable public attention was the debate which was triggered 
by Harnack's essence of Christianity. The concept "essence of 
Judaism" clearly became a religious notion, countered by the 
more aggressive national interpretation of the developing 
Zionism. 
As early as 1904, Hermann Cohen spoke of the imitated 
expression ("imitierten Ausdruck) 'theessence of judaism"'80 
The historically defensive or apologetically motivated emergence 
of the concept "essence of Judaism" is reflected up to the present 
day in the situation that no Jewish or Israeli encyclopedia in- 
cludes an article on the "essence of Judaism". 81 Even the Neues 
Lexikon des judentUMS82 of 1992 does not contain this technical 
term which might again serve as indicator for the fact that 
lessence' is really a term with no continuing basis and inspiration 
for Jewish theology. 
80 Cf. Hermann Cohen, 'Die Errichtung von Lehrstühlen für Ethik und 
Religionsphilosophie an den jüdischen theologischen Lehranstalten 
(1904)', p. 115, in Hermann Cohen, Jüdische Schriftetzband, Vol. 2: Zür 
jüdischen Zeitgeschichte, with an introduction by F. Rosenzweig. B. Strauß 
(ed. ), Veröffentlichungen der Akademie für die Wissenschaft des 
Judentums/ V. Philosophische Sektion, (Berlin, 1924), pp. 108-125. 
81 Cf. Niewöhner, Iiidenhim, p. 652. 
82 Neijes Lexikon des ffidentions, Julius H. Schoeps (ed. ), (Gütersloh/München, 
1992). 
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5.2 Motives for the Jewish Interest in Harnack 
As a result of his exceptional position within protestant theo- 
logy83, as well as his political activity in the field of academic 
education, Adolf v. Harnack was considered the representative of 
German academic culture by the Jewish community. 
Representing a controversial position in the efforts for the 
"Freffieft der Wissenschaft"84, he was, as a historian and critic of 
Christian dogma, of particular interest to modern Jewish theology 
up until the early decades of this century. 
The anti-Judaic polemic in Harnack's "essense of Christianity" 
was intensified for the Jewish reception through the general 
character of his lectures C'ffir Hdrer aller Fakultdteti "- for an 
audience from all faculties of the university). 
This was especially the case in Berlin, both the city where 
academic antisernitism began and, at the same time, the city with 
83 Cf. for the following also Friedrich W. Marquardt, 'Unabgegoltenes in der 
Kritik Baecks an Adolf von Harnack', pp. 172f., in W. Licharz (ed. ), Leo 
Baeck: Lehrer mid Helfer bi sch7verer Zeit, Arnoldshainer Texte 20, 
(Frankfurt a. M., 1983), pp. 169-187. 
84 Cf. Felix Perles, Was lehrt wis Harnack?, (Frankfurt a-M., 1902), (First 
published as 'What Jews may learn from Harnack' in The lezv1sh Quarterly 
Review 14 (1902) pp. 517-543; reprinted in F. Perles Iiidische Ski:: Zcii, 
(Leipzig, 1912), pp. 208-231), p. 8; in this context, Perles urged special 
Jewish sNimpatliv for Harnack as a "MArtyter seiner Uberzeugungen", "aus 
rein menschlichen Grunden". 
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the largest Jewish community and, second only to Frankfurt, the 
centre of Liberal Judaism and the science of Judaism. 
Based on the specific historical situation of Judaism at the turn of 
the century (Cf. chapter 3.1), Harnack's theses, with their strong 
anti-Judaic polemic, could only be interpreted as immensely 
threatening by the Jewish community. 
The Science of Judaism, which was in the process of being 
established, was relatively unprepared for a response. (Cf. chapter 
3.2)85; the initial intellectual defense mechanism to antisernitism 
was channeled into the founding of numerous popular Jewish 
literary associations. 
The Rabbinical seminaries "degenerated" into specialized 
theological institutions for the education of clergy only which 
seemed isolated to some from general scholarly aCtiVity86. 
In the state universities, Jewish academics were usually limited to 
the position of a "Privatdozent"87, i. e. university lecturers with- 
out tenured status. 
There was also considerable unawareness and religious indif- 
ference on the part of the educated Jews; The theses of prevailing 
85 The unsatisfactory situation of Jewish science is strongly criticized 
throughout the AZdj ( 1870ff), and in the IIGJ (1898ff) especially from 1900 
on; Cf. esp. Gustav Karpeles, 'Literarische Jahresrevue', in: 11GL 4 (1901), 
pp. 18f., and 11GL 5 (1902), p. 30; Cf. also 'Ein Wort iiber die ifidische 
Wissenschaft', in: AZdj 65 (1901), No. 50, (13 Dec. ), pp. 589f. 
86 Cf. AL11, Ibid., and Note 65, p. 589. 
87 Cf. Fritz K. Ringer, Die Gelehrten: Der NiMergang iler deiit-ýcheyl 
Mandarine 1890-1933, translated from US English by K. Laermann, 
(Stuttgart, 1983) (Cambridge, 1969). 
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Protestant Bible studies and, to a large degree, Harnack's lectures 
themselves, encouraged the conversion of many Jews to 
Christianity. The Jewish press clearly spoke of the 
subversive influence ... which tendentious 
writings like Harnack's 'Wesen des 
Christentums' exert on the Jewish intel- 
ligentsia, who were defenseless in many 
regards-88 
Harnack's lectures had a catalytic effect on the intellectual and 
scientific structure of Judaism in this situation. 89 
As early as 1902, the "Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaft 
des judentums" was founded in Berlin. It's greatest task was the 
publishing of an outline of the science of judaism. 90 
Leo Baeck's and Joseph Eschenbacher's contributions to the 
essence debate were the first titles published by this organization. 
Also in 1902, the "Liberale Verein ffir die Angelegenheiten der 
Iiidischen Gemeinde zu Berlin", a liberal organization of the 
88 AZdl 67 (1903), No. 20 (15 May), p. 235: "... zersetzenden Einfluß ..., den 
Tendenzschriften gleich Hamacks 'Wesen des Christentums' auf die 
vielfach wehrlos dastehende jüdische Intelligenz ausüben". Cf. further p. 
237: "Unendlich viel steht auf dem Spiel: die Erhaltung der jüdischen 
Intelligenz für das Judentum. "; Cf. also AZdl 73 (1909), No. 28 (9 July), pp. 
325f: "Adolf Harnack hat ja vielen durch seine Darstellung vom Wesen des 
Christentums den Übertritt wesentlich erleichtert oder plausibel gemacht. " 
89 Cf. AZdj 73 (1909), No. 9 (26 Feb. ), p. 98: Gustaý, Karpeles, looking back on 
the development: "Die beste und einzige Apologie des Judenturns wird 
immer bleiben die Kenntnis des judentums. " 
90 On the report of the inaugural meeting and the intentions of the "Gesell- 
schaft" cf. JIGL 6 (1903), pp. 55-63; further: Monatýscli rift ftir Geschichte 
und Wis.,; c? ischaft ilcs Judentions (MGWJ), 48 (19(4), pp. 52-64ý 
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Jewish community in Berlin which was founded in 1895, issued a 
call for papers in the Berliner Tageblatt, offering a prize for the 
best work on the "essence of Judaism". 91 
So Jewish scholars like Leo Baeck were quite prepared to take up 
the dispute on 'essence' which really became an issue of 
superiority over one another for both Judaism and Christianity. 
The following chapter sums up the Jewish critique that Harnack 
had to face. 
Cf Gustav Karpeles, 'Literarische jahresreviie', in- JIGL 6 (1903), p. 20. 
Regarding the text of the announcement, cf. the reprint in: Chronik dcr 
Christlichen Welt 12 (1902), No. 7 (13 Feb. ), p. 77. 
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5.3 The Points of Jewish Criticism of Harnack 
The Jewish debate on Harnack's "Wesen des Christe0ums" was 
of an explicitly public nature. 92 The writings on the essence con- 
sisted primarily of the publication of lectures given for a wide 
variety of audiences: congregations, scholarly societies, etc. 
The discussion did not only take place in theological journals 
such as the "Monatsschrift far Geschichte und Wissetischaft des 
Judentums", but rather in newspapers, as in the main organ of 
Liberal Judaism, the "Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums". In this 
way it was related to the contemporary (self-) perception of Juda- 
ism. 
In addition to Leo Baeck's contributions (see chapter 4-4), the most 
important writings were: Felix Perles (1874-1933), Rabbi of 
K6nigsberg: Was lehrt uns Harnack? (1902); Martin Schreiner 
(1863-1926), Arabic scholar and Professor of Jewish history and 
literature at the Berlin "Lehranstalt": Die jiingsten Urteile iiber 
das judentum (1902); and two works of the Breslau Rabbi Joseph 
Eschelbacher (1848-1916): Das judentum und das Wesen des 
Christentums (1904) and Das judentum im Urteil der modernen 
protestantischen Theologie (1907). 
The main target of Jewish criticism was Harnack's thesis of a 
religious degeneration process in post-exilic Judaism, taken from 
92 Cf. Tal , 
Theologische Debatte, p. W)2, 
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Julius Wellhausen, and the resulting uncoupling of the positive 
relationship of the origin of Christianity to judaism. 93 
This was viewed as the double negation of Judaism, that is, of 
historical as well as of modern Judaism, since modern Judaism is 
only to be understood as part of the cotitinuum of the history of 
Judaism. 94 
From a Jewish perspective, the reasons95 for this judgment were 
as follows: 
1. The disregard of the research results of the Science of 
Judaism, above all regarding the relation between Jesus or 
original Christianity with the Judaism of the time. 
(jüdische Leben-Jesu-Forschung). 96 
93 Harnack's relationship to Wellhausen on this was seen very clearly; cf. 
Joseph Eschelbacher, 'Das Judentum und das Wesen des Christentums: Ver- 
gleichende Studien', in Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaft des 
judentums (ed. ) , Schriften, (Berlin, 19082 (1904», pp. 21-23; Martin 
Schreiner, Die jüngsten Urteile über das judentuin: Kritisch iintersiicht, 
(Berlin, 1902), pp. 14f.; Historical critical research at all was perceived 
very sensitively from a Jewish point of view; cf. Eschelbacher, Das 
judentwn, pp. 2-8 and Eschelbacher, 'Das Judentum im Urteil der modernen 
protestantischen Theologie', in Gesellschaft zur Förderung der 
Wissenschaft des judentums (ed. ), Schrifte7i, (Leipzig 1907), pp. 1-22; Cf. 
also the Felix Perles - Wilhelm Bousset conflict in the discussion bv 
Heinrich Holtzmann, 'Besprechung der Kontroverse zwischen F. Perle's und 
W. Bousset', in Theologische Literahirzeitwig 29 (1904), pp. 43-46. 
94 According to Perles, Was lehrt wis Hanzack?, pp. 29f. 
95 Cf. for the following: Schreiner, Die jü? igsten Urteile, "Vor%%, (ýrt'', pp. ý'-VII. 
96 Gösta Lindeskog, 'Bibliographie der Leben-Jesu-Forschung', in GOta 
Lindeskog, Die Jeszisfrage itti tzeiizeitli'che? j iiide? itii? pz: Eiii Beitrag zür 
Geschichte der Leben-jesii-Forschwig, reprint, (Darmstadt, 1973). 
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2. The lack of awareness of Rabbinical literature. In this 
context, Harnack's equating of Halacha and Haggada was 
criticized, which is perhaps one factor in the rise of the so- 
called "Fldchentheorie", i. e. the theory of the nondifferen- 
tiation between ritual and ethic provisions in the 
Talmud. 97 
According to M. Schreiner, "subjective" or theological bias also 
exists, which he clearly named: 
1. The "Chris tological view of history": The prejudiced 
Christian view of "Old Testament" Jewish faith with regard 
to the concept of the Messiah made the subordination of 
Judaism under Christianity possible in the first place. 98 
The "Pauline psychology of religion", i. e. St. Paul's 
pejorative understanding of the religion of the law. 
I The 'unconscious striving to glorify the Indogermanic 
race'. 99 
97 Cf. Ibid., pp. 15-18; Perles, Was lehrt uns Hamack?, pp. 23f; Eschelbacher, 
Das Judention, p. 25; On the "FlAchentheorle", cf. also Michael Guttman, 
Das JudeOwn wiil seine Uinwelt, (Berlin 1927), pp. 338ff. 
98 Cf. Schreiner, Die jibigste? z Urtede, Ibid. and Note 75, Eschelbacher, Daý 
jude7itum, p. 48. 
99 Schreiner, Ibid., p. V1. 
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From a Jewish point of view, these factors were seen as expres- 
sions of the supposedly legitimate academic "special treatment" of 
judaism. 100 
The main feature of the Jewish constructive critique of Harnack 
was the assertion of a continuity between pre- and post-exilic 
Judaism and, following from that, of the constitutive relationship 
between Jesus and the Judaism of his time. 
The emphasis on this continuity, above all in view of the 
theological content, was clearly intended to show that Judaism 
cannot be considered as an obsolete preliminary stage of 
Christianity, but rather represents an essential foundation. 
The evidence of Jesus' Rabbinical-Jewish education and 
knowledge also served as an argument for modern Judaism's 
right to exist in the present day Chris tian-domina ted culture. The 
Jewish demand for recognition was expressed as follows: 
... that our religion in any civilized state 
receive the same rights as Christian 
confessions, entitled to room for the 
spiritual life of civilized peoples and that it 
be recognized that this represents an 
enrichment of the national spirit. 101 
1()0 AccordingtoAronAckermann, Iiideiztii? niiiidChristetitiiin, (Leipzig1903), p. 
12; Cf. also Leo Baeck, 'Harnack's Vorlesungen über das Wesen des 
Christentliums', in MG WI 45 (1901), p. 118. 
101 Schreiner, Die jüngsten Urteile, "Vorwort", p. VI: "... daß unserer Religion 
in einem jeden Kulturstaate mit den christlichen Konfessionen gleiches 
Recht, um Geistesleben der Kulturvölker Raum zugestanden und datý es 
anerkannt werde, daß sie eine Bereicherung des nationalen Geistes bedeu- 
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The focal point of the debate was the question of Jesus' Messi- 
anism, and here the Jewish argument went further. The relevant 
phrase of Harnack was often quoted, that Jesus' Gospel 
proclamation was nothing new ("nichts Neues"). 
It was a central argument of Jewish theologians and scholars that 
the elements separating102 Judaism and Christianity were first 
introduced into Christianity through Paul. From a Jewish 
perspective, this meant (1) the appropriation of Jesus through the 
dogmatic interpretation of his teachings according to the ideology 
of the Logos-Christology, (2) the limiting of the concept of mono- 
theism through the doctrine of the Trinity, and (3) the de- 
ethicization of the content of Jesus' preaching through 
dogmatization. 
The emergence of dogma was understood as a result of the 
supersession of Judaism or Jewish Christianity by the universal 
tet. " Cf. also Eschelbacher, Das Judeyffinn, p. 17: The expression "Kultur der 
Gegenwart" is also tacitly used by Eschelbacher as a polemic against 
Wellhausen, whose "Israelitische und Jfidische Geschichte" appeared in 
the 1894 anthology edited by von Hinneberg called Die KOhir der 
Gegemvart- 
Cf. also Jakob Ziegler, 'Neue Bahnen für die jüdische Wissenschaft', p. 236, 
in AZdi 67 (1903), No. 20 (15 May), pp. 235-237: "Dies (die Widerlegung der 
Abfallsthese vom nachexilischen Judentum -W. H. ) ist umso wichtiger, weil 
das neutestamentliche Judentum eben das Judentum ist, weil aiif ihm unsere 
weitere Entwicklung fußt ... Jesus war Jude, 
durch und durch Jude... " 
102 Cf. here and in the following, Perles, Was lehrt ims Hamack?, pp. 11f, 26f; 
Eschelbacher, Das Imlention, pp. 15f, 61ff, 142; Schreiner, Die jii? igste? i 
Urteile, pp. 38f, 44; Cf. also Tal , Theologische Debatte, pp. 617ff. 
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Christianity of St. Paul's making, and the development initiated 
by that process. 103 
This does not only illustrate a definite connection between the 
Jewish position and Harnack's findings concerning the 
development of dogma. It is most important to note that it also 
signifies the coming together of Jewish critique of Pauline 
Christianity with liberal Protestant theology against the 
established authoritative interpretation of Christianity in Catholi- 
cism and conservative Protestantism. 104 
Harnack's referring back to the pre-gentile and pre-pagan, purely 
monotheistic elements of Jesus' preaching in defining the essence 
of Christianity was welcomed, therefore, from the Jewish 
perspective, as a return to Judaism. Perles, for example, 
understood Harnack's "Essense of Christianity" as 
the most splendid justification for Judaism 
that we could have wished for. 105 
103 Cf. Eschelbacher, Das judentum, pp. 154f. 
104 Cf. Tal, Theologische Debatte, p. 617. 
105 Perles, Was lehrt wis Harizack?, p. 9: "die glänzendste Rechtfertigung des 
judentums, die wir uns nur wünschen können. "Cf. also Eschelbacher, Das 
judention, p. 19; 
Eduard von Hartmann, 'Das Wesen des Christentums in neuester 
Beleuchtung', p. 6, in Die Gegenzvart 59 (1901), pp. 4-8,210-212,230-232: 
Already in 1901, Hartmann accused Harnack of "Rejudaisierung": "Die 
Person Jesu wird zu einem sanften, liebenswürdigen, volkstümlichen Rabbi, 
den jeder Reformjude von ganzem Herzen als Vertreter seiner Tendenzen 
reclamiren kann. " (! ) 
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In the same way, Harnack's explanation of the Reformation was 
interpreted as a return to elements of genuine Jewish faith. In his 
reply to Heinrich von Treitschke in 1880 regarding the Reforma- 
tion, Hermann Cohen stated: 
that we Jews converge with the historical 
leanings of Protestantism. 106 
For this reason, a detailed line of reasoning explaining the Jewish- 
Rabbinical origin of the essential elements of Jesus' Gospel 
proclamation made up a major part of Jewish writings on the 
essence. 107 
The continuity of ethical content was particularly emphasized, i. e. 
(1) the Jewish origins of belief in God the Father and (2) the 
concept of the inwardness of the Kingdom of God, and (3) the 
rabbinical parallels to the Sermon on the Mount and the Lord's 
Prayer. 
The infinite worth of the human soul C'unendliche Wert der 
Menschetiseele") is depicted through the "Old Testament" 
concept of human beings created in God's image in the story of 
106 Hermann Cohen, 'Ein Bekenntnis in der Judenfrage' (1880), in Cohen, 
Jüdische Schriften, p. 93: "daß wir Juden mit der geschichtlichen Tendenz 
des Protestantismus konvergieren. " Cf. also Eschelbacher, Das JudentIon, p. 
65; Perles, Was lehrt wis Hartiack?, p. 33. 
107 The most explicit example of this is in Eschelbacher, Das liide? ztii? n, pp. 32- 
94, in the main section of the work, where he directly parallels Hamack't, 
work 
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the Creation, and through the Jewish fundamental belief in the 
moral autonomy of the individual. 
The centrality of "loving God and thy neighbour" also represents 
the epitome of Judaism. This is already extended in the "Old 
Testament" to include strangers and enemies in need, even if not 
generally understood as love of one's enemies, which, according 
to Jewish belief, is regarded as unattainable anyway and bordering 
on self-denial-108 
In addition, the commandments in the "Old Testament" 
regarding social welfare and the poor, as well as their 
interpretation and execution by the Pharisees and the scribes are 
stressed. 
A decisive element in the structure of the Jewish argument was 
that Harnack's undogmatic reference back to Jesus' Gospel 
proclamation was tiot tied to an enhancement of Judaism at the 
time of Jesus, but rather (as shown in chapter 4.2), from the point 
of view of his historical methodology, was indeed consistent in its 
intended devaluation. 
It can be asserted that it is exactly this curious mixture of closeness 
and brusque antithesis to Judaism which is the theological reason 
for the great intensity of the Jewish debate on Harnack's Wesen 
des Christentums. 
This interpretation of Judaism in Harnack's fashion was a 
psychological necessity of liberal Protestant theology. It was clear 
1" Cf. here Eschelbacher, Das ludentum, pp. 57,74f. 
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that it could only succeed in separating Judaism from its own 
undogmatic Christianity by introducing an artificial antithesis to 
Judaism. 109 
In dealing with this from a theological point of view, Jewish 
writings on the essence clearly depict an important shift compared 
to the "old liberal" positions. 
As a result of pressure for emancipation and assimilation, the first 
generation of Liberal Judaism (Zunz, Geiger, etc; Cf. chapter 3.2) 
eliminated the traditions of Judaism which presented problems 
for Christian understanding (e. g. the normative authority of the 
Halakha and the Talmud, the so-called ceremonial law, the 
national particularistic aspects of Judaism, etc. ) through consistent 
historicization of their claims to validity. 110 
The intensive essence debate, as carried on in Jewish circles, led to 
a need for a fundamental renewal of the specific "essence" of 
onels own religion. 
The external criticism of Jewish tradition was internalized, as it 
were, constructively, through positive recollection and 
reintegration of those elements in the religion which seemed 
109 Cf. Perles, Was lehrt uns Hamack?, pp. 14-17; This is most clearly 
expressed in: Abraham Wolf, 'Professor Harnack's 'What is 
Christianity? ", pp. 672f., in The Jewish Quarterly Review 16 (1904), pp. 
668-689. 
11 An isolated example of such an "old liberal" or a radical reform perspective 
is: Israel jelski, Das Wese? i des, JiideWu? ttS, (Berlin, 1902); Cf. also Tal, 
Theologisclic Debatte, pp. 621-623. 
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problematic, by interpreting them in terms of the possibility of 
their universality. 
In this way, the selection of Israel was understood as the moral 
task of Israel or of Judaism; the historical, preserving function of 
the Pharisees and the ceremonial law for the preservation of the 
universalistic elements of the Jewish religion was explicitly 
emphasized; the Pharisaic goal of completely ritualizing everyday 
life was understood as a "democratic" intention. 111 
The most original of all dismissals of the accusations of 
particularism is demonstrated by Isaak Goldschmidt's definition 
of the essence of Judaism as an order ("Orden"), characterized by 
the parallel existence of universalism with regard to the content 
of its belief and, at the same time, formal particularism with 
regard to its membership. 112 
The Jewish essence debate in opposition to Harnack was 
intensified by his "Rektoratsrede", his inaugural address in 1901 
as Principal of the University of Berlin. The address, entitled 'The 
task of the theological faculties and general history of religion'113, 
111 According to Ackerrnann, judentum und Christentum, p. 15. 
112 Cf. Israel Goldschmidt, Das Wesev des Iiidentions nach Bibel, Tabniid, 
Tradition wid religidser Praxis, (Frankfurt, 1907), pp. 210,217ff; Cf. also the 
harsh criticism of M. Cahn, an orthodox Rabbi, pp. 332-370. 
113 From: Adolf von Harnack, 'Die Aufgabe der theologischen Fakultäten und 
die allgemeine Religionsgeschichte, nebst einem Nachwort' (1901), in 
Adolf von Harnack, Reden und Aufsätze, Vol. 2, (Gießen, 19062), pp. 159- 
187. 
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confirmed, from a Jewish point of view, Harnack's evaluation of 
Judaism as the mere pre-history ("Vorgeschichte") of Christianity. 
On this presupposition, Harnack's principle for the study of 
religions developed in this address did not seem at all applicable 
to Judaism: 114 
Truly certain realizations can only be made 
with regard to living religion, the reali- 
zation of piousness itself. 115 
The so-called "Babel-Bible Debatel". 116 which was provoked by a 
lecture by the Orientalist and specialist in Assyrian culture Fried- 
rich Delitzsch in 1902, also had a catalyzing effect. Delitzsch con- 
tested the religious-historical authenticity of the "Old Testament" 
on the basis of parallel Babylonian-Assyrian evidence. He was 
fiercely contradicted, not only by Jewish'17, but also by Protestant 
theologians, above all by Hermann Gunkel and Harnack himself. 
114 According to Perles, Was lehrt wis Harnack?, pp. 30f; Ackermann, Iiidentuin 
und Christention, pp. 7f. 
115 Ibid-, p. 171: "Wahrhaft sichere Erkenntnisse können nur an der lebendigen 
Religion, an der Erkenntnis der Frömmigkeit selbst gewonnen werden. " 
Regarding the Old Testament religious history as "prehistory", a 
preliminary to Christianity, cf. p. 169 and 172. 
116 Cf. Hans-joachim Kraus, Geschichte der historisch-kritischen Erforschting 
des Alten Testaments, 3rd ed., (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1982) pp. 309-314; Agnes 
von Zahn-Harnack, Adolf von Harnack, 2nd esp. edition, (Berlin, 1951 
(1936)), pp. 263-267; Eschelbacher, Das Iiidention, pp. 22-27. 
117 Regarding the public debate on Delitzsch, cf. AZdj 67 (1903), Nos. 4,5,9,22, 
28 and JIGL 6 (1903), pp. 23-25. 
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Despite of the gap between Judaism and Liberal Protestant 
theology which opened up and which appeared to be widening, 
especially in the course of the essence debate, the Jewish position 
always stressed the possibility of future agreement. 
The cultural and historical significance of Judaism and its lasting 
religious greatness was seen in the establishment of a prophetic 
and ethical monotheism; the significance of Christianity for the 
history of the world was seen as spreading this message in a 
gentile and pagan world, which was made possible through the 
concept of incarnation. 118 
An explicit ethical understanding of religion was operative here. 
The conclusion of Harnack's lectures were expressly cited: 
Harnack's reference to religion as "loving God and thy 
neighbour" was understood as genuine Jewish thought. 
Peaceful agreement ("Friedliche Verstdndigung") between juda- 
ism and Christianity based on this concept of religion could also 
be expected from a Jewish perspective, where this agreement was 
also seen as having to prove itself in actual neighbourly love 
regarding social tasks of the present and the future. 119 
Judaism's claim for equality and the acceptance of a living Jewish 
faith both in Jesus' as well as modern times can be described as the 
central task of the Jewish contribution to the essence debate. It 
118 Cf. Schreiner, Die ji'higsteti Urteile, p. 159; Ackermann, judetition lold 
ChristeWum, p. 28. 
119 Cf. Eschelbacher, Das Judeithort, pp. 165f; the corrctýponding passage in 
Harnack 1985, P. 175. 
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could have been the basis of harmonious coexistence and 
cooperation between Christians and Jews. 
However, the Jewish essence writings discussed in this chapter 
still remain, in their positive models of the "Essence of Judaism", 
too strongly restricted to the direct confrontation with Harnack. 
Leo Baeck was the first to offer an independent as well as self- 
contained contribution on the "Essence of Judaism". 
In the following chapter it is attempted to mark out to what extent 
he took up the elements of the argument which have been 
discussed before. It will also become obvious how decisively he 
was able to strenghten the Jewish position. Our aim is to 
underline the particular and individual contribution of Baeck in 
his apologetic endeavour against Christianity both liberal and 
conservative. 
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5.4 Leo Baeck's Response to Hamack's Essence of 
Christianity 
The first Jewish reaction to Harnack's Wesen des Christentums 
appeared in 1901. It was a review written by Leo Baeck (1873-1956), 
1 at that time a young Rabbi in the Silesian city of Cýpa,, who was 
still totally unknown. 120 
Baeck's critique focussed on two points: (1) Harnack's lack of 
consideration of Jewish scholarship and literature, resulting in a 
misrepresentation of Judaism at the time of Jesus, and (2) the 
apologetic intention ("apologetische Absichtlichkeit") of 
Harnack's presentation as a whole: 
... a work which was of purely apologetic 
character stepped before us, claiming to 
offer pure history. 121 
Based 'on the second point, Baeck's criticism of Harnack is 
primarily methodological. According to Baeck, Harnack is guilty 
of confusing the - of course, unavoidable - value judgment 
("Werturteil") of a historian with the unbiased significance of the 
120 The page numbers in the following correspond to the I st edition of Baeck'ý, 
Harnack critique in MGWJ 45 (1901), Op. Cit., pp. 97-120. 
121 L. Baeck, inMGWI, Ibid., pp. 118,97: "... ein Werk von rein apologetischern 
GeprAge tritt mit dem Anspruch, reine Geschichte zu bieten, vor uns hin. " 
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historical fact ("geschichtliche 
historical context. 
Tatsache") within its actual 
Baeck views this as replacing writing history ("Geschichts- 
schreibung") with constructing history ("Geschichtskonstruk- 
tion"), perpetuating the errors of the Ritschl School. Harnack 
projects his own personal view of Christianity onto the historical 
origin of the Christian religion. 122 
According to Baeck, such a "modernization"123 - and here the 
Jewish theologian paradoxically supports Christianity against its 
own interpreter - falsifies the Gospel by reducing the radical 
character of its moral imperative. 124 
Baeck feels that Harnack's comparison (based on Wellhausen's 
theories) of Jesus' Gospel proclamation with the entire Talmud 
instead of just the ethical narrative parts, is methodologically 
incorrect, since the entirety of Christian literature includes much 
more C'noch vieles andere") than simply Jesus' proclamation of 
the Gospel. 125 
Jesus was, according to Baeck, a genuine Jewish personality C'eine 
echt jtidische Persdnlichtkeit"). He sees Harnack's rejection of the 
122 Ibid., pp. 98f., 100. 
123 Ibid., p. 103. 
124 Ibid., pp. 103f. 
12 5 Ibid., pp. 106f. 
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Jewish conditionedness of Jesus as the typical case of scholarly 
special treatment ("Sonderbehandlung") of Judaism-126 
In spite of the very sharp method of argumentation, Baeck de- 
liberately calls on the support of other Protestant scholars against 
Harnack, such as E. Schiirer and C. H. Cornill127, leading the 
critique to a possible consonance between Christianity and 
Judaism, in connection, specifically, with taking up Harnack's 
general comments on religion from the concluding section of his 
lectures. ] 28 
This "external Au fl en- motivation" through the 
confrontation with Harnack remained a hermeneutical 
determinant throughout Baeck's entire life regarding the inner 
context of his thinking, focussing on the question of the 
relationship between Judaism and Christianity or more precisely: 
Liberal or Culture Protestantism and Liberal judaism. 129 
126 Ibid., p. 118, incorporating an appropriate quote of Abraham Geiger; Cf. 
also p. 111; Cf - Peter von der 
Osten-Sacken, 'Riickzug ins Wesen und aus der 
Geschichte - Antijudaismus bei Harnack und Bultmann', esp. pp. 113ff, in 
Wissenschaft wid Praxis iii Kirche wid GeselIschaft 67 (1978), pp. 106-122; 
Marquardt, Uiiabgegoltenes, pp. 173ff, interprets this methodical approach 
127 
of Baeck's critique explicitly as ideology critical. 
Cf. Baeck, in MGWI, Op. Cit., p. 108, note; pp. 109,113. 
128 Ibid., pp. 118f. 
129 According to Reinhold Mayer, Christetituin wid Iiideidwn i? i der Schau Leo 
Baecks, Studia Delitzschiana, 6, (Stuttgart, 1961), p. 13; 
Reinhold Mayer, 'Leo Baeck', pp. 113f, in Theologi, ýche Realenzyklopädie, 
, 5, G. Krause and 
G. Müller (eds. ), (Berlin/New York, 1980), pp. 112-115; 
Karl-Heinrich Rengstorf, 'Leo Baeck als Theologe und im theologischen 
Gespräch: Rede zur Gedenkfeier in Frankfurt am Main am 16.12.1956', p. 
128, in Eva G. Reichmann (Ed. ), Worte iit; Geileiike? i,; für Leo Baeck, 
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In 1905, Baeck's own response to Harnack was published. Of the 
many writings responding to Harnack's lectures, Baeck's was the 
only one that aimed at presenting an alternative draft from a 
Jewish perspective-130 It had the logical title "Das Wesen des 
Judentums" (The Essence of Judaism). Baeck did not include his 
own earlier critiques of Harnack in his two volumes of essays 
published in the 1930s, since he viewed the work of 1905 as the 
real answer to Harnack-131 
published for the Council of Jews from Germany - London, (Heidelberg 
, 1959), pp. 104-124; Hans Liebeschfitz, Voiz Georg Si7ninel Azu Fraizz Roseiizzveig, Mibingen, 
1970), P. 57; 
Cf. Franz Rosenzweig, 'Apologetisches Denken: Bernerkungen zu. Brod und 
Baeck (1923)', p. 34, in Rosenzweig, Klebiere Schrifteii, (Berlin, 1937), pp. 
3142: in this sense, Rosenzweig fundamentally defined Jewish thought on 
Judaism as apologetic. 
130 Although there is no evidence that Baeck and Harnack ever met, we may 
see from a letter of Baeck to the widow of Harnack on occasion of his death 
that Baeck respected Harnack as a scholar. Because the letter has not yet 
been published, we cite it full length: "Hochschule ffir die Wissenschaft des 
Judentums / Das Lehrerkollegium Berlin N24, den 13. Juni 1930 / 
Artillerie-Strasse 14 / Euer Excellenz bitten wir es aussprechen zu dürfen, 
dass auch / wir in aufrichtigem Empfinden an der Trauer um / das 
Hinscheiden Ihres Herrn Gemahls teilnehmen. / Sein Lebenswerk ist ein 
Werk auch für die Arbeit / und die Aufgabe geworden, die uns anvertraut 
ist. / Auch wir dürfen ihn Lehrer und Meister nennen. / In innigem Beileide / 
Das Lehrerkollegium / der Hochschule für die Wissenschaft des Judentums 
/ Baeck" (property of the Staatsbibliothek Berlin, Unter den Linden, 
Handschriftenabteilung, Hamack-Nachlaß, Kasten 26). 
131 Cf. Liebeschfitz, Voyi Simmel zit Rosem-- Weig, p. 64; On the influence of 
Baeck's doctoral supervisor, W. Dilthey, on "Das Wesen des Judenturns", cf. 
Otto Merk, judentum und Christentum bei Leo Baeck', pp. 514-516, in 
Traditio - Krisis - Renovatio aus theologischer Sicht: Festschrift Winfried 
Zeller zwn 65. Gebiirtstag, Bernd Jaspert and Rudolf Mohr (eds. ), (Marburg, 
1976), pp. 513-528. 
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Baeck definitely sees his task as an apologetic one132, although the 
tone of his exposition is generally nonpolemic. It is quite 
intriguing that Harnack is not even mentioned specifically by 
name in Baeck's text except in the footnotes. 133 
However, there is a clear reference to Harnack's "Weseit i1cs 
Christentums", as regarding the content, obvious through Baeck's 
borrowing of certain phrases and key terms from Harnack. 
According to Baeck, the "essence" of Judaism lies in the ethical 
monotheism of the prophets, which confirms the special status of 
Israel in the history of religions and the lasting religious signifi- 
The major and real reaction to Baeck's "Wesen des Judentums" first came 
with the publishing of the 2nd edition in 1921, which included historically 
relevant and motivated characteristic changes and additions. Cf. here 
Ernst Simon, 'Geheimnis und Gebot: Ober Leo Baeck (1948)', pp. 387-389, in 
Ernst Simon, Brficken, Gesam? nelte Aiifsdtze, (Heidelberg 1965), pp. 395- 
392; 
Alexander Altmann, 'Leo Baeck and the Jewish Mystical Tradition', pp. 
298-302, in Altmann, Ess(iys i? z Jewish bitellectiial History, (Hanover, 
NH/London, Engl., 1981), pp. 293-311; Altmann sees the change primarily 
in Baeck's new positive assessment of mysticism. In the following, however, 
the first edition will be used as the basis because of its relationhship to the 
Harnack debate. 
132 Cf. Baeck 1905, p. 28; cf. also the introduction to the notes, p. 162, wherein 
Baeck does not justify the large number of Talmud quotes primarily becautýc 
they comprise the "Wesen des Judentums", but because of the "Geschichte 
schier Verkemumg" (history of the underestimation of the Talmud); cf. 
Simon, Briicken, p. 386. 
1-13 Cf. Baeck 1905, pp. 162-166. Of the three comments on Harnack, onN, tvý-(, of 
them refer to "ifie Mi,;,; ion ivid ifie Ausbreitivig dt-ý Christt'ntuyns 1? 1 den 
eirsten drci Jahrhuniferten" (Leipzig 1902), and only one rcferý' to Harnack's 
"Wesen des Christenturns", namely, the description of Greek Catholicism, I 
ct. Baeck 11405, p. 5, 
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cance of Judaism: "Judaism is not merely ethical, but ethics is its 
basic principle, its essence. " 134 
Tracing the "essence" of Judaism back to the appearance of the 
prophets is characteristic of Liberal Jewish theology as compared 
to the traditional Orthodox interpretation of the origin of the 
essence of Judaism as a whole in the Sinai Revelation. This shift 
already reflects very well the influence of Protestant historical 
criticism of the Biblical writings on Liberal judaism. 135 
For Baeck, the incompleteness of the line of prophets also deter- 
mines the hicompleteness of the historictil developmetit as a 
component of the "Essence of Judaism" in other words, the 
identity of Judaism is explicitly conveyed through history: 
Every system of the Jewish religion is 
necessarily a history of the Jewish religion. 
Only in its historical totality can Judaism 
truly be comprehended. 136 
Incompleteness is a necessary characteristic of a still continuing 
process of historical development. The inner continuum of this 
development is expressed through the Hebrew Bible, based, as it 
were, on ethical monotheism, with its twofold character of being a 
134 Cf. Baeck, Ibid., p. 39: "Das Judentum ist nicht nur ethisch, sondern die 
Ethik macht sein Prinzip, sein Wesen aus. "; cf. also pp. 18ff. 
135 Cf. Liebeschiitz, Von Simmel zu Rosenzweig, p. 67. 
136 Baeck 1905, p. 9: "Jedes System der jüdischen Religion ist notwendig eine 
Geschichte der jüdischen Religion. Nur in seiner historischen Totalität kann 
das Judentum wahrhaft erfaßt werden. "; Cf. also pp. 27f; Cf. Harnack'-, 
reference to total induction ( "z, ollstäizdige? z biduktion of the hiý-t(ýr%ý, of 
Christianity in determining the essence of Chritianitv, in- Harnack 
pý 18. 
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preserving authoritative tradition and of being for faith, the ever- 
present word of God. 137 
Through the practical moral character of the message of the pro- 
phets, religion and life are, according to Baeck, closely tied to one 
another in Judaism, not as an experienced ("erlebte") religion, as 
Harnack claimed, but explicitly as a lived ("gelebte") religion. 138 
The fundamental ethical dimension, that is, the general nature of 
the moral imperative in Judaism has, according to Baeck, a 
twofold integrative function: 
(1) It ensures the general character and the unity of the religious 
content; Judaism does not involve a dogma-forming subject and 
no strict sense of dogma at all. For this reason, Baeck also sees the 
Reformation as a return to judaism. 139 
(2) The fundamental ethical dimension of Judaism is the warrant 
for its capacity for becoming universal as a world religion, 
although the national limitedness and, in this context, the 
ceremonial law were a "Zaun um die Lehre", only a condition of 
the historical conservation of the idea of ethical universalism. 140 
In his further analysis, Baeck portrays, at times using Harnack's 
exact wording and key terms, all the qualities which Harnack 
137 Cf. Baeck 1905, pp. 9-11. 
138 Cf. Ibid., pp. 21t, 36. 
139 Cf. Ibid., pp. 31f, 14ff. 
140 Cf. Ibid., pp. 47,50f, 151f. 
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claimed for the appearance and preaching of Jesus, as implications 
of ethical monotheism. 
In this way, ethical monotheism explains the incomparable worth 
of each human soul ("unvergleichliche Wert j. eder 
Menschenseele") through the idea of humanity's being created in 
God's image which Baeck interprets as the moral autonomy of 
human beings. 141 
Through the close interconnections between religion and life in 
Judaism, the duty to "love thy neighbour" is expressed directly, 
whereas even Baeck considers the conviction ("Gesimiung") as 
the inner critericof of ethical action. 142 
Finally, ethical monotheism is even capable of justifying, first and 
foremost, the moral concept of world history C'sittliche Begriff der 
Weltgeschichte") 143 on the basis of the ethicization of the concept 
of the Kingdom of God. 
Like his Jewish contemporaries Baeck was, in his "Wesen des 
Judentums" , primarily concerned with providing a 
justification 
for the existence of modern Judaism by constructing a historical 
continuity with the Judaism of the Hebrew Bible and the 
subsequent era. 
The decisive difference is that Baeck does not attempt to prove 
this primarily through exegetical and historical arguments or by 
141 Cf. Ibid., pp. 93f, 80. 
142 Cf. Ibid., pp. 108f. 
143 Ibid., p-13,9; cf. also pp. 141ff. 
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producing evidence of the identity of theological content beyond 
the post-exilic epoch of Judaism. 
Rather, he integrates the very notion of a historical continuity as a 
constitutive element into the concept of the "essence of Judaism". 
Harnack's appeal was that Jesus' Gospel proclamation represents 
the original, pure and now partially buried starting point to which 
modern Protestantism, including the total development of the 
strengths of its Reformation insights, should return. 
Baeck opposes this with the concept of the continuum of the 
Jewish tradition, within which ethical monotheism represents 
both norm and structure. In accepting the tradition, fulfilled anew 
by each individual, independence and an individual critique of 
the tradition, as well as a self-assurance regarding each individual 
religious impression, all play an important role. 144 
According to Baeck, the "universal mission" of Judaism consists 
in expressing the moral principle of the minority in the world 
history ("in der Weltgeschichte das sittliche Prinzip der Minder- 
heit zzurn Ausdruck zu bringen"). In this sense, it is also the 
measure of the realization of the destiny of humanity. 145 
In the linking of religion and humanity as a goal of human 
development, Baeck also sees the possible consonance between 
Judaism and Christianity, - this, however, always in the sense of a 
historically grounded priority of Judaism as "the messianic 
144 Cf. Ibid., pp. 13f. 
W5 ' Ibid., pp, 158f. 
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religion of the world"146. Judaism was first to include the ethical 
concept of the Kingdom of God both as a goal of historical 
development and as a moral task-147 
It became obvious that Baeck is arguing along the lines of 
Harnack. His postulate, though, is the superiority of Jewish 
tradition as the universal messianic religion. Having secured this, 
Baeck is able to offer a view of harmony and coexistence with 
Christianity. 
In the following chapter we shall attempt to step back from the 
argument itself and try to understand the intrinsic links of Liberal 
ideology within Judaism and Christianity. 
146 Ibid., pp. 143f. 
147 Cf. Ibid., p. 146. 
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Systematic Aspects of the 
j ewish- Christian Essence Debate 
6.1 The Structure of the Debate: 
Convergence and Antagonism Between 
Liberal Theology and Liberal Judaism 
Up to this point, liberal theology mainly of Culture Protestantism 
and Liberal Judaism as such have been discussed in a relatively 
undifferentiated manner. 
Within the parameters of the debate, Harnack's Wesen des 
Christentums is to some degree considered a perfect 
representative of liberal theology. 
This is substantiated through the form and the intensity of the 
Jewish reception, for which Harnack's lectures demonstrated 
exactly this "pars pro toto" nature. In addition, certain basic 
elements of the Christian essence debate of Harnack's will be 
referred to in the following discussion, although they will not 
each be elaborated upon in detail here. 
The intensity of the essence debate, from a Jewish as well as from 
a Christian perspective, is based upon some fundamental 
common aspects. Apart from the particular historical situation of 
Judaism at that time, there was a general atmosphere of "crisis" 
around the turn of the century, characterized bv the intellectual 
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strands of empiricism and value relativism, cultural pessimism, 
anti-intellectualism, growing pseudo-romanticism etc-148 
Furthermore, in view of the religious indifference within their 
own ranks, liberal theology and Liberal Judaism each attempted to 
forge a reasonable new expression of their respective religious 
traditions which would be compatible with the conditions of 
modern society and culture. 
Both also demonstrated a historical reference, emphasizing the 
concept of development, the rejection of the irrational, 
authoritative or dogmatic elements of inflexibility in their 
respective traditions, and an explicitly ethical understanding of 
religion and the emphasis of the significance of cultural historical 
development for the present. In terms of such an openness for 
modernity directed towards an ethical secular Liberalism C'eine 
Moderiiitfitsoffeiiheit im Richtwigssitin Mies ethisch sdkularen 
Liberalismus 11)149, one can speak of a "liberal" theology on both 
sides. 
148 Cf. specifically Pinchas E. Rosenblüth, 'Die geistigen und religi(')sun Stro- 
mungen in der deutschen Judenheit', pp. 549-558, in Mosse (ed. ), juden im 
WilheIminischen Deutschland, pp. 549-598; Tal 1976, Theologische 
Debatte, pp. 623f. 
149 Trutz Rendtorff, Das, Verhditnis von liberaler Theologie wid Iiidentivri wri 
die Jahrhimilertwende (Manuscript of a lecture given at the "Inter- 
nationalen Seminar der Friedrich-Naurnann-Stiftung", held in cooperation 
with the Lko Baeck Institute of London, on the subject of "Juden im deutschen 
Liberalismus" from 20-23 May 1986 in Konigswinter b. Bonn, p. 2. 
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Therefore, the core of the essence debate concerned the identity of 
those concerned150, whereby a consciousness of possible conso- 
nance, as demonstrated in the Jewish writings on the subject, 
existed indeed and was even aspired to. 
From the Protestant side, Paul Fiebig, a scholar of the New 
Testament and the Talmud, and others, also referred to the 
expression of this "consonance". In his review of J. Eschelbacher's 
"Das judentum und das Weseii des Christe? itums", Fiebig stressed 
the agreement between Eschelbacher and Harnack in the "real 
religious and ethical positions" ("wirklich religiose und ethische 
Positionen")151. This agreement could only be further analyzed 
and sustained through a two-sided "distillation" process con- 
cerning the Greek elements ("die griechischeti Elemente") of 
Christianity and the legalism ("Gesetzlichkeit") of Judaism-152 
Fiebig also emphasized the necessity of knowing the Rabbinical 
writings and the science of Judaism in order to study primitive 
Christianity adequately-153 
150 Cf. Tal, Theologische Debatte, p. 600. 
151 Paul Fiebig, 'Rezension von J. Eschelbacher 'Das Judentum und das Wesen 
des Christentums', Col. 420, in Theologische Literatzir:: eitwig 30 (1905), 
Cols. 418-421. 
152 Cf. Ibid. Col. 421. 
153 Cf. Loc. Cit.; cf. also Paul Fiebig, 'jüdische Gebete und das Vaterunser', 
Cols. 968f., in Die Christliche Welt 5 (1891), Colsý 313-321; 368-375. 
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On the basis of the commonality in terms of the 11mitedtiess and 
intention, however, the debate also became the context for 
discovering the material differences of both sides-1 )4 
In terms of the structure of the discussion, a significant 
asymmetry makes this apparent. 155 The negation of Judaism 
became constitutive in a certain respect for Harnack's historical 
determination of the essence of Christianity, opening up his 
opinions to Jewish criticism. 
On the other hand, the Jewish determination of the essence 
referred more strongly to Christianity than vice versa, which is 
reflected in the Jewish emphasis on the identity of the essential 
theological content on both sides. 
As shown in the analysis of the Jewish writings on the essence, 
however, dealing with the theory of the decline of post-exilic 
Judaism theologically led to increased reflection on the historical 
uniqueness of one's own religion, with the goal of reintegration 
and positive reformulation. 
This addition of substance to the "Wesen des judentums" was 
also definitively motivated by the historical and intellectual 
period of upheaval for Judaism at the turn of the century, as 
154 This is the basic thesis in all of Uriel Tal's works; Cf. Tal, Theologi,; che 
Debatte, p. 632; Uriel Tal, 'Liberal protestantism and the Jews in the 
Second Reich 1870-1914', pp. 34ff, in jezvish Social Studic-ý 26 (1964), pp. 23- 
41; Uriel Tal, Giristia? is a? id Iczvs hi Ger? na? iy. - Religioti, Pohtic, ý a? id 
Ideology in flic Sccmid Reich, (Ithaca and London, 1975) p. 210- 
1ý Cf. Tal, Vieologisclic Debatte, p. 605 
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discussed above, which required a more specific expression of 
identity. 156 
The theological ambivalence between liberal theology and Juda- 
ism is intensified by the fact that, from a Jewish perspective, the 
debate in theology was always related to the respective current 
status of the "Jewish question", as shown by the sensitive and 
ambivalent perception of Harnack in the Jewish press. The 
theological similarities of Harnack's views to the content of the 
Biblical Jewish faith made his "Weseti des Christentums" 
interesting to Jewish intellectuals and, conversely, his brusque 
antithesis to Judaism, at the same time, made him seem like an 
enemy to the Jewish public. 
On the whole, Jewish apologetics seem to have overestimated the 
status of Judaism in the Protestant essence discussion157, for the 
Protestant reaction to the Jewish discussion, starting with Harnack 
himself, is rather limited. In addition, the known reviews refer to 
the Jewish response as being overly sensitive regarding alleged 
Christian "attacks" on Judaism-158 
156 Cf. Tal, Liberal Protestantis7ti, p. 40, in which he understands this as the 
result of the Jewish polemics against Protestant Liberalism which was 
increasingly considered "Gleich? nacherei" from a Jewish perspective (cf. 
ibid. pp. 25,33). 
157 Cf. Tal, Theologische Debatte, p. 605- 
158 Cf. Georg Holimann, 'Sammelrezension zu'Leben und Lehre jesu", including 
a short diskussion of L. Baeck's Harnack review in MGWI, p. 204, in'. 
Theoio, osche Rinitischau 7 (1904), pp. 197-212; H. Holtzmann 1904, Op. Cit., 
p. 46. 
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Harnack defined the essense of Christianity using decisive discon- 
tinuities, while the Jewish response pointed to the corresponding 
continuities in the sense of establishing a historical connection. 
If this was the case, then the ethics, often expressed in exactly the 
same way, which were considered, primarily by the Jewish side, as 
the envisioned point of accord between the two religions, must 
lead to certain difficulties. 
As Leo Baeck clearly showed, this becomes obvious in the conflict 
concerning claims of priority, as justified on the basis of 
"history". 
So we can sum up: 
The relationship between liberal theology and Judaism at the turn 
of the century has to be regarded as ambivalent. 
Tension exists bet-v%reen the common, essentially accepted basic 
ethical theological concepts, on the one hand, and their various 
methods of "historical" justification and the non-universality of 
religious and historical uniqueness, on the other. 
As far as this represents the fundamental problem of a "liberal" 
theology, the Jewish-Christian essence debate takes on a 
representative character. 
This also applies to the particular historical conditions under 
which the debate took place, since Harnack's 'Wseii tics 
Christetitums", as discussed above, served as a catalyst for the 
intellectual and scholarly self-formation of (Liberal) Judaism. 
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As he wrote to his student, Ernst Rolff in 1928, Harnack later 
believed that he should have named his lectures simply 
'Introduction to Christianity' C'einfach Tinffihrung in das 
Christen tum) 1159, in order to avoid the discussion concerning the 
concept of essence which was sparked off by them. 
Nevertheless, it was the concept of essence which was in part 
responsible for the actual reception of Harnack's lectures, and 
which gave them a paradigmatic significance for the relationship 
between liberal theology and Judaism. 
Stephen Sykes has rightly pointed out that this concept of essence 
should rather not be used because of the misunderstandings 
associated with it. 160 Leo Baeck later transfers his 'essence' notion 
and speaks of the 'Jewish Existence' (see chapter 10-4). 
It is, therefore, necessary to test the significance of 'essence' in the 
following chapter. 
159 Cf. Ernst Rolffs, 'Adolf von Harnack und die Theologie der Krisis', Col. 
in Die Christliche Welt 52,2 (1938), cols. 61-65 
160 Cf. Stephen W. Sykes, 'Note to "What does Essence of Christianity 
mean? ", in Ernst Troeltsch: Writings on Theology wid Religion, Robert 
Morgan and Michael Pye (eds. ), (London, 1977), pp. 180-181. 
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6.2 "Normativity and History": the Paradigmatic 
Significance of the Concept "Essence" 
The understanding of the present in its 
process of becoming ..., the historical training of our way of thinking which 
grows from this and the guidelines for the 
future which can be gained from this: that 
is the meaning of history. 161 
Ernst Troeltsch wrote this in his contribution to the essence 
debate. It marked a decisive point in the discussion, for it was the 
first time that the methodological assumptions and implications 
of the essence concept were explicitly mentioned-162 
The preceding analysis of the Jewish-Christian essence debate 
could demonstrate that reflection regarding one's own historical 
161 Ernst Troeltsch, 'Was heißt Mesen des Christentums'? ', p. 425, in Ernst 
Troeltsch, Gesaininelte Schriftetz, Vol. 2: Zzir religiöseti Lage, Religio? ls- 
philosophie und Ethik, (Tübingen, 1962 (1913», pp. 386-451: "Das 
Verständnis der Gegenwart aus ihrem Gewordensein ..., die daraus 
erwachsende historische Erziehung unseres Denkens und die durch sie zu 
gewinnenden Richtlinien für die Zukunft: das ist der Sinn der Historie. " 
162 On the changes and differences with respect to content between the versions 
of 1903 (Christliche Welt) and 1913 (Gesammelte Schriften), cf. Stephen 
W. Sykes, 'Ernst Troeltsch and Christianity's Essence', in Ertist Troeltsch 
and the Future of Theology, John P. Clayton (ed. ), (Cambridge, 19716), pp. 
139-171; and Stephen W. Sykes, 'Note to 'What does Essence of 
Christianity mean? ", in: Ernst Troeltsch: Writitigs oit Theology wid 
Religi(ni, Robert Morgan and Michael Pye (ecls. ), (London, 1977), pp. 180f. 
In the following, quotes will correspond to the Gesa? n? nelte Schriftell 11 
vcrsion, since onlv the most fundamental of Troeltsch'ý, theohcý, are dealt 
with here. 
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origin in the context of the essence question was also considered 
as a method of expressing one's own understanding of modern 
consciousness. 
In the following this meaning of the essence concept will be 
analyzed more precisely using Troeltsch's exposition of the 
It essence of Christianity". 
Reference will be made back to those elements which, as a result 
of the fundamental problems posed by the essence concept, appear 
to be transferrable to Judaism. 
According to Troeltsch, the basic methodological assumption in 
the determination of the essence is the process of "historischer 
Abstraktion", that is, the overall view of the extent to which 
individual historical phenomena contributed to the development 
of an idea, an essence, a concept, etc. 163 
If "historical abstraction" is an integral part of the determination 
of the essence, then the general principles of critical 
historiography ("die allgemehien Grundsdtze der kritischen 
Historie"): causality, analogy, probability judgments, critique of 
tradition have to be employed-164 In this sense, the determination 
of the essence is "purely historical"; although the specific 
dimension of the concept of essence, this determination is right at 
the transition from an empirical inductive history to a philoso- 
phy of history C'aii dem Pu? ikte des Ubergangcs der empirisch- 
163 Cf. Tr(-wltsch 1962, p. 393. 
164 Ibid., p. 398 or 397. 
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induktiven Geschichte zur Geschichtsphilosophie 11)16-5). This 
pertains to the essence concept in three ways: 
1. Essence as criticism: "Separation of that which corresponds 
to the essence and that which contradicts it"166 
2. Essence as development, whereby the origin must be 
maintained as a priority167, not in the sense of a given, 
unchangeable concept, but rather as essence in the sense of 
releasing new ideas in its development: "ein sich etit- 
wickeIndes geistiges Pritizip" 168 
3. Essence as a concept of the ideal, a standard for the future to 
be formed-169 
For all three aspects of the essence concept, according to Troeltsch, 
a personal statement is indispensible as far as the (further) 
validity of that which is determined through one's essence is 
concerned-170 
165 Ibid., p. 398. Harnack's failure to have marked this transition clearly 
represents Troeltsch's criticism of Harnack in principle. 
166 Ibid., p. 407: "Scheidung des dem Wesen Entsprechenden und des Wesens- 
7v id rigen " 
167 Cf. Ibid., p. 413. 
168 Ibid., p. 418. 
169 Cf 
- 
Ibid p. 426. 
170 Ibid. 
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The connection - achieved through the determination of the 
essence - between the objective purely historical ("rein 
historische") perspective at the start of the process of inquiry and 
the subjective judgment in the present regarding the validity of 
the "essence", takes place solely as an act of creation 
( P? scheipferische Tat" )171. 
The respective determination of the 
essence is the respective historical restruc- 
turing... 172 
The paradigmatic meaning of the essence concept lies in the 
fundamental expression of the rela tiviza tion /relation which was 
characteristic of the aspired new expression of the respective 
religious traditions at the turn of the century, of both liberal 
theology as well as Liberal Judaism, that is, the relativization of 
it normativity aýid "history 
The subjective moment, as emphasized by Troeltsch, of the 
determinatioti of the essence as the form of the essence is, then, 
the profound systematic reason for the explicit consideration of 
the conditions of the debate, as was demonstrated with Judaism. 
171 Ibid., p. 428: "Die jeweilige Wesensbestimmung ist die jeweilige historische 
Neugestaltung-" 
172 Ibid-, p. 431. 
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The examination of the Jewish-Christian essence debate shows, 
specifically through its asymmetry, that in the relativization/ 
relating of "normativity" and "history", which took place in the 
respective determinations of essence, the possiblities and chances 
for dialogue with the other side were also determined. 
The particular historical and intellectual relationships of the time 
intensified this structure. In this lies the virulent relevance of this 
rarely considered side of the debate on Adolf von Harnack's 
lectures on "Das Wesen des Christentums". 
The great danger of the essence concept lies in its potential for 
misunderstanding as a concept of standardised ideal rather than 
chance for development. Transforming 'essence' into 'identity' 
may help future generations to free themselves from the 
limitations of the essence idea. 
The following part will attempt to show that such a change of 
perspective is absolutely indispensable for Jewish theology as a 




Modern Jewish Theology as 
Contextual 
Introduction 
Way of Thought 
In the preceding chapter we have seen the analogous endeavours 
of both Christianity and Judaism to adapt their traditional 
materials by historical thought. This 'liberal' approach demands a 
constant search for the essence of a religious tradition relative to 
the tasks of the time: theology. 
Before we are going to discuss Baeck's own position and his 
contribution to Jewish theology we first have to give a survey of 
modern Jewish theology as a whole. 
Jewish theology has always been determined by the distinctive 
social environment in which it developed its particular character. 
Especially in times of open cultural interchange one can detect a 
self-conscious act of intellectual reflection on the content and 
character of Jewish faith. 
During the centuries of its biblical and talmudic development the 
sort of reflective abstraction and intellectual questioning that are 
characteristic of philosophy and theology may be less pronounced. 
But even then intellectual modification of some sort was a 
necessary tool to preserve continuity and at the same time allow 
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certain changes173. Eugene Borowitz rightly points out that 
,, 174 "Jewish theology is the product of social hybridization 
The definition of what "religion" as a term could mean for a 
specific faith at a specific time is therefore heavily dependent on 
the sociological climate in which the theological task is set175: 
"society" and "religion" are in a state of interaction; Jewish 
theology is highly contextual. 
In order to assess Baeck's contribution to the theological thought 
of his age I shall attempt to look at the development of Jewish 
theology in the nineteenth and twentieth century- 
By concentrating on some of the major trends I will try to present 
a picture which communicates something of the contextuality of 
German Jewish theology as a whole and Leo Baeck in particular 
and the interaction that occurred between Jewish and Christian 
thinkers from the Age of Enlightenment until after World War 11. 
We have pointed out before that Leo Baeck can be considered as 
the great theologian of modern Jewish thought. As a leading 
figure of Western European and American Jewry his contribution 
towards a developing Jewish understanding of Christianity was 
very important. He and Claude G. Montefiore might be 
173 see for example: Walter Homolka, Der Midrasch der Pessach-Haggada- 
Untersuchung zitr theologischen Wirkungsgeschichte biblischer Texte ain 
Beispiel der ftidischen Sederbelehrinig. (Munich University Thesis (unpubl. ), 
1986). 
174 Eugene B-Borowitz, A Neu) lewish Theology in the Making, 
(Philadelphia, s. a. [19681), p. 72. 
175 Wolfhart Pannentxýrg, Systematische Theologie, 1,1988. 
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considered to be pioneer workers in this field, which had been 
touched on by only a few other serious Jewish scholars before the 
turn of the nineteenth century. 176 
Baeck's analysis of the Jewish elements of Christianity from early 
times on was to be followed by other students; it has lead to some 
extent to a greater understanding of Christianity by Jews. 
However, difficulties cannot be denied when one takes a critical 
look at Baeck's views with regard to Christian thought. As we 
have seen in the essence debate polernicism and typology are 
methods whose usage enabled Baeck only a restricted view at the 
heart of the matter. 
Therefore, Baeck's intellectual environment and the pre- 
suppositions going with it will have to be more closely examined 
in order to understand the great restrictions and dependencies 
which form a part of the theological picture that Baeck is able to 
draw so eloquently. 
His interpretation of Martin Luther and Lutheranism will serve 
as a last example to show where Baeck puts his emphasis when 
dealing with Christianity: it is not the authentic reception of 
Martin Luther's theology but the postulate of enlightened 
superiority against a state church Lutheranism (see chapter 9.2.1). 
178 
cf. Walter Jacobs, Christianity through JeWish Eye,;, (Cincinatti, Ohio, 
1974), p. 161. 
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7.2 Continuity and Change: a Jewish-Christian Problem 
of the Enlightenment Age 
It can be claimed that the dramatic changes in the aftermath of 
enlightenment and emancipation of European jewry created a 
sort of social hybridization to a much more radical extent than 
ever before177. By opening the gates to its environment, itself in 
the process of intense transformation, the emancipation period 
had put an end to the Jewish Middle Ages, when through 
centuries the impact of time and circumstance on the Jewish 
spirit could be considered as only marginal. Liberal theology 
amongst nineteenth-century German jewry was mainly 
concerned with theological reflection on the integration of 
Judaism into the framework of modern culture178. Legal 
emancipation presented one paramount task: to prove that the 
religious value of Judaism was sufficiently strong and unique in 
character to justify Jewish non-conformity 
The efforts of all Jewish theological enterprise to prove this value, 
however, will have to be judged by two criteria if the enterprise is 
to succeed. Theology has to give answers within the modern 
177 see Robert Weltsch, ' Die schleichende Krise der jüdischen Identität', 
and Pinchas E. Rosenbliith, 'Die geistigen und religi6sen Str6mungen 
in der 
cleutschen Judenheit, both in Judeii i? n W11hebrii7iische? i 
Deutschla? ld: 1890 
- 1914, Werner E. Mosse (ed. 
), (Tbbingen, 1976). 
178 Hans Liebeschfitz, 'Jewish Thought and its German Background', In Leo 
Baeck histiffife Year Book] (1956). 
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social situation in which it arises. Therefore, it can be expected to 
show certain affinities to the prevalent thought-forms and 
determinative ideas of its Non-Jewish surroundings. 
Yet the Judaism so conveyed must also remain authentic enough 
to merit the description "Jewish". Determining what is acceptable 
in modernity and yet remains authenic Judaism turned out to be 
a substantial task in any Jewish theology which intended to be 
modern in its time. The first great theoretician of modern Jewish 
thought, Moses Mendelssohii, provides us with a good example 
of the apparent tensions that are created by this task. 
The content of Mendelssohn's faith is fully modern in its 
emphasis on the universality and rationality of the human spirit. 
Yet he also affirms a particularistic and supernatural revelation of 
the law at Sinai - on which his apparent orthopraxis seems to be 
based - that would not allow any changes of the boundaries 
defined by tradition. The need for integrity makes this approach 
to truth on two parallel levels unacceptable, since those two 
levels cannot be harmonized. Once Kant had published the first 
of his great critiques, humankind's thinking about the spirit and 
soul had changed in such a revolutionary way that 
Mendelssohn's conception no longer seemed to make sense. The 
belief in supernatural revelation was no longer accepted and the 
ability of proving religious truth by metaphysics was negotiated. " 
The majority of Jews of later generations adapted their Jewish 
observance as the attempt at continuing their affirmation of 
179 see Julius Guttmann, Die Philosphie deý jiidenhimý, I-, t ed. of the reprint, 
(Wiesbaden, 1985), p. 317 
Judaism during the transition from the ghetto to the social 
realities of modern life180. Despite the departure from tradition 
they still felt that they remained faithful to their Jewish past. 
Their modernization of rite and practice stood in conscious 
opposition to those Jews who adopted Christianity. 
In an acceptable Jewish theology, however, this strategy would 
have to be explained. In this way the demand for an authentic 
Judaism within changed social and political conditions called for 
a standard of legitimate modification of the old without loosing 
the link to the religion of their ancestors. 
To sum up: Jewish Liberal theology in the nineteenth century did 
face the challenge of integrating Judaism into the framework of 
modern culture. Jewish society was no longer limited to a more 
or less separated life in the ghettos but was offered the chance to 
take part in all aspects of social, cultural and economic life of 
christian society. This process of overcoming traditional social 
limits demanded a new interpretation of Jewish religious life. 
Jewish nonconformity had to be justified by proving the religious 
value of Judaism. It was liberal theology which was concerned 
with this task: Jewish scholars who used contemporary 
scholarship to reinterpret Jewish tradition in a modern way. 
180 Moritz Lazarus, Ethik des Iiidenthums, 1, (Berlin, 1904): § 87: "Every age 
is justified in disregarding, more, is in duty bound to disregard, the ýý,, rltten 
law whenever reason and conviction demand its nullification. " (and ako § 
52). See also Nathan Rotenstreich, It-wish Philosophy in Modern Ti? ne,;. 
From Mendelý,; ohn to Rosetizzi, ci, ý, (New York et. al., 1968); p 45 ff. 
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7.3 'Wissenschaft des Judentums" and the 
Hegelian "Idea" 
The earliest strategy for the accomplishment of the end of the 
Jewish Middle Ages was the "Wissenschaft des judentums" as a 
historical sciencel8l. In their programme for the new learning 
Zacharias FrankeI182 and Heinrich Graetzz had attempted to 
establish a history of Jewish law and custom, critical in its 
methods and based on the model of contemporary scholarship, 
but essentially positive in the appreciation of Jewish tradition. 
It was hoped that once the development of the Jewish "idea" as a 
historical process had been grasped, its essence would clearly 
emerge, freed from the bonds of tradition that seemed to impede 
the entrance into the world of modern Europe183 
However, it can be said that this approach failed to succeed in 
tracing the historical reality of Judaism to the extent in which it 
was guided by a preconceived idea of what Judaism ought to be in 
181 Kurt Wilhelm, 'Zur Einführung in die Wissenschaft des Judenturns, and 
Sinai Ucko, 'Geistesgeschichtliche Grundlagen der Wissenschaft des 
judenturns', both in Wissenschaft des liidetittims im deiitschen Sprachbereich, 
2 vols., Kurt Wilhelm (ed. ), (Tübingen, 1967). 
182 Frankel is widely respected as the founder of the Conservative Jewish 
movement. The legacy of his teaching is preserved at the Jewish Theological 
Seminary, New York. 
183 For many Jews the 'entrance ticket' to this world seemed to be baptism, 
as Heinrich Heine comments on his own decision to convert to Christianitv. 
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order to meet the standards of nineteenth-century religious 
thought. 
In well-known Hegelian fashion the historical process was seen to 
culminate and reach its consummation in the concepts of classical 
Reform with its "fathers" Samuel Hirsch, Samuel Holdheim, 
Salomon Formstecher, Ludwig Phillipson, and above all, 
184 Abraham Geiger 
Inspite of his professed interest in history, Abraham Geiger's 
reading of Jewish history was dominated by the motives of his 
own age. The rise of the modern world which was seen as 
opening up for jewry many contacts with its environment, had 
created in Geiger's view the possibility that Judaism could become 
the classical representative of a religion which was rational and 
therefore universal. In his idea of an abstract doctrine, the 
standard according to which Geiger had assessed the epochs of 
Jewish history, his theology seems - as some critics might have 
said - somewhat unhistorical and dominated by the spirit of 
185 enlightenment 
Geiger's intention and that of his allies was to reduce 
nonconformity as far as it was based on the coincidence of 
religious and national differences ("Dejudaisierung"). The main 
184 Hans Liebeschfitz, Vissenschaft des Judenturns und Historismus bei 
Abraham Geiger', in Essays presented to Leo Baeck on the occasion of his 
eightieth birthday (FESTSCHRIFT), (London, 1954). 
185 Emil L. Fackenheim, Encounters between Judaism and Modern 
Philosophy: A Preface to Future Jewish Thought, (Philadelphia, 1973); p. 
130. 
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theme stayed the same as in Mendelssohn's age: how to retain a 
distinctive Jewish identity while at the same time attempting to 
acculturate to a country that defined itself increasingly in national 
terms. 
In the late nineteenth century the naive belief that history 
manifested the inevitable progress of the "Idea" became more and 
more problematic and doubtful. This has many reasons. Perhaps 
the most significant is that Ranke, Sybel, and Niebuhr introduced 
a new methodology of historiography which revealed the failure 
of former historico-philosophical constructs to do justice to the 
requirements of historical science. Owing to the romantic 
emphasis on individuality it also became quite common to 
declare that abstract ideas cannot describe particulars. 
This downfall of the Hegelian metaphysics of history186 did very 
much to discredit the classical Jewish Reform theology of the kind 
represented by Abraham Geiger. 
Geiger and his contemporaries had erred in projecting their own 
"fundamental idea" (Gru? ididee) of Judaism into their 
reconstruction of history. However, they were at least guided by a 
more or less philosophical concept of Judaism and avoided the 
pitfalls of historicism by bringing to the study of Jewish history a 
clear, albeit somewhat arbitrary, conception of the ultimate goal 
and nature of Judaism. 
186 ... which was not at all 
that complete if one looks at the Hegelian 
influences within Neokantianism ; see: Siegfried Marck, ' Am Ausgang des 
ilingerenNeukantianismus', in Materialien ziir Netika? itiaiiisiniis-Diskli,;,,; It)ll, 
Hans-Ludwig Ollig (ed. ), (Stuttgart, 1987); p. 19. 
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Nonetheless, they did not endeavour to derive a concept of 
Judaism from a reading of history but read history in the light of a 
preconceived 'idea. The inner connection between "Wissenschaft 
des Judentums" and the new theology of Judaism as Geiger had 
conceived it was no longer felt to be self-evident. 
In its later developments Wissenschaft des judentums lost its 
sense of purpose and direction, spending its energies in detailed 
research without being guided by a vision that could impart a 
unity to such efforts187. And theology, bereft of a philosophical 
principle to underpin it, ran the danger of a moral breakdown. 
In contrast to such intention, the Breslau conservative 
programme, which combined traditional jewish law and freedom 
of research, was designed to obtain genuine contact with the 
contemporary world without the sacrifice of genuinity. Leo Baeck 
should be seen in this line of thought. 
187 For a critique of 'Wssenschaft des Judenturns' see: Ismar Elbogen, 
'Neuorientierung unserer V'Assenschaft', in Moiiat,; schrift ffir Geschichte 
widWissenschaft des jiid6nhons 62 (N. S. 26) (1918). and by the same author: 
Ein Jahrhwidert Wisscnschaft des Jt4dentwns, (Berlin, 1922). 
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7.4 Liberal Jewish Theology and the Jewish 
Neo-Kantian Revival 
As we will hear later (chapter 7.5.1) an important aspect of the 
Jewish philosopher's and theologian's task was to draw a line at 
which assimilation had to stop. By this they created a peculiar and 
ambivalent situation for the relationship between Jewish and 
Protestant thought in the decades around 1900. 
The affinity of Jewish thought towards Protestant "Zeitgeist" 
created a general problem. In Imperial Germany the Protestant 
section of the population was considered to represent the more 
advanced tendencies in cultural, technical and political life. This 
strongly attracted the sympathies of Jewish intellectualS. 
188 
It was for this reason that the theological argument to preserve 
Jewish separatism had to be established mainly against Protestan- 
tism, which exercised great influence among the educated Jewish 
middle class (Bildwigshirgertuni) at that time and, by that, 
encouraged the fear of many 3ews of loosing people to 
Christianity. Beyond this vital yet tactical question lay the deeper 
difference that theological thought derived from Martin Luther's 
emphasis on faith. This did not foster sympathy with a people 
lee cf. Uriel Tal, 'Liberal Protestantism and the Jews in the Second Reich 1870- 
1914', in JeWlsh Social Studies 26 (1964), pp. 2341, here p. 24. 
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shaped and preserved by the belief in an everlasting divine 
commandment. 189 
7.4.1 Jewish Neo-Kantian Revival 
There was, however, a certain amount of overlap in the conscious 
connection of values of faith with the human activities in this 
world. Conservative Neo-Lutheranism claimed its spiritual 
inheritance as the very root of culture and civilization 190. And 
one result of this tendency of bringing faith into the modern 
world was the interpretation of Kant's autonomous ethics as a 
specifically Protestant teaching. 
Interestingly enough, it was usually Jews, in philosophy as well 
as in politics, who argued in favour of a call to return to Kant'91 
During the seventies of the nineteenth century, when Neo- 
Kantianism in philosophy and Protestant theology was only in its 
beginnings, the Breslau rabbi and teacher at the Theological Serni- 
189 In contrast to this the reformed church showed less antagonism towards 
this part of the legacy of the Hebrew Bible. 
190 see: Friedrich-Wilhelm Graf, 'Konservatives Kulturluthertum', in 
Zeitschrift ftir Theologic mul Kirche, 85 (1988), especially p. 45 ff. 
191 ... to paraphrase 
Otto Liebmann's famous saying. 
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nary'92 Manuel Joel declared the Kbnigsberg thinker's critical 
philosophy to be the given basis for the theoretical understanding 
of monotheistic religion'93. 
7.4.2 The Search for "Essence". 
In this critical situation Hermann Cohen had attempted on the 
intellectual stage to carry out this programme philosophically, 
and - in Jewish terms - to restore the "infinite" gap between 
ideality and reality, noumenon and phenomenon. 
Due to his influence twentieth-century Jewish theology in 
Germany was able to liberate itself from a sterile Historicism, and 
recovered the almost lost domain of the absolute, of truth, and 
faith in a truth by allying itself to the revival of Kantian 
thoughtl94. 
It has to be kept in mind, though, that Cohen did not primarily 
intend to offer an apology for religion. He has to be seen as a 
philosopher for whom intellectual and academic concerns were 
paramount. This makes his achievement for a new philosophy of 
Judaism even more remarkable. 
192 In Breslau Joel became the successor of Abraham Geiger, by far the most 
important representative of Protestant influence on Jewish theological ideas. 
193 Manuel Joel, Religionsphilosophische Zeitfragen in Zusainmenhd? i- 
genden Aufsdt-zen besprochen, (Breslau , 1876), p. 3ff and 55 ff. 
194 Fackenheim, Encounters, p. 132f. 
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Cohen continued and elaborated the Kantian concept that ethics 
provide the key to understanding human beings and organizing 
society. Duty itself, not its fulfilment, is at the heart of humanity's 
existence. 
It is an eternal task whose accomplishment grows steadily in 
reality yet remains infinitely distant and incomplete 195. 
Nevertheless that task must be carried out in the real world. 
Otherwise it would remain on a purely conceptual or imaginative 
level. If the ethical task is to be accomplished, however, the 
ethical domain has to be linked to nature. 
Continuity is only achieved if the system contains an idea which 
transcends both the realm of ethics and the realm of nature so 
that they can maintain their respective integrity and individual 
structures, yet is comprehensive enough to relate both realms 
harmoniously to each other. 
This makes the idea of God a rational necessity for Cohen's 
system: a God who is one and unique and has primary 
significance for humankind by being the foundation and 
rationale of ethics. 
In Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen des judentums196 1 
thus, the permanent ingredients of Judaism can be identified: its 
ethics and its understanding of God are considered to be the 
lasting and unique characteristics. 
195 Hans Joachim StÖrig, Weltgeschichte der Philosophie, (Stuttgart et. al-, 
1985), p. 543. 
196 Hermann Cohen, Religioij der Vernutift auý deij Quellen ili,  judepituitis, 
(Frankfurt/Main, 1919). 
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Judaism is presented as the classic representation of the religion 
of reason. Cohen recognizes the need for ceremony and ritual, 
that is, the the bulk of non-ethical commandments of the 
tradition (Ritualgesetze). But certainly any such acts are of lesser 
importance when compared to ethical duty. Ethics, according to 
the neo-Kantians, enabled humankind to order life according to 
an a priori system of principles. 
Cohen's criterion of continuity in change becomes apparent: the 
ethical duty is paramount while non-ethical activities might be 
valuable or useful, but not permanently or absolutely obligatory. 
Judaism's uniqueness is based on the importance that ethical 
monotheism enjoys. 
Defining ethical monotheism as the centre of Jewish faith also 
opens up the possibility of declaring Judaism superior to 
Christianity God's unity and uniqueness appear to be 
compromised by the Christian doctrines of the Trinity and the 
Incarnation. 
And although Christianity certainly incorporates a specific 
morality it seems to have been marginalized by the predominant 
emphasis on faith 
197. 
At the end of the 19th century the executive committee of the 
Rabbinerverband Deutschlands (the association of non-orthodox 
rabbis in Germany) put it this way: 
As long as liberal Protestants continue 
to adhere to the tradition of the 
Incarnation, the redeeming power of 
197 Uriel Tal, 'Protestantism and Judaism in Liberal Per5pective', in 
Christians and Jews in Germa? iy, (Ithaca/London, 1975), p. IS7, 
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Jesus, and the abolishment of the Law as 
a fundamental spiritual and ethical 
principle,... Christianity will not be free 
of elements which cannot meet the 
scrutiny of reason,... and it is our task to 
contribute freely from the storehouse of 
pure monotheism - and hence the 
storehouse of the purest morality - to 
human culture in general and to our 
German culture in particular198 
To sum up: Neo-Kantian revival was quite successful in the 
minds of Jewish theologians at the turn of this century and 
beyond. It was considered a proper way of defining the Jewish 
faith within the new situation of the Second German Empire 
with its growing nationalistic ideology that expected uniformity 
more than anything else. The implicit attack on the concept of 
individual responsibility and everyone's ability to shape his or 
her life did not foster sympathy with a people preserved by the 
belief in an everlasting divine commandment. 
By many it was considered the task of German Jewry to uphold 
the concept of individualism and a rational-critical outlook 
which gives credit to the insights that equality is not at all 
synonymous with homogeneity and egalitarianism and that 
freedom cannot mean total assimilation to the surrounding 
nationalistic culture. 
198 Martin Rade, Die "Mission"der Deutsch-Evangelischen Kirche, 
(Berlin /Leipzig, 1890), pp. 24ý 
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For modern Jewish theology it meant a twofold reorientation: 
firstly, a regeneration of the old apologetics under new conditions 
and, secondly, for the first time, a historico-critical investigation 
into the origins of Christianity with the intention of relativizing 
199 it as a historical phenomenon 
199 for an overview turn to Walter Jacob, Christianity Through jezviý; h Eyes, 
(Cincinnati, 1974). 
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7.5 Liberal German jewry and Culture Protestantism 200 
Affinity and Rivalry 
7.5.1 Jewish Affinity Towards Prot! Qstant -"'Ze 
It will be useful to have a glance at the links that existed between 
Christian and Jewish thought in the nineteenth century, 
especially between Liberal Protestantism and Progressive Judaism. 
In the aftermath of their emancipation the task of Jewish 
philosophers and theologians was to draw a line beyond which 
assimilation could not proceed. 
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note the tremendous influence 
that explicitly Protestant thought had on Jewish theology as we 
have seen before. It seems paradoxical that the conflict between 
German Judaism and Protestantism derived from a shared set of 
values and common political goals, a rather similar sense of 
aesthetics and a common way of life. This created a peculiar and 
ambivalent situation in the decades around 1900, when the 
affinity of Jewish thought towards Protestant "Zeitgeist" appeared 
to be symptomatic for Liberal Judaism in general and included 
200 see Friedrich-Wlhelm Graf, 'Konservatives Kulturltithertum: Ein 
theologiegeschichtlicher Prospekt', in Zeitschrift für Theologie wid Kirche 
85/1 (1988). And Friedrich-Wlhelm Graf, 'Kulturprotestantismus. Zur 
Begriffsgeschichte einer theologiegeschichtlichen Chiffre', in ABG 28 
(1984), pp. 214 - 268. 
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close friendships between representatives of both camps201 
It has been noted already to what extent Leo Baeck was indebted to 
the moderate wing of the German Jewish Reform movement. To 
what extent, however, was he influenced by the Protestant 
thought of his time? 
201 see Trutz Rendtorff, `Das Verhältnis von liberaler Theologie und 
Judentum um die jahrhundertwende', in Das deutsche liideiitiiin wul di, r 
Liberalis? niis (Dokiiirieiztatioiz), (Sankt Augustin, 1986), pp. 96 - 112. Max 
Wiener, j6dische Religio? i 1? n Zeitalter der Emwizipatimi, (Berlin, 1933). 
David Bronsen, Jews wid Germa? is fnnn 1860 - 193.3, (Heidelberg, 1979). 
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7.5.2 Friedrich D. E. Schleiermacher 
From the end of the eighteenth century to the beginning of the 
nineteenth, Liberal Protestatism was essentially an ethical- 
theological movement and a school of historical theology under 
the leadership of Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermacher, 
Christian Baur and later within the framework of the "JUngere 
,, 202 Tiibinger Schule 
F. D. E. Schleiermacher is most certainly one source of influence on 
Jewish theologY203. In his Glaubetislehre in 1821 he had laid 
down the fundamental principles by which the majority of later 
Liberal Protestant thought developed its method. He sought to 
exhibit the contents of Christian belief as expressions grounded in 
a human being's religious consciousness of redemption through 
Christ. 
Schleiermacher interpreted religion not in terms of practical 
reason, but in terms of man's self-consciousness, particularly that 
self-consciousness which Schleiermacher identifies as religious 
consciousness. This reliance upon religious experience made the 
conception of the immanence of God the main focus of 
nineteenth-century theologies. 
202 Uriel Tal, 'Liberal Protestantism and the Jews in the Second Reich 1870- 
1914', in Jewish Social Studies 26 (1964), p 23. 
203 Leo Baeck takes great pains to make certain that his reliance on the 
sense of religious consciousness is not confused %vith that of 'Schiciermacher, 
which is a good reason to think he was not obliviotis to his debt 
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In the later nineteenth-century the theology of Albrecht Ritschl 
showed less interest in metaphysics, but stressed conquest of 
nature by the spirit and emphasized the moral content of faith as 
an essential key for theology. 
Thus liberal theology allied itself with the ethical aspirations of 
nineteenth-century liberal doctrines of historical progress, and the 
need for social reconstruction. 
Schleiermacher and Ritschl had separated theology from 
philosophy as natural theology so that theology became 
'autonomous', but at a high price. Once the principle of the 
independence of faith from reason was affirmed, a historical 
theology developed which was then confronted with the crisis of 
Historicism. 
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7.5.3 Wilhelm Dilth-ey 
Another influence is the decisive impulse and direction from 
Dilthey's Verstehende Psychologie which seeks to enter 
sympathetically into the patterns of thought that underlie the 
literary creations of the past. 
It is directed towards understanding (rather than explaining) the 
vital connection (Lebenszusammenhang) in the elements of the 
whole and to relive the spiritual struggles of former epochs: 
comprehension, not judgment is the aim. 
It would be an exaggeration to say that Baeck was an actual pupil 
of Dilthey. Nevertheless, in one important aspect the interests of 
both coincide: their thought concentrates on the human mind in 
its search for the relation between time and eternity. By a 
comprehensive picture both tried to overcome the positivistic 
limitation of historical knowledge to the collection and 
knowledge of facts. 
Dilthey's kind of approach was needed in order to do justice to 
Judaism as an historical entity. Baeck felt it to be important to see 
Judaism as a complex whole characterised by continuity. Even 
more, he wanted to approach it with a comprehensive and 
sympathetic vision. 
Das Wesen des judeiitum sets out to accomplish this. Three char- 
acteristics can be underlined: its sense for morphological unity, its 
feeling for Gestalt, and the determination to allow Judaism to 
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describe itself as far as the inevitable intrusion of the subjective 
element permits it. Those subjective elements have been 
examined. Nevertheless, a critical note should be added here: It 
may well be argued that Dilthey's theory of interpretation based 
on self-identification with the historical sources seems to say 
more about oneself than about the character of the tradition that 
one tries to understand. 
More importantly, it can occur that the interpreter is insufficiently 
aware of his/her subjectivity and thus less able to guard 
him/herself and the reader against its excesses. So Baeck's vision 
of an "Essence of Judaism" makes him appear almost 
authoritarian in his practice of ignoring or even suppressing 
contradictory material. 204 
It is difficult for the reader to examine to which extent the given 
data are representative with regard to the essence of a tradition. 
And quite generally it is a matter of further investigation whether 
the rather static concept of "essence" is at all capable of dealing 
with dynamic historical developments. 
205 
The visionary and idealistic character of Baeck's Essetice of Judatsin was as 
early as in 1923 statet by Friedrich Niebergall's review on the second 
edition: "... der Titel des Buches mii9te genauer heigen- Das Ideal des 
judentums... ", inChristliche Welt 37 (1923), col. 27. 
205 against the use of "essence" in Horst BUrkle, ' Das europAische 
Christentum und die nichtchristlichen Kulturen', in ZelIschrIft für 
Missionswissenschaft 1 (1985). See Hans-Werner Gensichen, 'Das 
Christentum im Dialog der Kulturen: Kontextualität und Universatität', in 
Zeitschrift Pir Mi';.,; io? zszi, 1-ý,.,; cizschaft 1 (1985). 
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Though he does not mention this, Baeck might also have been 
influenced by Rudolf Otto's well-received book The Idea of the 
Holy. It appeared in 1917 and gave new vigour to the notion of 
religion arising from a unique level of consciousness. 
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7.5.4 Liberal Protestantism, the Jews and the National 5tate 
In the period of the Second Empire, however, Liberal 
Protestantism saw a profound change206. Both the institutional 
framework of the church and social organizations saw a decline 
in dedication as well as quantity. 
Yet, Liberal Protestantism became an important pillar of Imperial 
Germany's nationalism. And it shaped the way of life among the 
intelligentsia and the upper-middle class (Bildungsbiirgertum)207 
Rudolf von Bennigsen, the leader of the Protestant League 
(Protestantenverein) and one of the leaders of the National 
Liberals described this new orientation: 
As originally conceived, Protestantism 
was separate from political life. It 
became clear yet already in Luther's 
time that just as the German states 
could not exist without Protestantism, 
so this religion could not exist in a 
political vacuum. 
Now, since the formulation of the 
206 see Karl Kupisch, Zwischen Idealismus und Massendemokratie: Eine 
Geschichte der evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland von 1815 - 1945, (Berlin, 
1955). 
207 L. Mueller, Vie Kritik des Protestantismus in der russischen Theologie 
und Philosophie, in Hamburga Akadeynische Rumhchau, 3 (1948/49) no. 
1, 
pp. 45 ff. Salo W. Baron, Moderti Natio? ialiý? n aml 
Religimi, (Nev', 
York/ Philadelphia, 1960). 
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spiritual foundations of Liberal 
Protestantism, it has become even more 
evident that "Christianity is not merely 
a matter of sermons; ... it is a part of the 'personality-idea Wersdnlichkeitsidee) 
inherent in the concept of German 
national citizenship ... 
208 
At the turn of this century, Martin Rade, one of the Liberal 
Protestant leaders of the Second Reich and editor of their main 
weekly Christliche Welt, could define critically Liberal 
Protestantism as a system of opinions and beliefs that had turned 
from a religion into a scientific attitude and then into a secular 
theology which was well capable of serving as the main support 
of the new German nationalism. 
Liberal Protestantism has been 
transformed from a religious to a 
secular ideology with a religious aura, 
and from a framework for the beliefs of 
individuals to a framework for a 
national culture with an aura of 
holiness... 
Today this is the ideology of the German 
nationalist, of the German intelligentsia 
and of all who rise up against atheistic 
socialism on the one hand, and against 
conservative clericalism, on the 
other... 209 
This also meant a profound change of perspective within the 
organized Jewish community in the Second Empire. From the 
beginnings of Liberal Protestantism until the 1880's, many 
208 Rudolf von Bennigsen, Der liberale Protestafflismis, (Berlin, 1888), p. i. 
209 SN, niposiuni der Freunde der Christlichen Welt. - (Berlin 1899), pp. 14-18. 
1,32 
German Jews had believed that this movement safe-guarded the 
210 realization of Jewish legal and social emancipation 
Rabbi Joseph Eschelbacher expressed this attitude even as late as 
1884 when he stated that 
the conservative Protestants constitute 
at once a social, political, economic and 
religious bloc that is closed to the social 
integration of German Jewry..., whereas 
the liberal Protestants ... together with the Jews of Germany.. are proponents of the 
Constitutional State (Rechtsstaat) 
founded upon the principle of natural 
and secular law, upon that rationalism 
which is shared by all mankind... and 
upon the equality of all men, an equality 
not dependent upon ethnic origins or 
the religious faith of the individua, 
211 
The Protestant section of the population was considered to 
represent the more advanced tendencies in cultural, scientific 
technical, and political life. For obvious reasons this attracted the 
sympathies of Jewish intellectuals tremendously. 
210 already Schleichermacher's "Briefe bei Gelegenheit der politisch- 
theologischen Aufgabe und des Sendschreibens jüdischer Hausväter, von 
einem Prediger augerhalb Berlin" show the intention of Liberal 
Protestantism to establish an independence of civil liberties from baptism 
into the Christian Church. See: Kurt Nowack, Schleieruiacher wid die 
Emanzipation des judentions am Ende dcs 18. jahrhunderts M Preuflen, ( 
Berlin, 1984). 
211 Joseph Eschelbacher, Der konservative Prot es tan t ism u,; und das 
judenthum, Verband für jüdische Geschichte und Literatur (V. IGL), (Berlin, 
1898), P. 2. 
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This is the reason why the theological argument to preserve 
Jewish separatism had to be established mainly against Liberal 
Protestantism. It was Martin Philippson, another major Jewish 
spokesperson, who asserted in 1903 that liberal Protestantism was 
likely 
... to prove extremely dangerous to the 
continued existence of a Jewish 
community seeking to attain full 
integration within German society 
without, at the same time, ceasing to be 
Jewish... for, following in the footsteps 
of Professor Theodor Mommsen, they 
demand of us that we give up our 
Jewish distinctiveness, both spiritual 
and communal... 
Furthermore, from their viewpoint, 
equality (Gleichheit) does not mean that 
all men are of equal value and 
consequently have the right to be 
different from one another ... [but rather] for the liberal Protestants and the liberal 
nationalists, equality means 
equalization (Gleichmacherei)... and, 
moreover, equalization within the 
framework of Christian society. This is a 
framework which threatens us as a new 
212 Leviathan 
After Adolf von Harnack published his lectures "What is 
Christianity? " at the beginning of the twentieth century 
213 the 
leaders of German jewry came to realize that the liberals' 
Martin Phillipson, Koiiservative imd liberale Protestaffleii: eitz Wort Über 
die Ritschelsche Schule!, Verband für jüdische Geschichte und Literatur, 
(Berlin, 1903), pp. 4-14 
213 Das Wesen des Christentums, (Leipzig, 1900). 
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insistence upon the separation of church and state by no means 
indicated any willingness to dispense with the establishment of 
an authoritative Christian ethic and a publicly Christian conduct 
214 of life 
Harnack and Ernst Troeltsch claimed that it was the great 
achievement of the Lutheran Reformation and, to an even 
greater degree, modern Protestantism, including pietism, to 
encourage the view that the Gospel provided no straightforward 
answers to the problems of everyday politics. 
The state operates within its own moral framework. This 
morality, however, was seen as rooted in Christianity, so that the 
nationalism of the Second Empire could appear to be essentially 
Protestant nationalism, and that even the glory of the fatherland 
215 could be seen as essentially Christian in character 
The Jewish answer was clear: Such a liberalism would be a 
214 Uriel Tal, 'Protestantism and Judaism in Liberal Perspective', in 
Christians and Jews in Germany, (Ithaca/London, 175), p. 221. 
215 Ernst Troeltsch, Die Bedeutwig des Protestantismus ffir die 
Wei tereii twicklu iig der 7nodemen Welt, (Miinchen /Berlin, 1906), p. 32. In 1889 
Martin Rade declared: "Through kizowledge wid understwiditig of, wid belief 
in, the life of Jesus, wid ... the 
first three Gospels, as illummated by 
scholarly, philological ayid historical research,... we will be able to build 
ethical lives hi the spirit of the Gerinan natioit... " (Martin Rade, Die 
"Missio? C der Deutsch-Evayigelische? i Kirche, (Berlin/ Leipzig, 1890), p. 1). 
For an overview of the situation in the Weimar Republic turn to Kurt 
Nowack, Evayigelische Kirche wid Wei? narer Republik: Zjiyn politi,; chepi 
Weg des deutsche? i Protestapiti,;? nus zu, ischeii 1918 wid 79,32, 
(GiAtingen /Weimar, 1981). 
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despotism of unification and it could definitely lead to the 
suppression of individualism and the freedom of religion and 
conscience. It would encourage the individual to abandon 
individual ethical values, until finally a 'political-social mush of 
the masses' (politisch-sozialer Brei aus den Menschenmassen) 
would result. 216 
2 16 Allgeineine Zeitung des ludenthums (AZd. D, 1872, no. 23, p-42- 
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7.5.5 Affinity and Division of Liberal Judaism and Liberal 
Protestantism 
What is striking is the affinity of thought within both 
movements as has been indicated before. 217 The nature of the 
dialogue between these two closely related groups was not what it 
had been during the first parts of the nineteenth century. 
Hegelianism no longer provided the basic framework for 
ideological debate between liberal Protestants and liberal Jews. 
Rather, historical research and the Neo-Kantian ethics laid the 
foundation for both a new convergence and a new rivalry 
between the two camps. 
Both groups sought to re-interpret their religious traditions, using 
reason and scholarly investigation as their criteria. Nevertheless, 
both clothed their new interpretations in traditional garments 
and cited traditional authorities to support their claims218. 
(1) Both Liberal Protestants and Liberal Jews sought a way of 
combining tradition with the liberal concept of history as a 
conscious progression toward ethical perfection and monotheism, 
which provided both a ritual framework for daily life and a 
cognitive framework for humanism and rationalism. 
217 Franz Courth, Das Wese? i des Christeiztums itz der liberaletz Theologie, 
(Frankfurt, 1977). 
2 18 with regard to Baeck see Eugene B. Borowitz, A New Jewi,; h Theology in 
the Making, (Philadelphia, 1968), p. 86. 
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(2) Both Liberal Protestantism and Liberal Judaism vehemently 
repudiated those elements of their respective faiths which they 
considered irrational. They attacked particularly belief in miracles 
and what they called paralysis by dogma as well as "primitive" 
and "unaesthetic" rites. 
(3) For both groups, the central focus of religion was now the 
human being, either as the "spirit of the nation" (Volksgeist) or 
219 the "soul of the nation" (Volksseele) 
What intrinsically divided them were the two main issues which 
I referred to at the end of last section: the superiority of either 
Judaism or Christianity as a religion, and the question of Jewish 
attempts for gaining equality and, emancipation within a 
Protestant Christian state. 
It is worth looking at this Protestant-Jewish affinity in more 
detail. Leo Baeck as one of the great Jewish theologians of this 
century would seem to be a good choice if we want to see the 
inter-relationship in Christian and Jewish thought and the inter- 
action of "society" and "Religion" in general more clearly. In the 
following I shall present his theology at some length since he 
provides one of the main theological pillars of Jewish thought 
today. 
2 19 It was Herder who coined those terms. 
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8 Leo Baeck's System of Polarity 
8.1 Theological Presupposition: 
Jewish Theology as "Reflection" History 
Baeck expressed his own view of the legitimate possibilities of a 
Jewish theology in an essay entitled Theologie und Geschichte220 
in 1932. 
The liberal theology of the historical school culminating in 
Harnack's account of Christianity had left a spiritual void and 
called forth the 'theocentric theology ' of Erich Schaeder, Tillich's 
doctrine of 'Kairos', and the 'Dialectical Theology' of a Karl Barth 
and Friedrich Gogarten. Dialectical theology deeply undermined 
the liberal concept of religion as one of the elements of culture 
(Kulturprotestantismus). 
It had expressed the view that the crisis of modern humankind 
resulted from the absoluteness with which it had invested 
culture. In the place of human-made culture it put the Word of 
God. 
This radical questioning of culture constituted a challenge to both 
liberal and orthodox Jewish theology. In Jewish thinking a belief 
in the religious value of human culture had been deeply 
220 in Bericht der Lehranstalt ftir die Wissetischaft des liddetitiiipi-;, XLIX 
(1932), pp. 42-54. 
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ingrained. Hence, it became necessary to examine this question 
posed by dialectical theology from a Jewish point of view. ' 
Turning to the particular project of a Jewish theology Baeck warns 
against transferring to Judaism theological concepts, terminology 
and methods which are peculiar to Chris tiani ty. 222. These will 
undoubtedly distort any description of Judaism. Just as Adolf von 
Harnack, his contemporary, had pointed out in dealing with the 
Catholic Church and gnosticism: 
to encounter our enemy's thesis by 
setting up others one by one, is to 
change over to his ground. " 
For Baeck, the two elements of Revelation and Church constitute 
the nature of theology in Protestantism. Critical reflection upon 
the Word that constitutes the Church is interpreted as the main 
function of theology. 
Baeck insists that this notion has no comparable validity in 
Judaism. Since Judaism does not know dogmas in the accepted 
sense of the word, Jewish theology has to be undogmatic224. It can 
221 sec Alexander Altmann, 'Zur Auseinandersetzung mit der "dialektischen 
Theologie`, in Moizatschrift für Geschichte wid Wisseizschaft des liideiitiiins, 
79 N. S. 43 (1935), pp. 349ff. 
222 'Theologie und Geschichte', in Aiis drei jahrtajisendm, (Tübingen, 1958), p. 
37. See also the "Babel und Bibel" controversy. 
22' Harnack, Adolf von, What is Christia? iity?, (Philadelphia, 1986), pp. 207ff. 
224 `Besitzt das überlieferte Judentum Dogmen? ', in Moizats.,; chrift für 
Geschichte wid Wissenschaft des iiide? itti? ns, Vol. LXX, p. 225-236. 
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only be a theology of its teachers, not the theology of a Church 
administering the symbols of the Faith. 
Hence Baeck's definition of a Jewish theology interprets it as 
'reflection' (Besinnung) not upon the Word of Revelation but 
upon the history and tradition of Judaism. The concern of a 
Jewish theology is not recourse to revelation but to the Jewish 
idea, the eternal task, the way, the future. 
In this sense, Baeck claims, Judaism can remain true to its history 
and can nevertheless overcome the pitfalls of Historicism. 
It avoids Historicism by seeking the abiding element, the specific 
character, the essence and idea of Judaism. 
And it does full justice to history by discovering this idea in the 
actual field of history and tradition. Baeck uses the formula: 
The teaching of Judaism is its history, 
and its history is at the same time its 
225 teaching 
Franz Rosenzweig's thesis "The history of the Jewish people is 
God's revelation,, 
226 
shines through227. But it should not 
surprise us too much: Baeck shares quite a few analogies of 
thought with the existentialist branch of Jewish Neo-Kantianism. 
225 'Theologie und Geschichte', in Aus drei Jahrtausenden, (Tiibingen, 1958), 
p. 39. 
226 see Friedlander, Leo Baeck, p. 50. 
227 Baeck opposes, however, any traditional notion of chosenness. All human 
beings can know God and some everywhere do. The Jews are chosen onlv in the 
sense that when they are confronted with God's command to be human as all 
people are, they chose to respond as a people. See: Borowitz, Neu, Jewish 
Theology, p. 88ff. 
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Both can be traced to the same root: Hermann Cohen. 
Leo Baeck's cast of mind is in many ways different from Cohen's, 
228 yet bears the unmistakable vestiges of Cohen's influence 
Baeck's addition of a new principle of explanation like religious 
consciousness to complement the ethical does not, however, 
strengthen the Neo-Kantian line. 
Once anything beyond the Kantian sense of the legitimately 
rational is admitted as a basis for consideration and judgment the 
sufficiency of the Neo-Kantian explanation is repudiated. 
Cohen himself felt a warm friendship for Baeck and saw in him 
the appropriate successor of his work. Indeed, no other Jewish 
theologian among Cohen's disciples shows a comparable 
understanding of what Cohen's idea of the "eternal task" means 
in terms of religious thinking. It is the axis around which Baeck's 
own highly personal thinking revolves. 
Nonetheless, to the devout, there remains an unbearable distance 
between what philosophy says religion ought to be and what 
religion knows as its reality. 
From the Neo-Kantian background Baeck now introduced the 
subjective level of religion as experienced and interpreted by 
Jewish believers into his explanation of Judaism. Whether he 
ever openly admitted this major methodological departure will 
229 have to be seperately investigated 
Baeck was not capable of joining the existentialists under 
228 Tal, Protestantisin and judais? n in Liberal l'i, rýpectiz, e, p. 188 . 
229 Tal, Protestantis? n and Judaisin in Liberal Perspech . ve, p. 190. 
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Rosenzweig's leadership and of going along with their audacious 
and, at times, risky explorations. He remained too much indebted 
to Cohen for that, but he nevertheless transcended Cohen's 
conceptuality in utilizing Schleiermacher's category of religious 
self-consciousness230. Religious experience testifies to what lies 
beyond the ethical, to the God who has the right to issue 
imperatives and make them categorical. Reason cannot reach 
such a realm, as powerful as it may be in all other ways. 
It should therefore not be surprising that paradox and dialectic are 
major motifs in Baeck's thinking. In Baeck's dissociation from 
Schleiermacher's religion 'as absolute dependence, 231 Cohen's 
idealism lives on most strikingIY232- But for Baeck ethics without 
230 Leo Baeck, Das Wesen des Judentuins, Ist ed., (Berlin, 1905), p. 71: "Der 
göttlichen Liebe, diesem umfassenden göttlichen Attribute, entspricht im 
Menschen eine religiöse Grundempfindung als innerster Quell alles Glaubens 
und aller religiösen Stimmung, aller Empfänglichkeit und Erschlossenheit 
gegenüber Gott. Es ist die Demut, die nichts anderes ist als das Bewußtsein 
der unermeßlichen göttlichen Liebe. Me diese eine Verknüpfung scheinbarer 
Gegensätze ist, so auch die Demut. Ganz wie in Gott, der an Liebe unendlich 
reich ist, es sich eint, daß er der Erhabendste und doch der Nächste ist, so 
lebt dem Demütigen in all dem Gefühl, klein, unzulänglich und ohne 
Verdienst ohne Gott dazustehen, doch auch die feste persönliche Zuversicht 
das Kind Gottes zu sein, in ihm den Hort und Fels des Daseins zu haben, auf 
seine Güte immer wieder hoffen zu können, - unsagbar gering vor Gott und doch 
unsagbar groß durch ihn, " 
231 Leo Baeck, Wesen des Izidenhons, (Berlin, 19051), p. 80: "Das ist der große 
Mangel in Schleierrnachers Begriff der Religion, daß er ihr Wesen 
ausschließlich in dem Gefühl der Abhängigkeit von Gott findet und da: 
ebenso wesentliche Freiheitsmoment in ihr außer Acht läßt ...... 
232 Borowitz, New Jewish Theology, p. 79. 
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this mysterious root in God is mere moralism. Reason cannot 
touch this root, but it is nevertheless present in the consciousness 
of the faithful believer. 
Baeck also describes this tension between the feeling of 
dependence and the feeling of ethical forces to shape the world 
with the juxtaposition of the terms "classical" and "romantic". 
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8.2 The Typology of Classical and Romantic Religion - 
An Attempt of Defining the Relationship between the 
Church and the Synagoue 
Before we turn to the typology of "Classical" and "Romantic" 
Religion in detail it will be necessary to analyse Baeck's inner 
development and the methodology of his inquiry over the 
decades. One will have to investigate his dependence on the 
intellectual climate of his time will as well as the criteria of 
selection which shape Baeck's idea of Protestantism and 
Christianity as a whole. 
8.2.1 Kabbalah and Mysticism as EIgments Within Judaism 
During the nine teen- twenties a growing scholarly interest in 
Mysticism is to be noticed. In order to understand the position 
which Baeck actually held with regard to Mysticism the following 
section offers a more precise evaluation of his position. 
Even before Gershom Scholem Baeck discovered the significance 
of the mystical element in Judaism. It gives evidence for the 
depth of Baeck's commitment to Judaism that he, a liberal rabbi, 
felt increasingly drawn toward this strand in the Jewish tradition 
that had suffered almost total disregard in the period of 
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emancipation. It is, however, an awareness that had to grow step 
by step. This process occurs in parallel ývith his estimation of 
Christianity. Baeck's scholarly work lay, above all, in the 
interpretation of midrashic literature. Baeck opened himself to 
the world of Kabbalah only after much initial reluctance. In his 
doctoral dissertation of 1895233, he spoke of the kabbalistic 
teaching of the seventeenth century as a "mental delusion" 
234 (Irrwahn) 
Heinrich Graetz, who had been a lecturer at the Breslau Rabbinic 
seminary which Baeck attended from 1891 onwards, had been 
even more outspoken in denouncing Kabbala. Baeck had learned 
from Heinrich Graetz's system of voluntarism, the living process 
of ethical action and rational thought which also enclosed within 
itself romanticism. But he did not share Graetz's harsh judgment 
and prejudices against Eastern Judaism and Hassidism235 
Baeck's attitude had hardly changed when ten years later, in 1905, 
he published the "Essence of Judaism". Opposition to all mysti- 
cism, including its Jewish variety, is evident throughout the first 
edition of the work. The reason for this seems to have been more 
than the then common attitude towards Kabbala. After all the 
book had a particular purpose: the vindication of Judaism in the 
light of reason and ethics. 
233 Spinozas erste Einwirkungen auf Deutschland, ( Berlin, 1,895ý 
234 Ibid-, p. 71. 
235 see: Albert Friedlander, Leo Baeck: Teacher of There-; ieti,; tailt, 
(LÄ)ndon, 
1973), P. 121. 
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Like his intellectual predecessors Baeck was in sympathy with the 
theological trend of the period. But he abhorred the intellectual 
antisemitism that prevailed in the protestant theology at that 
time. Schleiermacher had described Judaism as "dead", a mere 
"imperishable mummy", and a "sad legacy,, 236 after its prophetic 
element declined and its Holy Books were closed. 
And Adolf von Harnack had come close to repeating this 
judgment in his celebrated lectures on the "Essence of 
Chris tianity,, 237, which presented Pharisaic Judaism in a picture 
of utter gloom (see chapter 4-2). Leo Baeck rose to the challenge in 
a review238 and blamed Harnack for having projected in 
idealized modern concept of religion upon the historical Jesus, 
who had been far more in accord with his native environment 
than Harnack wanted to admit. 
In his book Das Weseii des Judetitums, which was his full-scale 
counter attack, Baeck no longer engaged in direct polemic but 
offered a portrayal of historical Judaism as the religion of ethical 
monotheism as such. 
Considering the intellectual climate of the time as it has been 
described above, it is not surprising to find that this presentation 
of Judaism is hardly aware of the importance of mystical 
236 Friedrich Schleiermacher, Über die Relig10? z, (Hamburg, 1958), p. 159. 
237 Adolf von Harnack, What is Christiaizitil?, (Philadelplija, 1986). 
238 Harnack's Vorlesungen über das Wesen des Chriý, tenttimz, in 




Baeck suggests that harshness of historical reality gave rise to 
mystical yearnings at certain times. This theory of Jewish 
mysticism as a product of deep anxiety has been rejected, and 
239 rightly so, by Gershom Scholem 
In "Essence of Judaism" Baeck shows the polarity of Jewish reli- 
gious experience: the oscillation between mysterý wW Csi' 
(Geheimnis und Gebot), God's distance and nearness, freedom 
and strict order, oneness and otherness. In this "tension" Baeck 
sees the very nature of Judaism and the deepest root of its vitality. 
God is experienced as ground of both the mystery and the com- 
mandment. Even more: the commandment itself bears witness to 
the mystery. 
At the same time Baeck is emphatic as to the primacy of the ethi- 
cal element in Judaism. With Cohen he stresses the fact that Juda- 
ism is not merely ethical but that ethics constitute its very es- 
sence. The revelation of God and the revelation of the ethical task 
are one. In the act of revelation not the nature of God is revealed 
but His Will. Although Baeck agrees with Schleiermacher in 
giving feeling and sentiment a place in religion, he insists with 
Cohen: religion is no religion unless it is ethical. The Jewish 
religious experience is that of 'ethical sentiment'. In this 
combination, Baeck argues, that the autonomy of religion - as 
Schleiermacher had claimed it - can be safeguarded. 
Myth is therefore categorically excluded from the Jewish realm. 
239 Major Trends in lezilish Mysticism, ( New York, 1946). 
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For Baeck Judaism is the only religion that has produced no 
mythology proper inasmuch as myth is telling something about 
the fate of the gods and hardly anything about the duty of 
humankind. Even in Kabbalah the main concern is the way of 
man and the doing of God's will. 
One has to remember that around the turn of the century 
German protestant theology was dominated by the school of 
Albrecht Ritschl. He rejected the mystically inclined theology of 
Schleiermacher as a relic of romanticism, and the Hegelian type 
of thinking as the imposition of an alien metaphysics upon 
theology. Ritschl and his followers pleaded for a return to Kant's 
view of religion as a non-mystical, non-me ta physical, purely 
practical and thus ethical concern240. This outlook greatly 
appealed to Leo Baeck under the influence of Hermann Cohen. 
In order to understand Baeck's reluctance with regard to 
mysticism one also has to be aware of the disruptive power of 
mystical thought and its tendency to question and destabilize 
identity. Baeck's concept, which has ethical monotheism at its 
heart, will inevitably run into problems with an approach that 
seeks an immediate link between God and human being rather 
than dividing between the two in order to provide the long bridge 
of ethical conduct. 
24 OKarl Barth, Protestwit Thought: From Rou,,;., ýtwu to Ritschl, 
(Nc%'. ' York, 
1959). 
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8.2.. 2 The Concept of "Essence" 
Baeck's early attempts to explain Jewish mysticism certainly 
imply that mysticism is not by itself a part of the essence of 
Judaism. In fact, mystical movements are characterized as 
transient phenomena of relatively short duration. Baeck 
understood the essence of Judaism to have remained constant, 
rather than being subject to transformation. The curve of the 
essence may have fluctuated between high and low extremes but 
the essence never changed. So Baeck describes a process of 
regeneration rather than mutation or Ges taltula tidel. Besides that 
Baeck's concept of essence first of all involves the idea of a norm 
according to which all historical phenomena have to be judged. 
In this connection the influence of his supervisor at Berlin 
university, Wilhelm Dilthey, seems to have been of decisive 
significance241 (see chapt. 7.5.3. ). According to Dilthey the inner 
life of religion can be apprehended more deeply if one follows its 
development in the course of history through identification and 
experiential participation (Erlebnls und Verstehen)242. It can 
perhaps be said that Troeltsch and Harnack follow this path to 
some extent. 
241 H. A. Hodges, Wilhelm Dilthey: An Introduction, Lontion 1049. John L. 
Mebust, Wilhelm Dilthey's Philosophy of Hi's tory, (Philadelphia, Iq74). 
242 Der junge Dilthey, Clara Misch (ed. ), (Leipzig, 1933), p 40 
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By a comprehensive picture both Dilthey and Baeck tried to 
overcome the positivist restriction of historical understanding to 
the accumulation of material data. Dilthey's kind of approach was 
needed in order to do justice to Judaism as an historical entity. 
Baeck wanted to approach it with a comprehensive and 
sympathetic vision that would enhance its stability. 
Das Wesen des Judentum sets out to accomplish this aim. Two 
characteristics can be identified: its sense for morphological unity 
(Gestalt) and the determination to allow Judaism to describe itself 
as far as the inevitable intrusion of the subjective element 
permits it. 
The search for the underlying essence of intellectual 
constructions came to Baeck through Dilthey as much as his 
recognition of the definite limitations of the psychological 
approach243. One starts off with the individual experience, but 
then moves on beyond it: 
The history of civilization and history of 
philosophy demonstrate how man's 
experiences with himself, this picture 
that the realms of his self seemed to 
show him, were the first creation, and 
how only from here a picture of the 
community and of the cosmos were 
244 built up 
243 Friedlander, Leo Baeck, p. 76f. 
244 Leo Baeck, The Psycholtýgical Root of the Law [Wingate Lccturc at the 
Hebrew University 19511, ( Hebrew Uptiversity Garland London, 1952), p. 13. 
1; 1 
We have criticised this approach before: Dilthey's theory of 
interpretation based on self-identification with the historical 
sources seems to say more about oneself than about the character 
of the tradition that one tries to understand. The interpreter may 
not be aware of his/her subjectivity and thus unable to safeguard 
the reader against its excesses. What are the criteria to distinguish 
between the essential on the one side, the unessential and 
secondary on the other? The reader cannot examine the data 
presented whether or not they represent the essence of a tradition. 
So Baeck's vision of an "Essence of Judaism" makes him appear 
almost authoritarian in his practice of suppressing counter- 
evidence or ambiguities. It is here that Scholem made a radical 
break with the very concept of the "essence of Judaism". He held 
the position that a rather static concept of an "essence" is not 
capable of dealing with a historical development245. 
The way in which Baeck understood "essence" both in a 
normative and total "Gestalt" sense reflects Troeltsch's discussion 
of the methodological problems raised by Harnack's "What is 
Chris tianity?,, 246. One may ask, does Baeck take up Troeltsch's 
advice to develop the question of "essence" into one of 
245 against the use of "essence" in Horst Bfirkle, 'Das curopA, sche 
Christentum und die nichtchristlichen Kulturen', in ZfM 1 (1985). See Hans- 
Werner Gensichen, Vas Christentum im Dialog der Kulturen: Kontextualität 
und Universalität', in ZfM 1 (1985). 
246 ErnstTroeltsch, Vie christliche Welt', in Ge-; (iitipnelte SchrIftepi, Vol. 11., 
(Täbingen, 1913). 
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"identity"? 247 In order to describe in a methodologically adequate 
way a dynamic process of the growth of tradition, Baeck later 
found a possible way out of the dilemma: in his second great 
work he speaks of 'Jewish existence' as the determining factor in a 
constant God-people-relationship. " 
To conclude: Baeck's research in the field of Jewish mysticism 
commands respect, but his chief merit lies in his effort as a 
theologian to integrate an awareness of Jewish mystical tradition 
into the very fabric of modern Jewish thought. 
Before we have a look at Baeck's achievements in forming a 
distinct contribution to a modern Jewish theology we have to 
investigate his polarity model further. The poles of -emystery' and 
/commandment' can be identified as the root for polar notions 
which sum up Baeck's view of man's basic religious questions. 
247 In his essay 'Theologie und Geschichte' Baeck discusses Troeltsch's 
position seen against the rising reaction of Dialectical theology. It is clear 
from this exposition that the driving force behind Troeltsch's system had 
remained alien to Baeck who held the position that Judaism's essence had 
always kept its original character despite a rythmic change of periods. See 
Stephen W Sykes, 'Ernst Troeltsch and Christianity's essence', in Enist 
Troeltsch and the Ftiffire of Theology, John Powell Clayton (ed . ), (Cambridge, 
1976), pp. 139-171. 




8.2.3 The Polarity of Mystery and Commandment 
The nineteen- twenties were an exceedingly creative period in 
Baeck's life. His most important essays were written in this time. 
In three lectures at the Darmstadt "Schule der Weisheit"' 
("School of Wisdom") under the chairmanship of Graf Hermann 
Keyserling Baeck presents most compelling philosophical 
statements bearing on Judaism. 
The conferences that were organised at the "Schule der Weisheit" 
intended to discuss philosophical and ethical issues in the light of 
different cultural and religious backgrounds. 249 Baeck was 
invited as a Jewish thinker to enrich the variety of religious 
prospects. Two of his lectures are of special importance for our 
task. In the first lecture, called "Geheimnis und Gebot"250, he 
declares that the polarity of mystery and commandment 
precluded any opposition between mysticism and ethics. Baeck 
obviously presumed a correlation to obtain between mysticism 
249 Graf Hermann Keyserling, who also founded the 'Geselischaft ffir freie 
Philosophie', doubted the european set of values and wanted to enrich 
eurorwn thinking by adding Chinese, Indian and other cultural traditions. 
See Reisetagebitch eines Philosophe? i, (Mfinchen, 1913), enlarged ed., 
(Winchen, 1919). Further details given in Barbara Garthe, Ober Lebe? i wid 
Werk des Grafen Her? na? in Keyserlbig, (unpublished dissertation, Univcrsitv 
Erlangen-Nijmberg, 1976). 
250 Wege bti IiideWwn, (Berlin, 1933), p-3348- 
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and the mystery251. 
What is even more interesting is the shift in the basic structure of 
the lectures. The one essence that manifests itself in the manv 
historical forms of Judaism is now defined in the formula 
"mystery and commandment" (Geheimnis und Gebot), a concept 
of polarity that goes beyond Cohen's mere ethical monotheism. 
Cohen's "correlation" of God and human being, if it is more than 
the correlation between ideas, leads to a tension in the religious 
life that Baeck could ultimately only resolve through this polarity 
of mystery and commandment. In response to this polarity 
human beings have to preserve a balance. They must neither 
submerge themselves in the mystery nor become a mere keeper 
of the law. Both concepts have an intrinsic link. For the 
commandment proceeds from the ultimate ground of being, and 
the mystery appears in the unconditional "thou shalt,, 
252. lt is 
253 here that Baeck stepped outside of Cohen's system 
It would seem that Baeck's sort of typology is bound to incur a 
certain moment of formalization which does violence to the 
fullness of historical variety. 
251 see Leo Baeck, 'Theologie und Geschichte', in Atis drei Jahrtaiiseiideii, 
(Tfibingen, 1958), p. 38. There, "mysticism and ethics" is juxtaposed with 
"mystery and commandment" (die Verborgenheit und die Forderung), which 
implies that mysticism corresponds to the mystery. 
252 For a discussion of the concept of "Geheimnis und Gebot", see Friedlander, 
Leo Baeck, pp. 158-166. 
253 Friedlander, Leo Baeck, p. 154. For Tillich't; affinity to the neo-Kantian 
correlation concept: Gunther Wenz, Subjekt umf Sciii, (Munchen, 1979), p. 
20f. 
I ;,:; 
In certain respects Baeck idealizes Judaism and fails to take full 
account of the more erratic elements that can be found in certain 
strata of Jewish mysticism. 
Furthermore one could say that halakhic tradition is not given its 
due prominence. In contrast to other attempts to systematize 
Jewish theology in a slavishly Protestant imitation Baeck's work 
appears nevertheless as a genuine presentation of authentic 
254 Judaism 
It is not surprising that Baeck deals with the theological concepts 
of Judaism not dogmatically or in the abstract but as expressions 
of human experience. In this approach he is following the 
Schleierma cher-Dil they tradition. 
This means: He prefers to speak not of God but of the Jewish faith 
in God. Baeck is a psychologist of religion in the deep sense in 
which Dilthey understood the term Verstehende Psychologle. In 
describing faith, he does not expound doctrine but shows how 
faith arises from a Oti(erst with the meaning of life. In discussing 
revelation, he again does not proceed doctrinally but deals with 
the prophetic experience as such. As he puts it: "Not passages are 
to be interpreted but men are to be understood". Do we hear some 
critique of traditonal Judaism here? At any rate we can feel a 
254 see: Kaufmann Kohler, Grwidrifl ebier silstematischeii Thet)b)gie i1c,; 
Iiidenhi? ns a iif geschichtlicher Grtmdlage, (1910), repriiited 
(Hildesheim/New York, 1979). Besides Baeck this is the other prominent 
attempt at a 'svstematic theology of Judaism' ivhich had exercised a lot of 
influence within the American Reform movement. 
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certain flexibility in Baeck's thought which shows a shift of 
opinion about how the essentials of religion can be defined: by 
taking seriously the individual experiences within a faith 
community and summarizing the development that took place. 
Such a concept of de-dogmatization is not without danger to re- 
duce everything to a humanist level. In his understanding of re- 
velation Baeck has certainly links with Abraham Geiger, and 
bears an affinity to Franz Overbeck's concept of 'Urgeschichte' as 
the breaking forth of some new vision unaccountable in terms of 
'development, 255. This does not necessarily abolish the 'mystery' 
of revelation but refrains from expressing it in traditional terms. 
The second Darmstadt lecture dealt with "polarity and 
tension,, 256. Two fundamentally disparate types of civilization 
are defined: the Greek which is fixed upon timeless perfection on 
the one hand, and on the other hand the Biblical view which 
experiences the tension between the infinite ground of its being 
and the infinite task of perfecting the world. 
Here Baeck lays the ground for his distinction between "romantic 
Christianity" and "classic Judaism". 
255 sec Alexander Altmann, 'Zur Auseinandersetzung mit der "dialekti-, clit-n 
Theologie', in Monatsschrift für Geschichte wid Wissenschaft ties Iiidentwris, 
Vol 79, NT 43, Breslau 1935, p. 349 ff. 
256 originally 'Die Spannung im Menschen und der fertige Mensch' in Der 
Leuchter, IV (1923). The title is changed in 'Wege im Judentum, (Berlin, 
1933): `Vollendung und Spanntingý. 
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8.2.4 Classical and Romantic Rgliaion 
Christianity and the Eastern religions are able to arouse a 
romantic interest. Geiger had characterized Christianity as the 
'Mother of Romanticism', and Leo Baeck contrasted Judaism and 
Christianity as 'classical' and 'romantic religion' respectively. His 
basic attitude towards Christianity is best expressed in his long 
257 polemic essay Romantic Religion 
In this essay Baeck differentiates two types of religion, the classical 
and the romantic. Judaism as Classical Religion in its ethical 
monotheism is contrasted to Christianity as Romantic Religion in 
its mystical, emotional faith. As the most important 
representatives of Romantic Religion, the contributions of Paul 
and Luther to romantic aspects of Christianity are discussed in 
detail as we will see later. 
For Baeck Romanticism derives from a sense of the indistinct 
Infinite to which the world is not "Bild" but "Sitinbild", pointing 
to an inner life in nature and history beyond the grasp of reason. 
Symbolic form is therefore the very medium in which 
Romanticism expresses itself. 
Feeling is Supposed to mean everything: 
this is the quintessence of 
romanticism... Its danger, however, 
which it cannot escape is this: the all- 
important feeling culminates 
57 in Festschrift zu? n 50dhrigen Bestehoi der Hoch,; chule fur die 
Wissenschaft des judentiorts, (Berlin, 1922) 
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eventually in vacuity or in substitutes, 
or it freezes and becomes rigid. And 
before this happens, it follows a course 
which takes it either into sentimentality 
or into the phantastic; it dodges all 
reality, particularly that of the 
commandment, and takes refuge into 
passivity when confronted with the 
ethical task of the day. 
Empathy makes up for much and gives 
a freedom which is really a freedom 
from decision and independence from 
inner obligation258 
Baeck's essay Romantische Religion was not so much concerned 
with purely theological views. It shows, however, his awareness 
that moral decisiveness was sadly missing in many German 
theologians. 
Baeck also uses the typological method in this context and 
identifies two types of religious experience. 
The one - called the classic - is positive, outgoing, spontaneous, 
ethical, social, action-orientated, rational. The other - the 
romantic - is passive, receptive, individualistic, self-centered, 
inward, concerned with faith and its content, confirming itself in 
258 Leo Baeck, 'Romantic Religion', in ludais? n and Chrv,; tianity, 
(Philadelphia, 1958), p. 290. 
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emotions, emphasizing grace259. Of course, such pure types only 
exist in abstraction, but to Baeck's mind history documents 
religions which are outstanding representatives of these 
possibilities. Judaism is described to come closest to the classic 
type while Christianity is the most conspicuous example of 
260 romantic religion 
Baeck surveys the whole range of the Christian experience, 
Catholic as well as Protestant, to present what, from the 
viewpoint of the religion of reason, are its most undesirable 
features. He draws on the complete arsenal of polemic that had 
been built up by the Jewish apologists of the preceding century, 
particularly his Neo-Kantian forebears. He continually contrasts 
the ethical monotheism of Judaism with the mysticism of grace 
in Christianity, to the obvious discredit of the latter. 
Ultimately Baeck confronts here the German Lutheran Church. 
The programmatic formula "Sola fide" is interpreted as making 
the righteous human being the creation of Divine grace and not 
259 For a discussion of the general terms see Richard Benz, Die dezitsche 
Ro? nantik: Geschichte einer geistigen BeWegimg, (Leipzig , 1937). Franz 
Schultz, Klassik iind Roinantik der Deutschen, 2 vols, (Stuttgart, 1934/1940). 
Recently the antithetical polarity between romanticism and enlightenment 
has been disputed in favour of the more oscillating model of an "intended 
perfection"; see Helmut Schanze, Roinatitik iind Atifk1driing, (Niirnberg 
. 1976). and 
Wolfdietrich Rasch, 'Zum VerhAltnis der AufklArung zur 
Romantik', in Roinantik, Ernst Ribat (ed. ), (K6nigstein/Ts., 1979). Kurt 
Nowack, Schleierinacher und die Friihro? nantik, (Weimar, 1986). 
260 see Fritz Strich, Deutsche Klassik und Ropna? ztlk oder Vollendung wid 
Unendlichkeit, (München, 1922). Strich does not only identif Christianity I 
with romanticism but also delineates a theorv of polarity ch)se to 
Baeck. Sev 
also Friedlander, Leo Bacck, P. 125, 
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of his own moral actions. The faith of Paul, as seen again in 
Luther, is the decisive opposition to ethics: "vitam sbias e,;,,; e 
terram et doctrinam coelum, '261. Doctrine and human life are 
strictly distinguished. For Luther, according to Baeck, actions 
whether moral or immoral cannot strengthen or take away the 
purity of doctrine. 
In The Essence of Judaism Baeck had distinguished world 
religions as representing two basic types, the world-affirming and 
the world-rejecting. Judaism he considers the classic example of 
the former type and he calls it a religion of ethical optimism. 
Religions of all kinds, even of the other basic type such as 
Buddhism, can have ethical teachings. Their essential attitude 
towards the world, however, is withdrawal from it. 
Once this distinction is made, Baeck's more extensive polemic is 
carried out against Christianity which would seem to share 
Judaism's basic faith in God and the emphasis on the centrality of 
ethics. However, Baeck finds Christianity's self-understanding to 
be radically different from that of Judaism. In his opinion the 
ready subservience to power of his Christian contemporaries 
could be traced to the romanticism inherent in Pauline 
262 Christianity 
Subjectivity is the problem of all seemingly 'objective' typologies, 
261 Martin Luther, Kritische Gesa? ntausgabe der Werke, (Weimar, 1883), 
Vol. XIV, p. 464. Baeck quotes this in 'Romantischc Religion', Festschrift 
zion 50jdhrige? i Bestehe? z der Hochschule ffir die dcý fude? ttw? v-ý 
II ?i BerIM, (Berlin, 1922), p. A 
262 s(-T Liebeschbtz, Vo? t Sinnnel zii p. 80 
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and Baeck's tendency to resort to private value judgments 
dominates the whole of his argument. 
Why are there just two types, why are these the romantic and the 
classic, why are Judaism and Christianity the chief 
representatives, how would one have to assess the counter- 
evidence in both religions? For Baeck the answers to all these 
questions can simply be presupposed. Baeck does admit that 
Judaism has romantic elements and Christianity classical ones, 
but he does not investigate this to see how much his typology is 
likely to be mistaken or simplistic. Moreover, Baeck speaks of 
Judaism in terms of Reform Jewish theology as an ethical and 
rational faith. He does not, however, contrast this with a similar 
interpretation of Christianity but with a more traditional 
Protestantism and Catholicism, rather than, say, Harnack's 
interpretation which is so closely linked with Baeck's own roots. 
One could say that it remains doubtful whether Baeck was capable 
of presenting the Church-Synagogue relation satisfactorily. 
1 (. 1 -) 
8.3 Christianity Within the Framework of Baeck's 
System of Polarity 
Leo Baeck never dealt with Martin Luther exclusively. His 
analysis of Luther seems to be always integrated as part of his 
thoughts on Christianity as a whole. For this reason I believe it is 
important to understand Luther's teachings - as Baeck sees them - 
in the wider context of the framework of Baeck's system of 
polarity. We shall attempt to find possibilities of a structured 
approach to Baeck's critique and want to extract its underlying 
principle. 
8.3.1 "Romantic" and "Classical" as poles 
According to Leo Baeck, Christianity, as well as Judaism, are 
religions of historical revelation. They both appear to know a 
secret of the origin and refer to an event from the past in order to 
263 determine and explain the further course of truth 
However, Baeck makes a fundamental distinction between the 
two religions: Judaism explains a beginning which continues 
beyond the present, relating also to the future; that is, it incor- 
porates a messianic component. The dawn of Christianity, on the 
263 Leo Baeck, Aus drci Jahrtausenden, Mibingen, 1958), Part 1-. 
'Romantische Religion' (pp. 42-120), p. 65. 
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other hand, represents the absolute goal in itself and the 
achievement of final redemption. To Baeck's mind the Church 
sees the life and death of Jesus Christ as the sum total of all 
essential events. It is quite clear, then, that everything else in 
history can only be judged in relation to this: how it corresponds 
to this unsurpassable experience. Based on this assumption, Baeck 
assigns two terms to Judaism and Christianity, defining them as a 
"classical" and a "romantic" religion, respectively. We will have 
to analyse more precisely the origin of those terms and Baecks 
intention when he introduces thern. 
Both types of religion have a "foreboding knowledge of the 
irrational,, 264 in common. But the way in which the irrational is 
experienced in this two types of religion is definitely different. 
Whereas in a romantic religion the self drowns in the ocean of 
irrationality, however, for the classical religion, the being, the real, 
the commanded are revealed by the irrational. In this way, the 
irrational in Judaism becomes the basis for the real and the ideal, 
in the encounter of Creator and Creation. 
It is Baeck's notion that every religion exhibits certain romantic 
elements. Each religion has a "religious ideal" from which 
sensation, mood, subjectivity and joy exist as an end in itself. 
265 
But romantic religions seem to lack two characteristics of a 
classical religion: the will to master life through morality; and 
obedience to the commandments of practical reason. According to 
264 Ibid., p. 120. Parallels to Rudolf Otto's work seem obvious. 
265 Ibid., p. 47. 
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Baeck, though, a religion in which the romantic and classical 
elements are not balanced is dangerous. 
8.3.2 Christianity as a "Romantic Rel 
In Baeck's works the terms "romantic" and "classical" correspond 
to "mystery" and "commandment". 
266 Judaism exists in the 
tension between both experiences. 
Christianity, however, seems to have shed the commandment 
and to consist solely of the mystery, the mysterious. With this, the 
first moment in which one opens oneself to faith appears to 
represent the epitome of human life and at the same time a 
human being's salvation. For Baeck, there is no room for 
individual achievement in life in this notion. An attitude of faith 
seems to replace for him aspiration and striving; individuals can 
simply experience this faith, and can consider themselves 
For the identification of Christianity with 'mystery" see for example Baeck, 
Aus drei jahrtausenden, p. 42: 
"Die gespannten Gefühle geben ihr den Inhalt, und ihre Ziele sucht sie in den 
bald mythischen, bald mystischen Gesichten ihrer Einbildungskraft 
For Judaism's charactersation by 'commandmenC see for example Baeck, Das 
Wesen des judentums, lst ed., p. 22: 
"Diese (die Religion, W. H. ) ist hierdurch auch aller Mystik und allem 
Geheimwerk entzogen. Die Gedankeii Gottes sind unergründlich, sie sind 
erhaben über die Gedanken des Menschen, wie der Himmel hoch ist über der 
Erde. Aber die Gebote Gottes sind nicht entfernt und verborgen... " (italics in 
the original). 
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complete. 267 To Baeck, this represents faith for faith's sake. And 
he makes it very clear to whom this statement refers, namely 
Paul, whom Baeck considers a mere hellenistic thinker under the 
influence of Greek mystery religions. 268 It is Paul who stands in 
opposition to the Gospels and Jesus, whom Baeck assigns to the 
Jewish sphere. 
Consequently, Baeck opposes everything in the Church which 
seems to be influenced by Pauline thought. This applies to 
Augustine, as well as to Luther, both of whom Baeck considers as 
part of Pauline thought and as further developments of Pauline 
shortcomings. Baeck's "romantic" religion is above all "Pauline" 
religion. The traces of Judaism and the Biblical-Jewish traditions 
present in the Christian Church are the voices of "classical" 
religion. 
A characteristic distinction is made: the active, ethical element of 
Judaism, with its emphasis on the personal on the one hand, and 
the passive, magical sacramental element of Pauline belief, with 
its transformation of the individual into the metaphysical, on the 
other. 269 The religion of the romantics is understood to be solely 
receptive. Because their faith is always passive, it is simple for 
them to feel "complete". The religion is not based upon the 
"' Baeck, Aiis drei Jahrtaiisenden, pp. 110-111 
268 Paul as a hellenistic, Cf. Baeck, Leo, Op. Cit., p. 50ff (1922) 
Paul as a Jewish apostle, Cf. Leo Baeck, Diescs Volk: f6dische ExIste? Iz, Vol. 
11, (Frankfurt am Main, 1957), p. 190. 
269 Leo Baeck, Aiis drei Jahrtaiiseiideii, (TUbingen, 1958), Part 11: 'Judenturn in 
der Kirche' (pp. 121-140), p. 132. 
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appealing or commanding laws of God, but rather is persistent in 
the expectation of the gift of God's grace. 
Activity fights for everything, passivity 
has everything... The only activity of a 
romantic person is that he congratulates 
himself to his stage of grace. 270 
For this reason, Baeck claims, romantic religion loses the ability to 
develop an ethic. Ethics were abandoned with the receiving of the 
commandment. 271 With regard to Protestantism, Baeck declares 
that an ethic could not be part of the essence of the religion, but is 
merely added on to it. 272 Classical religion, however, constantly 
270 Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 58: 
"Die Aktivität kämpft um alles, die Passivität hat alles... Die einzige 
Aktivität des Romantikers ist, daß er sich zu seinem Gnadenstande 
beghickwfinscht. " 
The polarity of "activity" versus "passivity" in the presented form seems 
striking to me. Even more so, as its underlying Kantian root does not really 
foster Baeck's extreme position. 
In order to make this more clear I would like to replace those terms by 
"spontaneity" versus "receptiveness". According to Kant any active work of 
cognition is fundamentally based on receptiveness which explicitly does not 
include or presuppose any theoretical perception of God. 
However, a harmonious balance between activity and passivity is something 
that Baeck himself would quite like to assume for Judaism. So, we might 
conclude that his system of polarity merely hints at theoretical extremes 
which are really not applicable to reality. 
271 Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 11, pp. 103f. 
27 21bid., p. 135, 
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urges believers towards God's commandments as the ultimate 
goal, uniting all humanity. 273 
In classic religion man is to be freed by 
the commandment, in romantic 
religion he has become free through 
grace. 274 
Baeck describes the development of Judaism as the path along 
which the miraculous images of "childhood" can gradually be 
outgrown. 275 In contrary Christianity as Romantic Religion 
revived the faith in miracles and made it a constant and a central 
concept of religion. 
Summarizing, the following picture evolves: 
Christianity, as far as it corresponds to the roman tic-Pauline 
ideology of religion, demonstrates absolute dependence. Freedom 
is granted to humanity out of mercy, and each person remains on 
the receiving end. Such faith, however, means a total standstill 
which cannot allow any development beyond it. 
On the other hand, in classical Jewish religion, freedom is the 
goal to be achieved through the commandments. Individuals 
must actively develop themselves. Although they are always 
bound by their being God's creation, they nevertheless play an 
27 3Baeck, Aus drei Jahrtaiisenden, Part 1, p. 120. 
27 41bid 
-, p. 59: "In 
der klassischen Religion soll der Mensch durch das Gebot frei 
werden, in der romantischen ist er durch die Gnade frei geworden " 
275 Ibid., p. 71. 
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active role in the relationship between God and humanity. 
276 
Faith is an individual's life work: 277 to work for "goodness" on 
earth for the sake of God's honour. 278 
Baeck's system of opposing types of religion does have 
consequences for the faith of the individual. In the following 
chapters we will analyse the constitution of the individual before 
God in Lutheranism and in Judaism, as Baeck presents them in 
quite a particular way. 
27 61bid 
-, p. 114. 
27 71bid., p. 58. 
"' 78 Leo Baeck, Wýge i? n judentun (Berlin, 1933), Part 5: (Heimgegangene des 
Krieges. Über den preußischen Staat), pp. 382-400 (1919), p. 387. 
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Judaism and Christianity, 
According to Leo Baeck 
9.1 The Debate on the Constitution of the Individual 
Before God 
9.1.1 Leo Baeck's Exposition of the Teachings of Martin Luther 
The following paragraphs are intending to give a structured 
outline of Baeck's understanding of Martin Luther's thoughts. 
It has to be kept in mind: neither did Luther present a systematic 
theology in the ordinary sense that would cover the 
theologoumena which are touched here without mis- 
understanding; nor can it remain doubtful that my summary will 
in itself bear an interpretation of what I think that Baeck 
understood when he refers to Luther's words. 
In any case, I shall try to remain faithful to Baeck's wording in 
order to make my reconstruction as accurate as possible. 
9.1.1.1 The Individual and the Original Sin 
According to Baeck's interpretation of Luther's views, original sin 
stands above the abilities of an individual. It is in his 
170 
understanding the determining force and the unyielding 
definition of humankind. Sin is not in the person, but rather the 
person is within original sin. Neither the individual nor hu- 
manity as a whole caused the original sin, nor do they have the 
ability to remove it. Mortals are powerless, at the mercy of 
original sin. Because sin is so integral to the nature of 
humankind, only an act beyond this realm of nature - that is, a 
miracle - can eliminate sin. Thus, sin is overcome through God's 
grace, through a redeemer. 279 
In this interpretation, however, Baeck sees the individual's 
condemnation to passivity. It is not the individual who seeks and 
strives, wins or loses, rather, the struggle takes place in and for the 
individual. In this way, religion becomes salvation from wanting 
and liberation from being active. 280 
Commandment and Grace 
It is somewhat awkward that Baeck refers to Mt. 5: 18 and Gal. 3: 24 
when he attempts to explain the Pauline understanding of the 
law. The law as the principle of the Bible remains valid up to the 
moment of redemption. Because Paul sees Christ as the redeemer, 
redemption has taken place and is present in faith and baptism. 
However, to postulate any further obligatory nature of the laws 
27 9Baeck, Aus ilrei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 84f. 
2"Ibid., p-54. 
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would then be to deny this salvation to have taken place. 
281The 
struggles of Paul and Luther did not oppose a ceremonial law. 
Baeck sees any evaluation of action in the centre of their interest, 
no matter how moral. 
Whoever awaits goodness through the 
fulfillment of the commandments and 
the duties lives under the yoke of the 
commandment. 282 
Whereas earlier, only darkness surrounded the spirit, now divine 
grace guarantees to show the light which guides humankind to its 
prescribed goal: to become perfected individuals. 283 But the 
commandment is lifted for the complete and perfect individual. 
Those who judge themselves as just will find themselves on the 
path leading away from justice. To Baeck's mind Luther expresses 
it as follows: to "soil oneself" by the law. And Baeck cites: 284 
Also das ein rein hertz haben nicht 
allein heisse nichts unreins gedencken, 
sondern wenn durch Gottes wort das 
gewissen erleucht und sicher wird, das 
sichs nicht besuddelt am gesetz. Also das 
ein Christen wisse, das yhm nicht 
schadet, ob er es halte odder nicht, und 
thuet wol, das sonst verbotten ist, odder 
lessit, das sonst geboten ist, ist yhm 
keins suende, Denn er kan keine thun, 
281 Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 11, p. 123. 
28 2Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 88. 
.283 . Ibid., pp. 55,58. 
28 41bid. p. 82ff, quoted from Erl,, WA 17 1, p. Ill. 
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weil das hertz reine ist. 
110ý 
The law is lifted through faith in Jesus Christ as the Redeemer. "' 
For Baeck, this signifies the rejection of moral freedom which 
makes goodness, as realized by the individual, possible for the 
individual. 
9.1.1.3 Righteousness Solely on the Basis of Faith 
"Justitia christiana est fiducia in Filium Dei,, 286, Christian 
righteousness flows from faith in the son of God and is not to be 
identified with righteous action. 287 This is because Christ 
fulfilled the law for humankind. 288 And the GosPel is a doctrine 
which does not allow for any law: Est ergo evangelium doctrina 
28 5WA 40 1, p. 672: "Quare credentibus in Christurn tota lex abrogata est". 
28 6WA 40 1, p. 366: "Christiana iustitia coram deo est credere in filium . Sic 
Abraham in semen. vel fides est fiducia cordis per Christurn in Deum. " Baeck 
quotes from Erl-Irmischer 1, p. 334: "... christianam justitiam proprie ac 
diserte sic definire, quod sit fiducia in filium Dei, seu. fiducia cordis per 
Christurn in Deum. " 
28 7Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part I, p. 84; WA 1, p. 84: "Non enim qui justa 
operatur, justus est, ut Aristoteles ait, neque operando justa et dicimur justi, 
sod credendo et sperando in Deurn. " 
28 8WA 1, p. 105: "Quod lex est impleta, scil. per Christurn, quod non sit necesse 
cam implere, sed tanturnmodo implenti per fidem adhaerere et conformari, 
quia Christus est iustitia, sanctificatio, redemptio nostra. 11 
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talis quae nullam legem admittit. 
289 
This is what Baeck reads in Luther, drawing the conclusion that 
by conscious referal back to Paul, Luther taught unconditional 
290 291 
original sin , the totality of divine grace , corresponding to a 
completely passive nature of humanity. 
292 The individual does 
not recognize God, but is recognized by God, Baeck says. 
293 
And in the certainty of salvation, Luther seems to deny any value 
to work and human action, and reduces everything to a 
dependence solely on grace and faith: There is no room left/ Baeck 
claims, for individual moral action and the duty of shaping the 
world. 
294 
Salvation on the basis of faith seems not to be achieved through 
289Erl-Irmischer 11, p. 113: "Est ergo evangelium doctrina talis, quae nullam 
legern admittit. '' However in WA 40 1, p. 141: "Ideo Evangelium solum 
revelat filium Dei. Est ergo doctrina vel cognitio in qua nulla penitus lex est. " 
29 OBaeck, Aus drei lahrtausenden, Part 11, p. 134; WA 42, p. 106. 
291 WA 24, p. 244: "Es mus von hymel und allein aus gnaden kornen, das Gott 
durch die verheissung des Euangelions das hertz trifft, das es fuelet und 
muesse sagen, das es vor nye bedacht odder ynn synn genomen habe, das yhrn 
solche gnade solt widderfaren" (Sermons on Genesis 1527, chap. 12). 
29 2WA 6, p. 530: "in nobis et sine nobis". WA 2, p. 420: "Recte ergo dixi, oportere 
ergo hominem de suis operibus diffidere et velut paralyticum remissis 
manibu-s et pedibus gratiam operum artificem implorare ...... cf. Baeck, Leo, 
Epochen ifidischer Geschichte, (Stuttgart, 1974), p. 119. 
29 3Baeck, Aus drei lahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 53. 
294Baeck, Leo, Wege un liiiie? ztiiin, (Berlin, 1933), p. 385. 
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specific acts, but is received solely through that which was 
determined in the beginning. 295 Morality itself remains void of 
any religious meaning. 
... aber ich lebe, wie ich 
lebe, so wird 
daruemb die lere nicht falsch. Daruemb 
muessen wir nicht nach dem leben, 
sondern nach der lere sehen und 
richten. 
So ligt nu weit nicht soviel am leben als 
an der lere, das, wenn schoen das leben 
nicht so reyne ist, kan dennoch die lere 
wol reyne bleiben und mit dem leben 
gedult getragen werden. 296 
"By faith alone" could only mean the following for Luther: 
without action, even anti-action: 
Endlich, du bist Gott nichts schuldig 
zuthun denn gleuben und bekennen, 
ynn allen andern sachen gibt er dich loß 
und frey, das du es machest, wie du 
willt, on alle gefaehr des gewissen. So 
gar auch, das er nichts darnach fragte 
seynethalben, ob du auch deyn weyb 
29 5Baeck, Aus drei Jahrtausetzdeiz, Part 1, p. 53, cf. p. 85; WA 24, p. 18: "Denn ein 
solch mensch mus allen dingen gestorben seyn, dem guten und bösen, dem tod 
und leben, der hell und dem hymel und von hertzen bekennen, das er aus 
eygnen krefften nichts vermag. "; DB 7, p. 23: "Zu Rom. 9-11 Ieret er von der 
ewigen Versehung Gottes, Daher es ursprunglich fleusset, wer gleuben, oder 
nicht gleuben sol, von suenden los, oder nicht los werden kann. Damit es je gar 
aus unsern henden genomen, und alleine in Gottes hand gestellet sey, das wir 
frum werden. " 
ý) 96 Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 90; WA 24, p. 607 (falsely cited by 
Baeck as p. 6%). 
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faren liessest, vom herrn liessest und 
keynen bund hieltest, denn was hat er 
davon, das du solchs thust odder 
lessest? 297 
This reads like the more sin there is, the more opportunity for 
God's divine grace to prove its strength. In this context Baeck sees 
Luther recommending the famous "fortiter pecca" in 1521 to 
Melanchthon. To him it appears to be by no means ironic, on the 
contrary, is deeply imbued with Pauline doctrine. 
298 
We might question here whether or not Luther's concept is really 
identical with Paul's. Christian Luther studies have for decades 
successfully tried to present us with a quite more differentiated 
picture of the two. However, Baeck's fervour might again be a 
product of his extremely structural confrontation of classical and 
romantic elements within religions. In any case, Luther himself 
might have rightly pointed out what he explained about action 
for example in his Sermon von den guten Werken. Truly, 
humankind's only viable action in its relationship to God can be 
faith. This faith, however, constitutes the freedom to act in 
whatever way is requested. 
So it is quite important to note the priority of conscience within 
the acquired state of faith. In some respects Baeck and Luther 
might not even be so far apart in their approach to everyday 
moral behaviour as it would seem at first sight. 
29 7WA 12, p. 131; cf. WA 17 1, p. Ill (Footnote 20). 
29 8Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 90. 
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Strictly speaking, the dividing line really emerges with regard to 
the question of redemption: whether or not God had to bring 
Jesus Christ as the new actuality to salvation, and what validity 
the old path of biblical commandment could retain. 
This question is at the heart of Judaism's identity crisis since Paul. 
Baeck enters the Jewish-Christian battlefield armoured with 
enlightenment thoughts when he focuses on the value and 
priority of moral action based on an individual free will. 
The Free Will 
To Baeck it is obvious: the faith of those who must wait like a 
lame person awaits healing is not an expression of deep 
conviction and of certainty which emerges from seeking and 
researching. According to Baeck, Luther's true insight works 
within the individual, rather than being brought into existence 
by the individual. 
Darumb lerne hie auß dem Euangelio, 
wie es tzugehet, wenn gott ansehet uns 
frum tzu machen, und wilchs der 
anfang sey, frum tzu werden. Es ist keyn 
ander anfang, denn das deyn konig tzu 
dyr kome und fahe ynn dyr an ... 
299 
And, as there is no active choice for faith and healing in 
Christianity, there is no choice concerning the will, for the will of 
2') 9WA 10 12, p. 29. 
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the individual is always the will to sin. 
300 The human being can 
do nothing but sin. 
... du kanst nichts denn sundigen, thu 
wie du wilt. ... unnd must sundigen, wo du alleyn wirckst auß freyern willen. " 
There is no allowance for a gradual approach to the truth. The 
flow of grace alone gives the individual the sum of knowledge 
and total insight. 302 
Item, sie geben fhur: Wie konnen die 
kinder gleuben, so sie noch keine 
vernunfft haben? und setzen die 
vernunfft zum glauben. Dorauff 
antworttet Christus: Eben darumb 
konnen sie es desto bass thun, und 
gleuben, das sie nicht vernunfftig sindt, 
dan die vernunfft ist stracks wider den 
glauben. Drumb mus man die 
Vernunfft fharen lassen, sie mus in den 
gleubigen getodtet und begraben 
werden. 303 
With this, knowledge must make itself subordinate to faith, 
t11t credu, quia absurdum . 
At the moment of "enlightenment", the individual is like a mere 
30oHowever, cf. Kant's "Du kannst, weil du sollsC in Baeck, Aus drei 
lahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 92. 
"" WA 10 12, P. 29. 
10 2Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 54. 
30 3WA 47, p. 328 (quoted from Erl. ) 
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tool of a higher strength. 304 Life is heteronomy and at the same 
time, the omniscient and the blind face each other unreconcilably. 
Salvation to a State of Grace Through Word and 
Sacrament 
If one follows Baeck's approach, it is quite logical that happiness 
or grace is made to be the epitome of a Christian fulfilled life, the 
rhyme and reason of being. This state of grace clearly comes from 
divine grace and not as a result of moral action. Faith which does 
not require the completion of any tasks set by God refers back to 
the self and, therefore, becomes a yearning for bliss. 305 The 
individual asks selfishly if, when and how redemption will be 
granted. This leads to a "sentimental brooding about 
,, 306 sinfulness , as seems often typical of Protestantism, making it, 
according to Baeck, a doctrine of the salvation of the self. The 
sacraments offer this self-assurance, creating the individual's state 
of grace. 
... das nicht allein des herrn Christi fleisch eine speise sei, Sondern eine 
speise des lebens, die dich ewig settiget, 
3 04Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 56. 
3051bid., p. 117. 
3061bid., p. Ill. 
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lebendig machet und hilfft vom tode, 
Sunden, Teuffel... undt dan fheret flugs 
ein Christ hehr, der do isset von dem 
fleisch, das ist: gleubet, das ehr von dem 
fleisch oder durch diese geistliche Speise 
sol selig werden, undt spricht: was 
sollen mir die zehen gebott? worzu 
bedarff ich des gesetzes oder der guten 
werck zur Seligckeit, wen diese speise 
Christi das leben gibt, so darff ich keine 
gute werck thun, das ich das ewige leben 
erlange. 307 
Bread, wine and holy water become supernatural substances, 
through which faith flows and the individual is transformed, 
purified and renewed. 308 On the other hand, Baeck cites the 
Reformer Kaspar Schwenckfeld, who reproaches Luther, saying 
that he "will ohne sein äußerlich Ding niemand lassen selig 
309 
werden". 
In Baeck's eyes baptism and holy communion are not symbols for 
Luther, but rather supernatural realities. And the same is the case 
with the "word of God". This "word" does not merely mean 
something, it is significant and effective in itself and by itself. 
30 7WA 33, p. 269. 
30 8WA 6, p. 538: "Sicut enim verbum dei potens erst, dum sonat, etiam impii cor 
immutare, quod non minus est surdum et incapax quarn ullus parvulus, ita per 
orationern Ecclesiae offerentis et credentis, cui omnia possibilia sunt, et 
parvulus fide infusa mutatur, mundatur et renovatur. " (falsely cited by Baeck 
as p. 539). 
30 9Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 70. 
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... das Euangelium muß das aller erst 
seyn, das muß predigt und gehoret 
werden; ynn demselbigen horistu und 
lernist, wie deyn ding nichts sey, und 
alles suend sey, was du thuest oder 
ansehist ... 
310 
As constitution of faith, the "word" descends upon humanity; 
and without any action on their part, human beings are brought 
to accept it. Through "word" and sacrament, they are taken and 
placed within the realm of salvation, no longer asking what tasks 
they are to do, but whether redemption has already been granted. 
31 Olbid., p. 69. 
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9.1.2 Baeck's View of the Constitution of the Individual Before 
God 
As demonstrated in the previous chapters the individuals 
constitution before God according to Luther's teachings is viewed 
by Baeck as a state of passivity, as a mere awaiting of God's grace. 
This contradicts Baeck's concept of responsibility of a human 
being and his concept of life. 
According to Baeck, the meaning of life consists of two spiritual 
experiences which are joined together in Judaism: the mystery 
and the commandment. 
311 In the mystery, the individual is 
shown the deeper reality which is hidden below the surface of 
one's life. 
He becomes conscious that he was 
created, he becomes conscious of the 
hidden Was Verborgene) and the shelter 
Was Bergende) of his being, about that 
which embraces him and everything 
else. 312 
While the mystery raises the question of the meaning of life, the 
commandment raises the question of its goal. The 
commandment is the unconditional demand which grasps 
1 "Gelleimni su nd GetK)t" in Baeck, Leo, Wege iii liiili,? ztiiin, (Berlin, 1933), Part 
1: Geheimnis und Gebot, pp. 33-48 (1921-22). 
3 121bid., p. 33: "Er erfährt, daß er geworden ist, er erfährt timd das Verborgene 
und Bergende seines Daseins, um das, was ihn und alles umfaßt und umfängr. 
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humanity totally. 313 Pressuring, victorious, absolute and 
independent, the Commandment passes from generation to 
generation on into the future. 314 It is grounded in the Being, the 
Eternal, the Unfathomable, and appears to humanity as that 
which blesses, witnesses and is fruitful. 315 
Das Reich des Gebotes ist ein Reich der 
Offenbarung und ist als dieses ein Reich 
der Gnade. 316 
It is Baeck's firm belief that mystery and commandment both 
come from the one God and neither can exist without the other. 
Without the certainty of the mystery, there can be a moral 
structure consisting of teachings of wisdom and counsels of 
reason, but the unchangable and categorical nature of the 
commandment would remain unfathomable for humanity. 
317 
The mystery and the experience of faith is that which gives birth 
to a religion. But it alone does not make up the religion, just as 
birth does not represent the entirety of life. 
318 
3 13Baeck, Leo, Wege bi jude7ition, (Berlin, 1933), Part 4: Zwischen Wittenberg 
und Rom, pp. 270-287 (1931), p. 280. 
,; 
I 4Baeck, Wege im judention, Part 1, p. 42. 
3 15 Ibid., 41. 
162 1, p. 103. 
31 7Baeck, We, ýr im judoffinn, Part 4, p. 280. 
31 8Baeck, Aus drei jahrfausenden, Part 1, p. 58. 
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Faith and freedom in Judaism, according to Baeck, do need the 
tension of the polarity of mystery and commandment, for the 
infinite emerges from the finite, and the finite should exhibit its 
infinite. 319 Such a relationship between mysticism and ethics is 
not one of conflict, but represents a necessary combination on the 
way to God. For Baeck the goal of life is righteousness before God: 
through work and achievement, through the fulfillment of one's 
duty and the struggle for the commandment. Rather than 
creating a clear conscience, religion should constantly unsettle 
and challenge it. Only then can it really be religion. It must be 
capable and determined to offer resistance to every power 
possible, in the name of defending the Eternal. 320 
To Baeck, the religious consciousness is moulded by the 
experience of closeness to God, not by a special status to God 
which some individuals hold out of divine grace. 
321 Human 
beings live with humility before God, in full knowledge of their 
dependence and with a reverence for the morally Superior which 
is demanding of them322 and brings them joy. 323 
According to Baeck, human life exists in the tension between 
"want" and "should", between desire and 
119 Baeck, Wege im judentum, Part 1, p. 36. 
32 OBaeck, Wege im judention, Part 4, p. 287. 
321 Baeck, Leo, Das Wesen des Judentions, 6th ed, (Wiesbaden, o. j. ) (1906), p. 4T 
2 2Baeck, Wege im judmtum, Part 1, p. 34. 
') 
-1 2 1, p. 57. 
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duty. 324 Faith does not turn away from the world. It does not 
await salvation from the world and its days. On the contrary, it is 
faith in the world and the certainty that all possible opposites will 
be reconciled. It is not redemption from the world, but in the 
world. This world should be sanctified and therefore, raised up to 
the Kingdom of God. 
"Holy" and "profane" are, therefore, inseparably joined. In 
essence, there is no mundane life; nothing is "the mere world", 
God is in everything. 325 All future is a future under the 
commandments -a future of the realization and fulfillment326 
which thrives through the path it takes, not through miracles, 
myth or fate. In the days of the messianic age, the spirit of God 
will live unchallenged in the hearts of humanity. At that time, all 
commandments and obligations will cease to exist, for duty will 
have become part of the innermost nature of the individual. 
God's will will become our own and in that sense, our will will 
become that of God's. 
327 
324Baeck, Leo (1906), Op. Cit., p. 47: "Ihr sollt mir sein ein Reich von Priesterti 
undeinheiliges Volk. " 
32 5Baeck, Wege im ludention, Part 1, p. 45. 
32 6Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 120. 
1271bid., p. 82. 
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9.2 Religion and the State 
9.2.1 The Lutheran State Church 
To understand Baeck's critical views on Luther's teaching of the 
"two kingdoms" and the ""kingdom of God", we first have to give 
a short survey of the Lutheran church in Prussia as experienced 
by Baeck. 
Leo Baeck sees the "police state which makes all decisions for the 
people" as a direct development from Lutheranism. Coining the 
term, Baeck says it has become the "Prussian religion", combining 
an inflexible sense of authority and subject with a Christian world 
view, relegating ethics, however, to the private sphere. 328 
With its church state and state church, the ruling lord of the state 
being at the same time the summus episcopus of the protestant 
church,, Lutheranism had a decisive influence in Prussia and 
represented the conservative, one is even tempted to call it 
"destructive", power. Opposition against this development 
during the same time period was the driving force of the 
Enlightenment and Kantian philosophy. 
329 
Through such a connection to the State, Lutheranism neglected to 
represent a universal message, not taking advantage of the chance 
to become a world religion. The idea of the Kingdom of God took 
8Baeck, Wege bri judention, Part 5, p. 386. 
; 291bid., 384. 
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on a secondary role to the confessional state. 
Baeck refers quite simplistically to Ernst Troeltsch's term 
"Christian society" as the goal of Protestant efforts, which had 
actually been used far earlier by F. J. Stahl and the conservative 
"Kreuzzeitung". 330 But with that, a beginning of protest took on 
a rather non-protestant end. 
Baeck sees the period following the First World War as a turning 
point of Protestantism. The revolution of 1918 was an unexpected 
shock for the Protestant Church. 331 Not alone that the alliance 
with the state fell apart, the Protestant Church had to come to an 
agreement with the new democratic or even revolutionary 
powers of the new democracy. The Protestant Church lost its state 
support and at the same time, a living piece of its certainty and 
ideals. 332 
The state as the purpose of history (Hegel), Baeck claims, never 
represented a doctrine of faith nor a justification. 333 Following 
33 OBaeck, Wege im judeidum, Part 3: 'Volksreligion und Weltreligion, pp. 195- 
207 (1931), p. 204. See also Richard Rothes works in the second half of the 
nineteenth century. 
331 see Hans-Walter Krumwiede, Evangelische Kirche und Theologie in der 
Weimarer Republik, Grundtexte zur Kirchen- und Theologiegeschichte 2, 
(Neukirclien-Vluyn, 1990), p. 10. 
Baeck, Wege im Iiidefflion, Part 4, p. 271: "Die staatliche Stütze und 
Bürgschaft, die er (der Protestantismus, W. H. ) seit jeher besessen hatte, 
entschwand ihm und zugleich ein lebendiges Stück seiner Gewißheit und auch 
seiner Ideale". 
33 3Baeck, Wýge i? n liideiitiiiti, Part 4, pp. 271f. 
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the collapse of the old meaning of the State,, 
334 it seemed to Baeck 
that Protestantism needed not only a new means of support, but 
also new content. 
But how did this connection between throne and altar develop? 
Leo Baeck sees the roots in Luther's teachings of two kingdoms. 
334 BacTk, Wege im judention, Part 5, p. 383. 
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9.2.2 On Luther's "Fwo Kingdoms": the Individual Between 
Church and State 
The teaching of the "two kingdoms" is one of the most important 
and at the same time one of the most disputed aspects of 
Lutheran protestant theology. Its importance derives from 
focusing on the basic distinction of law and gospel. This, however, 
fosters the tendency of isolating areas which actually belong 
together and, by this, isolating political life from ethical 
335 
norms. We are going to give a short introduction to the 
doctrine of the "two kingdoms" and then focus on Baeck's 
interpretation. 
In a classical sense, Augustine had already divided the living 
sphere of human beings into two realms. 
Through birth, the individual is placed into the world of the 
mundane, the "civitas terrana". a world determined by 
calculating, counting and weighing. Solely through the 
unfathomable grace of God can the individual enter the "civitas 
dei". But only the few are chosen; the masses, "the massa perdi- 
tionis", are condemned to eternal death. The human being is 
relegated in this notion to the earthly sphere, and only through 
the passive act of being chosen God's hand is able to lift the 
"' A complete discussion of the teaching of the "two kingdoms" is given in 
Reich Gottes wid Welt. Die Lehre bithers von de? i zuiei Reichen, Wege der 
Forschung 108, Heinz-Horst Schrei (ed. ), (Darmstadt, 1969); here: p. IX. 
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individual beyond this sphere. The two kingdoms stand in 
opposition and only the miracle of divine election can raise an 
individual from the lower to the higher realm. 
336 Baeck sees 
Luther as directly dependent on Augustine. In his view Luther 
appears to be primarily Augustine's student and successor. 
337 
Luther even, so he assumes, intensifies the teachings of the 
individual's total dependence on the mercy of God "sicut 
cadaver": the individual must await the grace of God passively, 
like a corpse. Where election lies outside the realm of human 
decision and freedom, where the individual is condemned on the 
basis of original sin unless touched by God's grace, there the 
human community must be based on social constraints. 
338 According to Baeck, there is no motivation, not even the 
opportunity for independent, free moral action. 
Baeck cites a well-known quotation from the Middle Ages: 
"horno est animal bipes quod vult cogi" - The individual is a two- 
legged being which needs to be subjected to force. 339 This world 
of the lost and the rejected can only be ruled by violence. Even on 
the basis of its own assumptions, Lutheranism was, according to 
-ý -3 6Baeck, Leo, Epochen jüdischer Geschichte, Stuttgart 1974, p. 11 8f. 
3 -; 7Baeck, Aus drei Jahrtausenden, Part 11, p. 133: "die katholische Kirche 
dagegen 'kam doch immer wieder zu einem duldenden Einvernehmen Trüt 
einer Art von Semi-Pelagianismus. "' 
-1 " 8Baeck, Wege un ludentuyn, Part 5, p. 385. 
Baeck, Epochen, p. 120. 
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Baeck, never in the position of creating a system of ethics on the 
foundation of the religion. 
340 For Baeck, Luther's secular world is 
the place for morality As the "custos utriusque tabulae"341" the 
ruling sovereign within his disciplinary powers had the 
responsibility to enforce matters of morality. In this way the 
individual was assigned to two spheres. On the one hand was the 
"spiritual individual" who had faith, and on the other hand was 
the "civil individual" who kept the commandments. Baeck saw 
this division as the inherent religious and ethical weakness of 
Luther's doctrine. Morality is that which the authorities demand. 
Moral demands are no longer 
commandments or categorical 
imperatives, but mere directions, either 
decrees of the constituted authorities or 
'counsels of the conscience' 
(GewissensratschIfige) of the chosen... 
The doctrine of ethics becomes one of 
individual cases and the science of it 
comes close to jurisprudence, that 
interprets and is concerned with its own 
legality. 342 
. 14 OBaeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 11, p. 135f. 
-14 'An expression used by Melanchthon, cf. Baeck, Wege im judentum, Part 5, 
386 and 2 1, p. 103. 
342Baeck, Aus drei Jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 102: "Die sittlichen Forderungen 
sind keine Gebote mehr, keine kategorischen Imperative, sondern bloße 
Anweisungen, entweder Anordnungen der eingesetzte Obrigkeit oder 
'Gewissensratschläge' der Berufenen... Die Sittenlehre wird eine Lehre von 
Fall zu Fall und die Wssenschaft von ihr darum mehr oder minder eine 
Jurisprudenz, die ihre Auslegung übt und auf die Legalität achtet". 
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But that is not all. Luther established his church with the 
assistance of the secular rulers, and it became more and more 
based on the authority and the protection of the state. 
343 A visible 
church and state are joined in Lutheranism. 
344 This sort of 
religion cannot exist without the state, for the authority of the 
state and of the church lie in the same hands. The ruling 
sovereign is at the same time the summus episcopus of the 
church. With that, the state is granted absolute rule. 
345 "Seid 
untertan der Obrigkeit", for it reigns by virtue of God's 
commandment. 
346 
Luther appears to be filled with a deep pessimism regarding the 
world in its sinful state and its work. 347 This corresponds to an 
inflexible and fatalistic sense of subservience. The human being 
must be resigned in accepting the working and living sphere born 
into. One is not allowed to tamper with the rigid barriers of caste 
and guild. Dependence and class as willed by God represent strict 
34 3Baeck, Wege fin liideiztiiin, Part 5, pp. 384f. 
344Baeck, Leo, Wege iin Judentwn, Berlin 1933, Part 6: Helfer und Lehrer. Über 
Mittelalter und neue Zeit, pp. 401-422 (1927), p. 403. 
34 5Baeck, Aus drei Jahrtausenden, Part 11, p. 136. 
-; 46Bäck, Leo, Spi? iozas erste Eitzwirkutzgeiz auf Deutschland (Dissertation, 
Friedrich-Wlhelms-Universität Berlin), Berlin 1895, p. 8; and Baeck, Aus 
drei Jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 61. 'Mis is almost a quote from Romans 13: 1. 
-3 4 7Baeck, Wege iin judeffluin, Part 5, p. 387. 
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Lutheran thought. 348 The motivation for social drive is lacking, 
and work and cultural life are devalued. 
349 The principle of being 
it complete" discourages any advancement. 
Baeck denounces Luther's lack of optimism as the most 
significant evil in his interpretation of the individual between 
State and Church. If the Messiah has already come and salvation 
has already been granted, then any hope for the future loses its 
meaning, to a large degree, and any urge to shape and better the 
world lacks a goal. 
350 
34 8Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 60; and Baeck, Wege im Judentum, 
Part 5, p. 385. 
349 Only the rejection of idleness of the monks is to have moved Luther to show 
some esteem for secular work. 
350Baeck, Aus ilrei jahrtauseyideiz, Part 1, p. 116; and Baeck, Aus drei 
lahrtaitsi,? iden, Part 11, p. 136. For a contrasting view of Luthers's hope for the 
future see f. ex. Ekkehard B6rsch on "Naherwartung bei Luther". 
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9.2.3 'The Kingdom Of God" according to Leo Baeck 
In view of the Lutheran state - church alliance, Leo Baeck poses 
what he considers the highest questions of truth and freedom: 
Does religion assist in achieving a "clear conscience" by making a 
pact with all forms of power, even evil ones, for the sake of the 
demands of present? Or is religion capable of and determined to 
resist for the sake of eternity? 
351 
Baeck refers to the two realms and says that they do not oppose 
each other, but are intertwined, for "the one realm should 
penetrate the other, influencing and determining it.,, 352 The 
higher realm continually enters the lower one in the form of the 
Commandment to grasp humanity. The Commandment includes 
goodness, devotion, selflessness, faith and reconciliation. "Being 
chosen" is not passive, being chosen by divine grace, but an 
acceptance of God's call: 
Und nun, wenn ihr höret auf meine 
Stimme und meinen Bund haltet: so 
sollet ihr mir sein ein Eigentum aus 
allen Völkern; denn mein ist die ganze 
Erde. 353 
351 Baeck, Wege iin Iiidention, Part 4, p. 287. 
352Baeck, Epochen, pp. 119ff. See more closely Luther's idea of 
"Kiinigsherrschaft Christi"; Ernst Wolf, 'Die K6nigsherrschaft Christi und 
der Staat', in Werner Schmauch and Ernst Wolf, K6nIgsherrschaft Christi: 
Der Christ im Staat, (München, 1958), pp. 20-, 61 
353 Ex. 19: 5. 
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This depicts the freedom of the individual very clearly. Each 
person has the ability to grasp or to waive the chance to be chosen, 
according to one's own will. The Commandment grasps 
individuals in the earthly realm and assists them in lifting 
themselves to the higher one. Both worlds are connected to each 
other, as expressed in the second section of the 
"A 
w; da pmrer- : 
to order the world through the Kingdom of the Almighty. 
The Kingdom of God, therefore, enters the earthly realm, so that 
the realm to come can begin for the people here and now. The 
dawn of the future starts in the present. The way to the higher 
realm, however, must be made by each individual, wherever he 
or she is at that moment. Deuteroisaiah appeals for this in his call 
" Clear the wayp, 354 
The basic reason for all action should be for the sake of God and 
not the state. Absolute independence of religion from the state is 
extremely significant. The Lutheran Reformation, however, 
placed religion in the hands of the state. 355 It is not difficult to 
note that in the context of the Weimar Republic Baeck's view is 
concentrated on conservative Lutheranism with its mentality of 
perseverance and grievance over the abdication of the monarchic 
system. The full picture only emerges when one includes Culture 
Protestantism which must be considered as quite a notable 
35 4 Isa. 40: 3, Baeck, Epochew, p. 124. 
355 Ibid., p. 100. 
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minority in the Protestant spectrum of the Weimar Republic with 
influences on the German church up until now. 
Representatives such as Otto Baumgarten, Martin Rade or 
Hermann Mulert welcomed the revolution of 1918 and the 
emerging Weimar Republic as an opportunity for the church to 
liberate itself from the alienating alliance with the state. The 
theological and ecclesiastical consequences gave a chance for re- 
direction towards the "actual" goals of Protestantism. 
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9.3 Analysis 
9.3.1 Leo Baeck: representative of Jewish Theol 
Leo Baeck's picture of Judaism comes, on the one hand, from the 
spirit of rabbinical tradition and, on the other hand, from the 
patterns of thought of his time. 
It is particularly conspicuous how often Baeck uses the 
terminology of Immanuel Kant in the continuation of Jewish 
Neo-Kantianism356. He speaks of "moral action" (sittlichen 
Handeln)357, of "heteronomy" (Heteronomie), 358 of striving for 
"bliss" (Glzickseligkeit) as an antithesis to "morality" (Sitt- 
lichkeit)359, and of "advice for the conscience" (Gewissens- 
356 For another example of Jewish-Kantian synthesis see Friedrich 
Niewöhner, 'lsaac Breuer und Kant, in Neue Zeitschrift für systematische 
Theologie und Religionsphilosophie, 17 (1975), pp. 142 ff. and 19 (1977), 
pp. 172 ff. 
357 Immanuel Kant, Kritik der Urteilskraft, § 29 Allgemeine Anmerkung. 
358 Immanuel Kant, Grundlegung zür Metaphysik der Sitten, 2. Abschnitt, also 
Kritik der praktischen Vertizinft, 1. Teil, 1. Buch, 1. Hauptstück, § 8, 
Lehrsatz IV 
359 Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Verminft, Methodenlehre, 2. Hauptstück, 
2. Absatz, also Kritik der praktischen Vernzinft, 1. Teil, 1. Buch, 1. 
Hauptstück, § 8, Anmerkung 11 and ibid., 1. Teil, 2. Buch, 2. Hauptstück, V, 
also Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der bloßen Verniinft, Vorrede zu 1. 
Aufl., 1. Anmerkung and ibid., 1. Stück, Allgemeine Anmerkungen, 2. 
Anmerkung, al-. -4) Metaphysik der Sitten, Einleitung 11. 
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ratsch1figen)360, the "commandments of practical reason" 
(Geboten der praktischen Vernunft)361 and the "categorical 
362 imperative" (kategorischen Imperativ) 
All in all Jewish Neo-Kantianism seems to dispute with thought 
and background of Christian Reformation. What a grotesque 
attempt if it were attempted. It is hoped, however, that previous 
arguments and examples show how rarely Baeck touches the 
reality of Reformation thought which is much more complex and 
so full of dialectics. The tensions of Luther's terminology is not 
sensitively received by Baeck. This also spurs the question to what 
extent Baeck is really arguing in full accordance with Jewish 
tradition, though he must first be cleared of the accusation that he 
argues simply in the philosophical manner of the 
Enlightenment. Rather one could say that he uses this system of 
contemporary thought and its terminology in order to present his 
Jewish standpoint. 
380 Immanuel Kant, Metaphysik der Sitten, Tugendlehre, Einleitung XII b. 
361 Immanuel Kant, Kritik der praktischetz Vertiunft, 1. Teil, 1. Buch, 1. 
Hauptstück, §7 and ibid., 1. Teil, 1. Buch, 1. Hauptstück, § 7, Anmerkung. 
362 Immanuel Kant, Kritik der praktischeij Vermitift, 1. Teil, 1. Buch, 1. 
Hauptstück, § 1, also ibid., 1. Teil, 1. Buch, 1. Hauptstück, § 7, also 
Gniiidie, Vi? ig :: iir Metaphysik der Sitten, 1. und 2. Abschnitt. 
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9.3.2 Leo aeck's Assumptions on Luther 
Leo Baeck presents a picture of Lutheran theology from a Jewish 
perspective which appears quite intriguing, especially for the 
Jewish intelligentsia he tried to convince. Nevertheless, I have 
indicated before that one might well be right in posing the 
question to what extent he was able to present Martin Luther's 
intentions fairly and even whether this was what he wanted. One 
has to keep in mind: Baeck was not really interested in Luther 
himself or in the historical situation which Luther had to face 
when he developed his ideas. Luther appears as merely a part of 
the dispute with Christianity in the situation of post- 
enlightenment, when historico-critical questioning shattered the 
basis of Bible and tradition as well as the old concept of a 
Christian occident. 
Therefore, this representation of Christianity is more a sign of 
deliberate and schematic polemic than the attempt o give the 
counterpart due credit by a very differentiated view. 363 The 
contrast between Judaism and Christianity being described as 
classical versus romantic religions is characteristic in that it is 
obviously pressed into contemporary German philosophical 
schemes. 
An objective perspective will not be able to avoid the insight that 
383 on Baeck's limited aproach to Christianity see Reinhold Mayer, 
Christenhan und Judenhori in der Schau Leo Baecks, Studia Delitzschiana 6, 
(Stuttgart, 1961), pp. 4449. 
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Baeck's polarized model of "mystery" and "commandment", does 
probably work much better within one single faith tradition then 
in comparison of two different ones. 
Baeck's constructs of polarization make it difficult to duly 
evaluate the actual developments and schools of thought in 
Christianity as well as Judaism. There is room to argue whether 
this was Baeck's intention. There seem to be clear indications for 
an intended and conscious one-sidedness of ideas and positions 
for the sake of apologetics and critique. 364 The separation of 
influences on the church - the Jewish-biblical tradition on the one 
side and Hellenistic influences on the other-appears to be 
especially doubtful. Baeck's equation: Gnosticism is Christianity 
without Judaism and in that sense, it is pure Christianity365 is 
open polemic. The Church might not have always liked the 
various influences united in its tradition. However devastating 
Christian scholarly judgement was its inheritance from Judaism 
was rarely ever disputed and even acknowledged by St. Paul as 
root. 366 Furthermore one has to be aware of the dispute that 
broke out over the issue of Gnosticism which was under fierce 
attack by mainstream Christian theology, especially by Irenaeus of 
"" Mayer, Christentum und ludentum, pp. 4849. 
36 5Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 1, p. 89. 
366 Rom. 11: 18. 
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Lyons in his book adversus haereses (ca. AD 180). 
367 Baeck's 
theory of "Judaism in the Church" becomes even more 
problematic when he tries to distill this Jewish foundation from 
Christianity to create an objective image of it. 
It is striking, yet highly questionable when Baeck includes Jesus 
and the Gospels in this Jewish foundation, and further examines 
the history of Christian theology in order to extract Jewish 
influences on the one hand, genuine Christian (i. e. non-Jewish) 
influences on the other. Baeck defines two tracks in the Christian 
history of religion, namely, a Jewish one reaching from Jesus via 
Pelagius and Duns Scotus to Calvin, and a Christian one starting 
with Paul and leading to Augustine and Luther. However, 
Christianity is only properly received as this mix of various 
influences. just as Judaism is. This rough division makes it easy 
to assume that Baeck was really less interested in the theological 
questions of the time than in presenting a highly stylized view. 
Nevertheless, I do not see that Baeck wants to exploit this "Jewish 
strand" in Christian theology for his own purposes. If we consider 
the discussion with Harnack, we might see Baeck's motivation: in 
opposing Christian ignorance, which despicably rejects Judaism as 
a faith of the past, and declares Christianity to be the "absolute 
"I On the rejection of Gnosticism by Irenaeus see Carl Andresen, 'Die biblische 
Theologie des IrenAus von Lyon', in Handbuch der Doginengeschichte, vol 1: 
Die Lehrentwicklung im Rahmen der KatholizitAt, Carl Andresen (ed. ), 
(Gbttingen, 1988), pp. 79-98, here pp. 80,81,97 and 98. 
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religion", Baeck issues the explicitly polemical warning368 not to 
underestimate the vividness and actuality of the Jewish faith. 
Afterall, early Historical Bible Criticism was not too concerned 
either, whether or not to eliminate text passages in the Old 
Testament which seemed "un-Christian". 
Baeck's polemic emerges from two methods of analysis: First, 
everything he valu eS in Christianity is carefully extracted, and 
then attributed to Judaism. 369 In this way, Jesus and the Gospel - 
as opposed to Paul - can suddenly end up in the "Jewish camp". 
Baeck uses this principle all the way through when dealing with 
the Church tradition. It culminates in the development of his 
polarity model: the Pauline-romantic and the Jewish-classical 
religion. At this point, the portrayal of Judaism as well as 
Christianity becomes ahistorical, with Baeck fully accepting this. 
On the other hand, parallel phenomena in both religions are 
viewed positively in Judaism and judged negatively in 
Christianity For example, "grace" in Judaism joins happily with 
the positive term of "commandment". In Christian terms, 
however, 'grace' becomes the very basis of "passivity" and 
"egocentricity". Reinhold Mayer coins the term "Law of 
368Walter Jacob entitled his essay on Leo Baeck 'Modern Polemic". To him, 
Baeck represents the contemporary prototype of this genre. Walter Jacob, 
Christianity through Jewish Eyes: The Quest for Co? ninon Ground, 
(Cincinnati, Ohio, 1974), pp. 137-161, notes: pp. 261-263. 
Mayer, Christentum wid Judention, p. 87 
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Addition" for this procedure. 370 
All this makes the conclusion likely that Baeck did only have 
limited access to the complex and perhaps somewhat 
unsystematic world of Luther's thinking. And we also have 
reason to believe that such understanding was not at the centre of 
his endeavour. Nevertheless, it has to be accepted that Baeck 
recognized the key points of Luther"s teaching. The following 
chapter will have to evaluate whether or not they received fair 
treatment by Baeck. 
"Reinhold Mayer, Christenhun ivid jiidentwri in der Schau Leo Baecks, 
(Stuttgart, 1961), p. 86. 
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9.3.3 Leo Baeck and Martin Luther in Conflict 
9.3.3.1 The Doctrine of justification 
Leo Baeck focuses on the systematic duality of "grace" and 
"freedom" when he criticizes the assumption that justification 
solely by faith (sola gratia) devalues moral action and forces 
humankind into passivity. 
Baeck is so generous to overlook the differentiation here which 
Luther371 is eager to make: he distinguishes between outward 
and inward righteousness. The one refers to human beings as 
part of society regarding their behavior coram hominibus. The 
individual acts justýin his contact with fellow individuals by fair 
action. 
Before God, however - coram deo - only purity of the heart 
counts. This inward justice cannot be achieved through action - as 
Baeck has rightly pointed out- but is freely given as the gift of 
faith in Jesus Christ by grace alone. 
Sinful humankind can never actively achieve this righteousness, 
for it is merely ascribed without merit and dignity ex gratia (Rom. 
3: 28). With his teachings on the fides vere infusa, Luther 
deliberately distances himself from scholastic theology which 
371 
sc-e Kirchen I- ge7neinschaft und polit'sche Ethic: Ergebnis eines theologischen 
Gcsprdches zu? n Verhdlt? ils von Zzvei -Reich e- Leh re und Lehre von der 
Kdn igsh errs chaft Christi, Joachim Rogge and Helmut Zeddies (eds. ), 
(Berlin, 1980), pp. 12-14 
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thinks it possible to prepare for such a gift of faith by pious action. 
However, the significance of good deeds is not lost with the sola 
fide principle. In this respect Leo Baeck's objection has to be toned 
down, in real life faith and deed are interlinked and not divided. 
Faith cannot exist without action or deed. Whoever has faith in 
Jesus must also act according to it. " In John 6: 36, "faith" and 
"emulation" are always used in parallel sense and in John 1: 35-51, 
the terms are used interchangeably. The imperative "follow 
me,, 373 does not contradict Deutero-Isaiah's call for action "clear 
the way", which Baeck emphasises. 374 Dietrich Bonhoeffer 
expresses this explicitly: 
Cheap grace is the most serious enemy 
of our church... 
Cheap grace means the justification of 
sin and not of sinner. For grace alone 
causes everything, nothing has to 
change... 
372 
see lecture of E. Wolf in Unter der Herrschaft Christi, Beiträge zur 
evangelischen Theologie 32, (München, 1961): "Luther hat, besonders 
deutlich in seinem Traktat 'De libertate christiana', eine ausgesprochene 
Nachfolge-Ethik wesentlich als Sozialethik entwickelt. Und zwar gerade 
unter Ablehnung der immitatio-Frömmigkeit. In seiner Auslegung von Phil 
2,5f verlangt er dementsprechend von dem im Glauben gerechtfertigten 
Christenmenschen die Selbsterniedrigung in und auf Grund seiner neu 
geschenkten Freiheit. Diese Selbsterniedrigung zim Dienst ist das 
notwendige Wirksamwerden des Glaubens" (italics in the original), p. 76. 
373 Mark 1: 17,2: 14; Luke 5: 1-11; lCor U: I. 
3741 sa. 4 0: 3. 
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Cheap grace means grace without 
disciples.. ' (Grace) is worthy for it 
demands disciples. 375 
Luther is convinced to emphasize: actions do not have any value 
or influence in order to gain the state of righteousness in the eyes 
of God, faith alone is the decisive factor. But no faithful Christian 
will fall short in his striving for ethical conduct and active 
discipleship. 
Leo Baeck would not agree with that. To his mind the possibility 
for community with God flows from the fulfillment of the 
Commandment. The Jew can prepare for faith through deed, 
guided to faith through the fulfilment of the halakha. And 
halakha is actually more than "the commandment", it is a way of 
life. Action on the part of the individual is a prerequisite to 
experiencing closeness to God in the Jewish tradition of faith. 
Besides this controversy concerning Luther's alleged denigrating 
social and moral action, Baeck's fear is unfounded. Actions or 
deeds remain an important component of human existence even 
in Protestant theology. The Lutheran doctrine made a decision 
with regard to the question what comes first: faith or deeds. The 
one does not exclude or outrule the other. 
On the basis of the Church's teaching of original sin Luther, 
7 5Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Nachfolge, lOtli ed., (Munich, 1971), pp. 13-15: "Billige 
Gnade ist der Todfeind unserer Kirche... Billige Gnade heißt Rechtfertigung 
der Sünde und nicht des Sünders. Weil Gnade doch alles allein tut, darum 
kann alles beim alten bleiben... Billige Gnade ist Gnade ohne Nachfolge... 
Teuer ist sie, weil sie in die Nachfolge rufC. 
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however, makes a decision about the sequence of the two: the 
corrupted humankind can overcome its state of sin because God 
chooses to enable it to do this. Only by faith in Jesus as the human 
presence of God in the world. And only after having accepted that 
no righteousness can be achieved by keeping the commandments. 
An attempt to keep them would lead to frustration for not being 
able to do so and would be sinful in itself. Once this corrupted 
status is accepted God may enable his creation to act justly by 
granting faith in Jesus. This experience of faith, love and hope is 
then the very root of social action. 
9.3.3.2 The Doctrine of Original Sin 
According to Luther, having insight into the constitution of the 
world and its order of creation and grace is a prerequisite for just 
action. This insight is ex gratia, it must "enlighten", for the 
human being is in a state of sin. By this Luther means the basic 
sin of not having faith and of renouncing God. 
As 'original' sin, this not only destroys the original community 
with God, but represents a real corruption of the entire person, 
the entire human creation. This corruptio naturae determines the 
status of the individual and is passed on from generation to 
generation. 
In this way, the individual cannot recognize his or her own sinful 
behaviour. Reason is blinded by the corruption of human nature 
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376 
and cannot understand what belongs to the spirit of God. 
Baeck contrasts this to the Jewish standpoint. Here, the individual 
is not prevented from understanding the constitution of the 
world because of original sin. Everybody in Jewish terms has the 
free will to be either good or evil. Through the gift of 'grace of the 
commandment", God shows the path to righteousness readily 
available to everybody who is willing to attain it. 
Luther's standpoint cannot be reconciled with this view. Here we 
find definite controversy between the anthropologies of Judaism 
and Christianity, which, of course, is taken up by Baeck. This is 
even more so as Luther attacks what he calls "semi-Pelagianic" 
tendencies of Church doctrine in his, which in turn are objects of 
Baeck's respect. 377 
9.3.3.3 Free Will and the Commandment 
The teaching of original sin has far-reaching consequences for 
Luther's entire theological thinking. Free will represents the 
highest ideal for Baeck, for the capacity to act is given by God but 
the direction which our deeds take is up to man's free will. Luther 
holds that no individual has a free will with regard to 
376 Bernhard Lolise, Martin Luther: Eine Eitiffihning in sein Leben und sein 
Werk, (Munich, 19822), p. 167. 
377 Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausenden, Part 11, pp. 129,131ff. 
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redemption or eternal salvation. 3,, 8 
In 1525, in his book De servo arbitrio, he clearly expressed this in 
the course of his debate with Erasmus of Rotterdam. Luther 
speaks of man as an animal that carries burden. 
If God were to sit on its back it would take the course directed by 
God. In case the devil rode on it - it would follow the devil's 
direction. 379 In the same way a human being is not free to 
choose the rider that is going to direct him/her but God. Rather 
God and the devil battle to hold on to the donkey or to take 
possession of it. 380 
With this, the commandment is clearly given different value. 
Baeck is wrong in claiming that Christianity abolished the law. 
However, the term that it is "fulfilled" by Christ gives an idea of 
the different interpretation of its function. Nevertheless, in the 
dispute on antinomianism, Luther had claimed: who abolishes 
the law abolishes the gospel. He thereby emphasized the idea that 
the law is necessary for its judging and condernming character in 
381 
order to make the sinner aware of Christ as fulfiller of the law. 
According to Luther, the commandment achieves two tasks. 
Firstly, the commandment tells the individual how to behave in 
379 WA 18,661,29-662,7. 
379 WA 18,635,17-22. 
"" Ibid. 
3151 See Bernhard Lohse, "Von Luther bis zum Konkordienbuch', in Hayidbuch der 
Dogmen- wid Theologiegeschichte, vol 2: Die Lehroit7vicklung im Rahmen 
der Konfcs. sionalitfit, Carl Andresen (ed. ), pp. 3945 
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order to be just to his or her fellow human beings. The usus legis 
civilis is to support the good and to prevent evil. However, the 
commandment also demonstrates the sinfulness of human 
beings by plaguing their consciences and leading them to Christ 
and the Gospel in order to seek forgiveness for their sins. 
The usus theologicus seu spiritualis of the commandment 
supports the view that individuals are not righteous before God 
because of their righteous action, but for the sake of Christ's 
suffering for humanity. The purpose of the commandment is not 
to appeal to the free will of the individual; just the opposite, its 
purpose is to expose the powerlessness of the individual (Rom. 
3: 20). Finally, the tertius usus legis supports the view that there 
exists a certain relation between faith and law. Faith enables "joy 
and love for the commandment" (Lust und Liebe zu den 
Geboten). 382 This approach of faith to the law of God is 
interpreted as a demand of the Creator on his creature, a demand 
which the creature fulfils out of free obedience and without 
claiming a reward. It is there, in this strong combination of faith 
and law, that Lutheran thought comes closest to Baeck's 
intentions and also closest to demanding social action and the 
political usage of the Gospel. 
383 
382 see Eilert Herms, 'Die Bedeutung des Gesetzes ffir die lutherische 
Soziallehre', in Vo? i Wittenberg izach Memphis: Festschrift ffir Reinhold 
SchWarz, Walter Homolka and Otto Ziegelmeier (eds. ), (G6ttingen, 1987), 
pp. 62-67, here p. 67. 
363 ibid., p. 67. Further discussion of the usus tertius legis in Gerhard Ebeling, 
lusus politicus legis - usus politicus evangehi, in Zeitschrift ffir Theologie 
wid Kirche 79 (1982), pp. 323-348. 
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"Law" and "Gospel" both refer to God as the One who judges and 
pardons. The law does not mean the Hebrew Bible as opposed to 
the New Testament, but refers to one of the two ways of 
community and communication within the entire scriptures. 
384 
So we may say: 'Commandment' is a theological topos of 
importance and is definitely found in Christianity and specifically 
in the doctrine of Martin Luther. It is obvious to me, however, 
that Leo Baeck can hardly be satisfied with this interpretation of 
the commandment. To Baeck, "the commandment" is the path 
leading to God; to Luther it represents a path of admonishment 
pointing the way to the right path as well as leading astray. 
9.3.3.4 The Doctrine of Two Kingdoms 
It is important to recognize two continually distinguished 
perspectives in Luther's thought: coram hominibus and coram 
deo. Such a distinction is also apparent in the doctrines of the two 
kingdoms. 385 Baeck can, therefore, accuse Luther of placing the 
earthly realm at a distance from God. To him a society of sinners 
384 Rogge, Joachim/Zeddies, Helmut, Kirchenge? neinschaft und politische 
Ethik, p. 20 
385 Luther never actually used the term 'doctrine of Two Kingdoms'. It first 
appears around 1922 in secondary research literature; cf. Lohse, Martin 
Lii ther, P. 192. 
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seems to function merely on the basis of social constraints; the 
authorities enforce matters of morality. Thus, for Baeck, morality 
becomes a purely external quality in Luther's system. 
Furthermore this could mean a limitation of God's omnipotence 
and ability of direct interference. 386 
But is Baeck right here? Luther makes it perfectly clear that both 
kingdoms are ruled by God in the same when he speaks of the 
387 "Reich Gottes zur rechten und zur linken Hand". God rules in 
both orders, for the secular regiment is not profane, separate from 
God. Indeed, the Christian ruler exists and rules under the sceptre 
of God. By viewing society from two perspectives, Luther can 
overcome a theocratic society which gives the Church direct 
political power. This does not mean that God is "'relieved" of the 
rule over Creation, but it makes possible a secular society which 
can exist in its own right and dignity totally apart the Church. 388 
This involves the fundamental distinction between what is 
necessary on religious and on social grounds; what makes up the 
spiritual and the secular realms in the one world of God. I feel 
that Luther uses precisely this argument in opposing the 
corruption of the Church through power, which Baeck 
386 The Barmer Theological Declaration (Theologische ErklArung) expresses 
similar reservations in Thesis 2. 
387 Paul Althaus, Uyn die Wahrheit des Eva? igeliwns, (Stuttgart, 1962), p. 265. 
388 Matthia,,, Kroeger, Theologische Kldrwig imseres Friede? isverhaltens: Eitze 
Zweiretchelehre fi'ir den Frieden, (Stuttgart, 1984), p. 70. 
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continually refers to. 389 At the same time Luther sanctifies 
everyday life and therefore takes up one of Baeck's most 
important values. 
It is important to consider that obedience towards the secular 
authority stops at the point where it would be directed against 
God. The clausula Petri in Acts 5: 29: "Man muf3 Gott mehr 
gehorchen als den Menschen"390 represents a higher law than 
the appeal to be a subject to the authority. It justifies, according to 
Luther, a- passive - right of resistance. 
391 It is precisely this 
resistance which Baeck also demanded. 392 In the end it might be 
a true judgement to say that Luther's ddwebO" between the 
elements of holiness and profanity prepared the ability for the 
Protestant Church to redefine its position in and reconcile itself 
with a pluralistic society. 
389 Walter Jacob, Christianity through Jewish Eyes: The Quest for Common 
Ground, (Cincinnati, OH, 1974), p. 140: Baeck "discussed the dangers of 
corruption through power, which had often occurred within the Church. " 
390 Cf. the tension of the statements of Rom. 13 and Rev. 13. 
391 Lohse, Martiii Luther, p. 197; and Bengt Hägglund, Geschichte der 
Theolcýgie: Ein Abriß, (Berlin, 1983), p. 183. 
19 2 Baeck, Wege im Judentum, Part 4, p. 287. 
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9.3.3.5 The "Complete" Individual and Predestination 
Baeck implies that Luther claims only those who have been 
chosen from the Beginning will receive salvation on the basis of 
faith. 393 However, in contrast to Calvin's doctrine of a double 
predestination, to Luther, praedestinatio always means 
praedestinatio ad salutem. This does not fit with the image of the 
passive waiting state of the condemned. Much more, it represents 
the hopeful affirmation of God's perpetual openness to 
humanity. God is always willing to offer salvation to the sinner. 
In this sense, Luther does not have much more in common with 
Calvin than the use of the term, but rather presents a 
counterbalance to Calvin's theory of the determination of the 
individual. 
Consequently, Baeck might be ove-vrew-6-&, ýj at this point. 
Praedestinatio ad salutem seems indeed very consistent with the 
Jewish image of covenant and Chosen People. God is loyal to the 
Chosen People, Israel, even when they continually violate the 
394 
covenant, as stated in Lev 26: 42-4. Even his term "the com- 
plete and perfect individual" is awkward. According to Baeck, the 
393 Baeck, Aus drei jahrtausoiden, Part 1, pp. 53f; and Baeck, Aus drei 
lahrtausenden, Part 11, p. 136. 
394 The idea that repentance is always possible and that God always awaits 
the return of Israel to Him is best expressed in the selichoth for the High 
Holidays 
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redeemed individual surely has no trust in the future, no 
"messianic" urge. The "new individual" of Christianity395 who, 
through Christ's act of salvation, is now free from original guilt, 
is called to fellowship and hopes for Christ's second coming. With 
this second coming, the Kingdom of God will dawn. 
Considering specifically the Lutheran doctrine of repentance, it it 
obvious that Baeck thinks too functionallyhere. The dying of the 
"old" individual and being blessed with redemption wraught by 
the cross of Christ, and thus the birth of the new person is 
reflected and actualised in the entire life of a Christian. This tran- 
sition to becoming a "new" individual can by no means be fixed 
to any specific point in life in which the certainty of redemption 
could be conveyed. The individual is placed in the process of 
transformation by means of baptism and holy communion, and is 
thereby given a task: to let love become effective through faith. 
Luther's essential understanding of word and sacrament is rightly 
questioned by Baeck, who prefers the reformed doctrine in its 
form represented by Calvinism. But in the end it is irrelevant for 
the discussion of Judaism and leads once again back to the 
problem of commandment and divine grace. In any case, a 
Christian is not "complete", but considers him or herself placed at 
a new beginning, sets out for a new start. 
39S Rom. 5: 12-21. 
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9.3.3.6 The Main Problem of Law and Divine Grace 
In Baeck's response to Martin Luther, his polarization of 
"mystery" and "commandment" is conspicuous. Although he 
generally tries to unite both aspects in a true religion, the 
impression remains that "mystery" gets the short end of the stick 
in Judaism. This emphasis might result from the Neo-Kantian 
background of Baeck's reception of the Jewish tradition as 
presented in his argument with Christianity. In any case, it is not 
characteristic for Baeck's theology in general. 396 It appears as if an 
artificial opposition is constructed which does not arise at all 
within inner-Jewish debate. For example, divine grace cannot 
simply be assigned to the mystery, as opposed to the 
commandment. Because to Jewish thought, it is precisely the 
commandment that is the path of grace which God has prepared. 
And even further: Whether or not this understanding is a viable 
way has not remained unquestioned even in the Hebrew Bible 
397 
itself. 
So both Jews as well as Christians live from grace, whether the 
grace of God or the grace of Christ. 
398 The conflict rises with the 
396 Baeck, Leo: Dieses Volk - jüdische Existenz 11, p. 22.67.318 (1957) 
397 )er 13: 23, Eccles 7: 20, Ps 130-3f - and Ps 51: 7-12. 
398 Gesetz wid G? zade im Alteii Testainetzt wid im jüdischen Detzken, Robert 
Brunner (ed. ), (Zurich, 1969), p. 78. 
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question whether or not individuals, through action, are able to 
justify themselves in the face of God. This does not refer to the 
will of human beings but to their ability. Both Baeck and Luther 
answer this question explicitly: that which is denied by Luther is 
vehemently affirmed by Baeck, in the Pharisaic tradition. It must 
be noted that there is definitely evidence in the Hebrew Bible 
which indeed questions these convictions of Baeck and 
Judaism. 399 
Here, justice is not self-evident, as in other parts of the Hebrew 
Bible, but rather impossible. Being in a state of guilt the 
individual can only live with God's forgiveness. This is the mes- 
sage given in the Psalms of Repentance400 and in Job401 f 
corresponding to the institution of expiation of the Priestly 
scriptures. 
399 For greater detail, cf. Werner H. Schmidt, 'Rechtfertigung des Gottlosen' 
bi der Botschaft der Prophetew Festschrift (co? nineinorative publication) 
for Ha? is Walter Wolff, (Neukirchen, 1981), pp. 157-168. 
400 Ps. 6; 32; 38; 51; 102; 130; 143. 
401 Job4: 17; 9: 2; 14: 4; 15: 14; 25: 4ff. 
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10 Towards a Genuinely Jewish 
Theology 
10.1 Bewilderment and Unrest 
In the following chapter I will try to present the various 
endeavours towards a genuinely Jewish theology. This 
background will help to evaluate Baeck's achievements in 
creating an adequate image of Judaism. 
In the early thirties with the crisis of Historicism the call for an 
authentic Jewish theology became urgent. The period was one of 
bewilderment and unrest. It was the time when Karl Jaspers 
wrote his portrayal of the growing uneasiness and alienation of 
402 modern humankind 
In 1926, Martin Heidegger had published his Sein und Zeit, the 
most authentic and compelling document of secularization, 
showing a humankind that had lost the sense of eternity, and 
interpreting existence as "'Sein zum Tode". Hans Joachim Schoeps 
expressed this mood of despair in his "jiidischer Glaube in dieser 
Zeit,, 403. In his negation of human-centred idealism Schoeps 
looks like a truly Barthian theologian introducing only slight 
modifications in order to suit the Jewish requirements. 
ge Situation der Zeit 402 Karl Jaspers, Die geisti, 
403 1932. 
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10.2 The Tasks of the Time 
Around the same time in the thirties Martin Buber convened a 
meeting of Jewish theologians at the office of the 
"Reichsvertretung der deutschen Juden" in Berlin. There, he 
submitted a scheme for the publication of an anthology to be 
entitled Beiträge zu einer jüdischen Theologie -a book that was 
never written. 
Alexander Altmann, however, preserved the proposed Table of 
ContentS404 
I. ABGRENZUNGEN 
1. DAS PROBLEM DER MACHT. 
VON DEN ANSPRÜCHEN DES STAATES, 
DER ABSOLUTHEITSANSPRUCH IN STAAT uND KIRCHE. 
DAS VERHÄLTNIS DES JUDENTUMS ZUM STAAT UND ZUM 
ANSPRUCH DER ABSOLUTHEIT. 
2. MESSIANISMUS UND GESELLSCHAFTSVERVOLLKOMMNUNG. 
3. RELIGION UND KULTUR. 
ECHTE UND FALSCHE UNIVERSALITÄT. 
Di F- MISSION. 
EXKURs A: DAS JUDENTUM UND DIE DIALEKTISCHE THEOLOGIE 
404 Alexander Altmann, 'Theology in Twentieth-Century German jewry', 
Lco Baeck bistihite Year Book 1 (1956), pp. 193-216. 
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11. ELEMENTE 
1. GESCHICHTE UND TRADITION. 
2. LEHRE UND GESETZ MIT BESONDERER BEHANDLUNG DES 
AUTORITATSPROBLEMS. 
3. DIE BEDEUTUNG DER BIBEL 
(A) BIBELWISSENSCHAFT. 
(B) BIBELLEHRE 
4. DAs GEBET. 
5. SUNDE UND VERSOHNUNG. 
6. DIE ANSCHAUUNG Zum TODF- 
EXKURs B: DER SYSTEMBEGRIFF DER JUDISCHEN THEOLOCIE 
III. WEG 
1. SEKTEN UND RICHTUNGEN. 
2. DIE FORMEN DER UNTERWEISUNG UND DIE METHODEN DER 
ERZIEHUNG. 
3. THEOLOCIEAts BERUF. 
4. DER ANTEIL DES RELIGI 0`SEN JUDENTUMS AN DEN 
GEGENWARTSAUFGABEN 
. 
clear picture emerges especially from the first part - "Abgren- 
zungen"(Distinctions) - as to the state of Jewish theological 
thinking at that stage. 
There was, in the first place, the question of the relationship 
between religion and state. Then, there was the problem of 
Messianism versus the ideology of progress which is linked with 
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the problem of religion and culture. Dialectical theology had 
deeply attacked the liberal concept of religion as one of the 
elements of culture (Ku Iturprotes tan tismus). It had expressed the 
view that the crisis of modern humankind resulted from the ab- 
soluteness with which it had invested the exploration of culture. 
In the place of human-made culture it put the Word of God. 
This radical questioning of culture constituted a challenge to both 
liberal and orthodox Jewish theology. In Jewish thinking a belief 
in the religious value of human culture had been deeply 
ingrained. Hence, the urge to examine this question posed by 
dialectical theology from a Jewish point of view. 
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10.3 Jewish Existence: Nation and Peoplehood 
As we have heard in the biographical notes on the life of Leo 
Baeck Hitler's devastating regime resulted in an aweful caesura in 
Baeck's literary activity between 1941 and 1944. Yet, even in the 
concentration camp of Theresienstadt, where he stayed from 1943 
to 1944, Baeck did not stop wcrki'ýj. What emerged were two 
volumes entiteld This People: Jewish Existence4O5. In This 
People, the concept of flessence" is replaced by that of "existence". 
The Jewish religious tradition appears no longer as a mere 
phenomenon in the history of ideas but as the very expression of 
the people's uniqueness. 
Previously he had pointed out the uniqueness of ethical 
monotheism as some revolutionary force that broke into the 
world constituting a "revelation". 
Now he describes the historical appearance of this people as 
something quite extraordinary, as "ein Einmaliges". A 
40 5Dieses Volk: Ndische Existetiz, Vol. 1, (Frankfurt am Main, 1955); Vol. 2, 
(Frankfurt am Main, 1957). 
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particularistic touch prevails406. Only the Jewish people, Baeck 
points out, has the peculiar gift of both embracing mystery and 
commandment407. They experience the metaphysical as the 
"commanding mystery" (das gebietende Geheimnis). Seen from 
this perspective, Jewish mysticism has now become a manifes- 
tation of Israel's regenerative power, rather than distorting the 
cc, 408 regenera ive process 
The experience of the Holocaust had changed Leo Baeck's 
position. His work is a true witness of the development of Jewish 
theology in the twentieth century: from the denial of the 
uniqueness and essential otherness of the Jew towards a 
reaffirmation of Jewish uniqueness in metaphysical terms. It will 
have to be investigated how the issue changed: from the 
flessence" towards the "existence" of Judaism. 
406 It is interesting to note Rosenzweig's criticism of Baeck as uttered in 
'Apologetisches Denken', in Kleinere Schriften, ( Berlin, 1937). Rosenzweig 
sees the basis dogma of Judaism as the election of Israel. In that he 
challenges Leo Baeck's position that there are no dogmas at all in Judaism. 
This dogma, however, has to be experienced, rather than to be pronounced. 
Rosenzweig would set this closed-off mystery against the christological 
dogmas. One could live within this mystery without systematizing it. 
Contrasted with Baeck's early position one can note that his new existential 
approach meets with the ideas held by his friend Rosenzweig. 
407 In Baeck's theology "nation" was a part from the very beginning. In his 
search for the idea in the long succession of generations he counters Harnack's 
emphasis on the Protestant individual as a wanderer towards a relationship 
with Jesus. 
408 see: The Essence of Judaism, lst edition. 
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10.4 Evaluation and Outlook 
What remains of Baeck's theology that exercises enduring 
influence? 
It is certainly his ethical approach which places humankind and 
its autonomous creativity in the centre of interest. It is also the 
preservation and re-appreciation of the emotional and mystical 
forces that work in Judaism despite the neglect they had suffered 
in the age of enlightenment. And moreover we see a tendency 
towards moral universalism, a messianic tendency reaching out 
409 to all human beings and all the world 
It is true that the problems of Baeck's age may have changed. The 
Holocaust has Pushed away the rivalry between the two sisters, 
Church and Synagogue, and brought them closer in 
understanding and appreciation. Internationally this has fostered 
a development of even closer links between modern Jewish 
theology and other schools of thought. 
Baeck ends a period of search for the essentials of Jewish faith 
which had enormous influence on Jewish spirituality in this 
century. Until quite recently one could be considered a good Jew if 
one believed in God and led a moral life. Baeck also provided a 
bridge of deeper understanding between the mystical and the 
rational elements in Jewish tradition which could be used by later 
ý09 Leo Baeck, 'World Religion and Natonal Religion', in Mordecai M. Kaplan 
Jubilee Volume, (New York, 1953). 
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generations to go back and experience anew what their ancestors 
had known: there is an existential possibility of knowing God 
transcending all the sets and systems that could be developed 
from the institutional side of faith. 
Today the task for Reform Jewish theologians remains much the 
same as it was in the nineteenth century: to find a balance of 
Continuity and Change that safeguards the authenticity of Jewish 
religious life on the one hand and, on the other hand, takes 
seriously the insight that God makes a journey with his people 
where there will be new impressions of the relationship between 
God and his people on the way. 
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Conclusion 
Leo Baeck - Parent of Jewish-Christian Dialogue 
In the first chapter I undertook to show that Leo Baeck can be 
considered to be one of the most distinguished thinkers of 
German Liberal Judaism in the first half of the twentieth century. 
Baeck has prepared the ground for the development of the 
Jewish-Christian dialogue. 
His virtue lies in his constant interest with Christianity, which 
not even the events during the Third Reich could weaken, and 
his change from the search for the 'essence' of Judaism to the 
concentration on 'existence' and 'identity' of the people of Israel. 
His interest in the historical Jesus sets an example for various 
Jewish attempts to understand the teachings of Jesus as an integral 
part of Jewish tradition and history. His continuing interest in 
Christianity goes back to the turn of the century, when Baeck 
became involved in the essence debate with Adolf von Harnack. 
He is one of those who support the "reclaiming of Jesus into 
Judaism" (jiidische Leben-jesu-Forschung). 
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Historicism and Liberalism 
In order to understand Leo Baeck it was helpful to see the histori- 
cal background of the Jewish emancipation and antisemitism 
during the German Empire of 1871.1 submit that emancipation is 
a phenomenon of the post-enlightenment age which can be 
understood in the context of the emergence of rational thought 
with the development of modern sciences and the social 
integration of minority groups. For Jews this meant both the loss 
of autonomy and the emergence of different Jewish 
denominations. The integration into the bourgeois society was 
seen more and more as the assimilation into a Christian Society. 
Jewish science and theology reacted to this challenge both by 
renewed apologetics and a historical approach in research on 
Christianity. The interest of Jewish society in a Science of Judaism 
increased with the emerging antisemitism. Along with the 
influence of the enlightenment strong anti-Jewish tendencies 
remained powerful developing the idea of an anti-Judaism based 
on racial reasoning, i. e. antisemitism. The Jewish reaction was 
prompt, increased assimilation into a society dominated by 
Protestant thought and loss of identity as a Jewish community 
which resulted in Jewish religious liberaliSM. 410 
410 We could define that those streams within a theology are considered 
liberal' which try to give answers to the challenges of their period in a 




Up to this point Jewish and Protestant liberalism resembled each 
other. During the first decades of the Second Reich Liberal 
Theology, both Protestant and Jewish, shared their set of values 
and the problems that had to be theologicaly solved. By 
4'e connecting Christianity to the state, and enforcing the idea of a 
Protestant Prussian state,, Jews were expelled from further 
identification with liberal ideology. The debate about essence 
separated them even more. Only the assumption of a historical 
development of the Jewish ceremonial law enabled any ritual 
reform. This liberal Jewish thought aimed at modernizing Jewish 
faith and ritual. At the same time it attempted to create some 
group identity on a new basis. 
Harnack's "Essence of Christianity" marks the climax of this 
Jewish struggle. It was the Science of Judaism which provided the 
tools of an intellectual process for changing the social 
environment of German Jewry. Baeck as a representative of 
Liberal Jewish Theology has to be seen in one line with the 
representatives of the Wissenschaft des Judentums (Science of 
Judaism). Due to his studies at the Universities of Breslau and 
Berlin he was as well educated in the non-Jewish field as in the 
Jewish. 
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Harnack's "Wesen des Christentums" 
Baeck joined the debate with Christianity by writing his Wesen 
des judentums (Essence of Judaism) as an answer to Adolf von 
Harnack's Wesen des Christentums (Essence of Christianity). This 
work tries to explain the conservative elements within 
Christianity by means of the historical method4l 1. It aims at 
developing a Christian way of life which is adapted to the 
demands of the present era. Harnack presents his notion of 
Christianity by juxtaposing a polarised view of an individualistic, 
undogmatic, creative and renewing Jesus with a petrified, 
I pharisaic Judaism' clinging to the law. 
I have condensed the Essence of Christianity in the following 
characteristics: 
(1) Knowledge of the individuality of each human being 
(2) A direct relationship between each individual and God 
(3) Imitation of Jesus by faith and deeds 
411 Troeltsch was the first to analyze this historical method more 
thoroughly which is used to develop the idea of essence. This leads to the 
'historical abstraction', i. e. the knowledge to what degree historical events 
influenced the development of an idea, an essence, etc. The basic concept of the 
'historical abstraction' is the option of reunderstanding the meaning of essence 
again and again subject to the respective era instead of keeping up a rather static 
definition. The method is scientific, the results are subjective (Troeltsch: 
I creative deed'). 
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The term 'essence' is a programme in itself; Protestant 
theologians since Schleiermacher were searching a 'formula' 
which was able to present the inner nature or the most important 
qualitý of Christianity according to modern scientific standards. 
For Harnack this appeared to be essentially an adoption of the 
ideals of the keformation. 
The postulate that an 'essence' must be formulated, however, 
carries two dangers: first the clcti-t, " of superiority for one's 
own religion by means of idealization. And second, the 
denýgration of other religions. Neither Harnack nor later Baeck 
escaped this trap. They presented their faiths using as criteria 
idealistic standards and each tried to justify the superiority of their 
faith over the other one - as related rivals have a great need to 
find important differences between one another. The closer the 
enemies, the more necessity to differ. 
Harnack's argument is based on Julius Wellhausen's theory of 
Israel being in a state of decline since the times of the prophets. 
From there he easily concluded that Israel was a previous and 
decadent stage of Christianity which lost its legitimacy by the 
coming of Christ as the Messiah. 412 
412 Just as modem exegesis of the Hebrew Bible has put its emphasis more on 
a wholistic view rather than a pure analysis of sources an analogous 
development can be seen in systematics: philosophical bias seems to be 
succ(vded by an interest in the ongoing process of creating an identity of faith 
through ever new approaches and perspectives to the faith tradition. So the 
dynamic changes direction from historical retrospective towards courageo, 44; 
orientation of the way that God goes with his creation in the here and nov,,. 
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The Jewish Response - Baeck's "Wesen des Judentums" 
It was this reappearance of the idea of a Christian superiority over 
Judaism, now disguised in the question of essence and presented 
to the general public by a respected acedew, *c, which seemed to 
have led to an apologetic dispute with Harnack. 
The Jewish side tried to point out the legitimacy and value of 
Jewish existence, to prevent Jews from deserting Judaism and 
blending into Christianity. Mainly Felix Perles, Martin Schreiner 
and Joseph Eschelbacher criticized the Christian disregard for 
Jewish research on the life of Jesus, its confusion of halakhic and 
aggadic elements, its christocentric and germanocentric approach 
and the negle&t , of Jewish ethics. But the possibility of 
reconciliation was never denied. 
Baeck's criticism, in particular, seemed to be that Harnack's 
methodology was not historic in that its views of a philosophy of 
creation and disintegration in history are assumed to be 
historical facts. Baeck confronts Harnack's 'Essence of 
Christianity' with his 'Essence of Judaism' which is based on 
three concepts: 
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(1) The prophets' ethical monotheism 
(2) The essence of Judaism is revealed by the history of 
the Jewish people with God 
(3) The continuity of the Jewish tradition and the ties 
between ethical monotheism and the 
commandments 
One idea which both Judaism and Christianity have in common 
is their objective of a correlation between religion and humanity 
as the goal of human development. 
Baeck's Polarity Model and its Apologetic Intention 
As an alternative concept to the one of Harnack Baeck elaborated 
a model of two opposing poles - 'classical' and 'romantic' - to 
argue the superiority of Judaism over Christianity. Vhereas the 
'classical religion' or Judaism is depicted by Kantian attributes, 
and a high standard of ethics, and is defined by rationalism, and 
fulfillment of the law of God, 'romantic religion' (i. e. 
Christianity) is characterized by mysticism and emotional faith. 
This presentation, however, has been analysed to be a 'black and 
white' description of Judaism and Christianity. 
Baeck's apologetical and prejudiced approach to Christianity and 
Judaism is even more evident in his presentation of the teachings 
of Martin Luther. Baeck's attack on Martin Luther can partly be 
explained in terms of the circumstances of the times. 
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For Baeck the Protestant Prussian State Church (Staatskirche) 
represented Protestantism as a whole. The content of his attack, 
however, is primarily centred on the main question of the state of 
the individual before God. Can any human being, on the basis of 
individual strength and free will, fulfill the commandments and 
be rightous in the eyes of God, by being active for the better or the 
worse? For Baeck the human being in Judaism has the task and 
possibility to prove himself as ethical and righteous by striving to 
keep God's commandments. Humankind in Christianity is 
presented to be entangled in sin and, therefore, not able to do 
good works unless faith is granted by divine grace. This faith 
makes individuals righteous before God and enables thitm to 
follow Christ's example in acting well. 
Jewish Theology's Search for Identity 
Slowly a pattern of contemporary Jewish Theology evolved. I 
described it as a contextual way of thought strongly influenced by 
its environment. The social changes, to which the Jewish society 
was subject during emancipation, made a reinterpretation of the 
Jewish religious life necessary. Judaism had to prove its 'value' in 
a situation of competition with the Christian environment. Every 
religious reinterpretation had to be up to date and at the same 
time so close to the Jewish tradition that it still deserved the label 
'Jewish'. 
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The Science of Judaism was the secular attempt to found a 
modern Jewish identity. Its method is historical, the conceptual 
_V- _uA4 Md 
creator is Hegel, its main representatives are Geiger, Graetz, 
Frankel, the 'Berliner Lehranstalt'and its consequences a 'de- 
Judaisation' (cf. Geiger). When Hegel's philosophical view of 
history was superseded the reform movement lost a considerable 
part of its strength of persuasion and legitimation. The Breslau 
Seminar follows a rather more moderate path by combining 
tradition with modern science. We have seen that Leo Baeck's 
thought was shaped by this concept. He has to be seen in the 
context of liberalism in Germany. The open-minded political and 
social profile of liberalism led to a special affinity between liberals 
- who were generally Protestants - and Jews. The Jews, however, 
worried that liberal Protestantism could seduce people to baptism. 
Though Kantian ethics are generally considered to be related with 
Protestantism, it was mainly Jewish philosophers such as 
Manuel Joel and especially Hermann Cohen who tried to 
understand Kantian philosophy as a key for the analysis of 
monotheistic religions. In "Religion der Vernunft aus den 
Quellen des Judentums" (1919) Hermann Cohen suggested the 
departure from pure historicism and the redirection towards 
concepts like "ethics" and "truth". Basing himself on Kantian 
philosophy Cohen asserts that Judaism is a rational, Kantian 
religion in its roots. Its essential element is duty, whereas cult and 
rites are secondary. In comparison, Christianity with its ideas of 
trinity and divine incarnation then seems a step backwards from 
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'rational' Judaism. The strong affinity between liberal Protestants 
and Jews could also be seen in the influence that Scheiermacher 
and Dilthey exerted upon Jewish liberal thought. However, this 
affinity was set boundaries by Protestant nationalism and the heat 
of the 'essence' debate. 
just as in Baeck's 'Theology and History' the historical school 
explains religion as a part of the culture and emphasises the man- 
made parts. In opposition to this tendency a dialectical theology 
develops within Christianity that takes away the emphasis from 
the culture and stresses again the self-revealing God. Liberal 
theology has to face this critique and challenge. Baeck rejects this 
criticism with regard to Judaism. He considers this a specifically 
Christian problem, as Jewish theology is undogmatic. According 
to Baeck a Jew does not question God's revelation. Rather, he sees 
Jewish theology as a meditation on Israe? s history and tradition. 
On this basis he develops his system of polarity with the poles 
'classical' and Nromantic' religion. We have seen that Baeck 
regards Judaism to be the only religion which has not created any 
mythology. In other religions the mystic seeks an ecstatic 
encounter with God. In contrast to this Judaism focuses on the 
fulfillment of God's will. Nevertheless Baeck concedes that even 
Judaism is hallmarked by the tension between mystery and 
commandment. It is most important for the life of a human being 
to establish a balance between those two poles. All in all it can be 
seen that Baeck attempted to erase all irrational elements from 
Judaism. 
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Classical and Romantic Religion 
Mystery and Commandment correspond to the polarity of 
classical and romantic religion. To Baeck's mind Christianity and 
the religions of the East can be considered romantic, Judaism, 
however, is referred to as classical. Both Christianity and Judaism 
are described as religions of revelation. Baeck's distinction is: 
While Judaism is in a continuous state of creation, Christianity 
has practically reached its goal. The reason for this is the 
disproportionate emphasis on mystery as opposed to 
commandment. The classical religion of Judaism focuses on 
ethics and activity, the romantic religion of Christianity, however, 
is passive and faith-orientated. Baeck's assertion is that Protestant 
ethics do not genuinely belong to the essence of Protestantism, but 
are a supplement. I have shown how Baeck attempts to prove this 
hypothesis. He presents his understanding of Martin Luther's 
teachings on Original Sin, grace, rightiousness and salvation to 
underline his polarity model of activity and passivity. His second 
point of criticism is directed towards the Lutheran State Church. 
Its throne-altar-alliance serves him as proof of the hypocritical 
division between the spheres of politics and religion. This 
presentation is totally unaware of the liberal protestant tendencies 
after 1918 which totally reshaped 
Christianity in a secular state. 
the understanding of 
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My analysis of the above facts shows that Baeck's thought arises 
from a combination of Jewish tradition, neo-Kantian ethics and 
the concepts of Schleiermacher and Dilthey. Despite Baeck's 
problematic methodology his theology can be considered an 
instructive example of bewilderment in the Jewish theology of 
the thirties. In fact Jewish theology had two objectives at the time. 
On the one hand it had to define the relationship between 
religion and state, on the other hand it had to react to the criticism 
of dialectical theology. As an answer to this challenge Baeck wrote 
his two volumes 'This People - Jewish Existence' where he 
exchanges the concept of essence for the one of existence and also 
redefines his understanding of mystery and commandment: 'Das 
gebietende Geheimnis', the mystery that gives gives birth to 
commandment. In the end I consider it Baeck's merit that Jewish 
theology has overcome the concept of essence in favour of the 
term 'existence". Modern progressive Jewish theology has to deal 
with the same dilemma that its predecessors in the nineteenth 
century had to face: To balance continuity and change. 
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A Critical View 
This study was an attempt to describe and interpret Leo Baeck's 
writings on Christianity in the light of post-enlightenment 
bewilderment. What is the effect of Baeck's image of Christianity 
on the Chris tian-jewish dialogue? As mentioned above the search 
for 'essence' did not lead to an understanding of the two religions 
but distanced them. Searching for the 'essence' of a religion 
means at the same time to be unable to see the qualities of other 
religions which might shine through in one's own tradition. 
Although strenghtening Jewish religious self-consciousness, the 
writings of Leo Baeck on Christianity are like a monologue to a 
Jewish audience. Being interested in one's superiority results in 
not being capable to communicate. 
Baeck can be sure that his writings helped to strenghten Jewish 
religious self-consciousness in a time of trial. However, this kind 
of defence has an instrumental deficiency when 
communication and dialogue is sought. Baeck's attitude towards 
the relationship of Judaism and Christianity is a different one in 
his late writings, his experiences in America in mind. It is not the 
view of Christianity or Judaism that changed, he still clings to the 
contrasting 'classical' and 'romantic' religion, but Baeck is later 
arguing the case for true religious encounter. 
It is, then, no longer the 'essence' that is important but the 
religious self-consciousness or the religious identity of a person 
that enables a dialogue with members of a different faith 
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So, when the social patterns changed, 'essence' gave way to 
'existence', the existential search for one's own identity. It was the 
generation of Baeck, Buber and Rosenzweig that opened the gates 
for such interreligious encounter in a profitable exchange of the "I 
and Thou". To sum up: 
(1) Baeck's theology was innovating by refering to Wilhelm 
Dilthey's Verstehende Psychologie und Neo-Kantianism as it 
, vas represented by Hermann Cohen. 
(2) A development of Baeck's intellectual approach to his 
theological system can be detected in changing from Historicism 
to Existentialism. 
(3) Although Baeck's understanding of Christianity is limited and 
often prejudiced one has to esteem his efforts. He encouraged 
Jewish scholarly interest in research on Jesus. And, above all, 
Baeck's interest in Christianity was not weakened even during 
the Third Reich. After 1945 Baeck supported the Jewish-Christian 
Dialogue, especially in Germany. 
(4) Baeck is highly estimated as symbol of German Liberal Judaism 
and as one of the last surviving representatives of 
German jewry, Research institutions in New York, 
London and Jerusalem as well as Rabbinical Seminaries bear his 
name. Whereas the rememberance of his person is significant 
Baeck's contribution to Jewish theology did not find a succe-ssov 
,. ý s-Acqv considerable intellectual influence. The Jewish-Christian 
Dialogue in Germany relates to Martin Buber and Jewish 
intellectuals refer to the Jewish philosopher Effianuel Levinas. 
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I would like to conclude my analysis with a vision of Leo Baeck 
that may serve as a model to the encounter of different religions: 
"Human beings and communities, peoples and religions should 
understand one other. Understand each other also calls for 
respect. And to respect somebody else needs the respect for 
oneself. But they should understand each other. Understanding at 
the same time means to respect the other, and one is not able to 
respect someone unless one respects oneself... Human beings, and 
peoples and creeds will stay separated, they will live on in their 
individuality, but they will know that they belong together, that 
they are parts of the one humankind, that they should dwell 
together on this our earth, seeing each other, understanding each 
other and, if it is necessary, helping each other". 413 
4 13 Leo Baeck, ffidenhon, Christenhon wid Islam: Rede gehalten von Ehren- 
Grosspräsident Dr. Leo Baeck anlässlIch der Stiidietztagtitig der Districts- 
Gross-Loge Koiititzeiztal-Eiiropa XIX in Bruxelles (22. April 1956), pp. 18-19: 
Wenschen und Gemeinschaften, Völker und Religionen sollen einander 
verstehen. Sie sollen nicht gleich werden, und sie können nicht gleich werden. 
Verstehen bedeutet zugleich, voreinander Respekt haben, und vor dem andern 
kann nur der Respekt haben, der vor sich selber Respekt hat... Menschen und 
Völker und Bekenntnisse werden geschieden bleiben, werden in ihrer 
Besonderheit weiter leben, aber sie werden wissen, dass sie zusammen 
gehören, Teile der einen Menschheit sind, zusammenleben sollen atif dieser 
unserer Erde, einander schend und einander versteliend, und, wenn es Not tut, 
einander helfend. " 
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